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ABSTRACT
Numerous early Pleistocene silicic tephras are exposed in long sedimentary sequences
in the East Coast and Wanganui basin regions in southern North Island of New Tr-aland, some
150-250 krn south of the Taupo Volcanic 7nne. They provide time planes that can be correlated
benveen different facies and basins. Individual tephras can often be distinguished on the basis
of major and trace element glass chemistry, and Fe-Ti oxide composition. Approximately 51
different eruptive events may be recorded in the interval from ca. 1.7 Ma to 0.5 Ma. Early
Pleistocene tephras in deepsea sediments of the Southem Pacific Ocean at latitudes >60o5 were
previously considered to have been sourced in the TVZ. However, their alkalic compositions
are compatible only with volcanoes of Western Antarctica and the Ross Sea region.
Most of the tephras examined here are reworked, and many have been emplaced as
catastrophic flood deposits in overbank settings of braid plains in the East Coast region. Their
mode of emplacement and the presence of ignimbrites in the sequences indicate early
Pleistocene transport routes through the site of the present main Axial Ranges, and suggest
substantial tectonic uplift in the last 0.8 Ma-
Long sequences spanning the Jaramillo Subchron (0.99-1.07 Ma) and older Matuyama
Chron are recognised at Mangatewaiiti and Mangatewainui in the East Coast region, and Rewa
Hill in the Rangitikei Valley. Numerical age control is provided by 404g3oAr single crystal
laser fusion ages from plagioclase in key tephra horizons. This new chronology indicates the
tephras are nearly twice as old as several previous studies have suggested, thus requiring a
major rcvision of the New Zealand Pleistocene stratigraphy.
By integrating isotopic, paleomagnetic and geochemical data, 3 widespread tephras can
be correlated benveen basins of the East Coast and Wanganui: Pakihikura Tephra (ca. 1.6 Ma),
Potaka Tephra (1.00 Ma), and Kaukatea Tephra (ca. 1 Ma). These tephras and others provide a
chronological framework for much of the early Pleistocene in southern North Island. Potaka
Tephra is particularly widespread, allowing correlation between marine strata of the
Castlecliffian (local early Pleistocene stage) type section at the Wanganui coast, and marine
strata elsewhere in the Wanganui basin, as well as with fluvial and lacustrine strata in the East
Coast. The tephra occurs as an ignimbrite and as a catastrophic flood deposit in the East Coast
and as a fallout ash in North Canterbury, South Island (ca. 600 km from source). Potaka
Tephra (normal polarity) and Kaukatea Tephra (reversed polarity) bracket the top of the
Jaramillo Subchron and constrain ia age to ca. I Ma. This is in accord with the astronomical
calibration of the Pleistocene geomagnetic time scale, but older than previous determinations
using the'chronogram'method on K-Ar data.
The precise source vents for the distal early Pleistocene tephras are uncertain, however
their ages indicate they are coeval with dated proximal ignimbrite sheets from the Mangakino
Caldera in the SW part of T\2. The large number of distal tephras would imply a greater
frequency of eruptions from this source than previously expected.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
I.1 AIM OF TTIE II{VESTIGATION
The aim of this investigation is to develop a stratigraphic framework for early-middle
Pleistocene (2-0.5 Ma) sediments in basins of the southem North Island of New TnaIand via
tephro- and magneto- stratigraphy and isotopic ages. The basins contain an abundance of
rhyolitic volcaniclastic sediments and primary tephras. Their character and the facies in which
they are contained have implications for the tectonic, paleoclimatic and eruptive history of the
central and southern North hland.
1.2 GEOLOGIC SETTING
The North Island of New Tnaland, has been at an active convergent plate boundary and
has experienced regional tectonism and volcanism since the Miocene. Associated volcanism in
the central North Island was initiated at least 1.6 Ma ago (Pringle et al. 1992), in the south
western part of the Taupo Volcanic Zone (Fig. 1.1). The Taupo Volcanic Zone (TYZ) is a
province of calc-alkaline volcanism, dominated by large rhyolitic calderas and associated
ignimbrite deposits (Wilson et al. 1984). To the south and east of the TVZ, subsidence during
the Pleistocene has resulted in the accumulation of thick volcaniclastic sedimentary sequences in
a shallow marine back-arc basin (Wanganui basin) and mainly tenestrial fore-arc basins of the
East Coast region (Fig. 1.1). Tectonism in the late Pleistocene has produced a linear belt of
mountains (the Main Axial Ranges) which now separates the basins, and has uplifted and
exposed the sedimentary sequences on land.
Being located in the mid latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere and at the edge of the
Pacific basin, New Zealand contains both marine and terrestrial records of Pleistocene climatic
fluctuations (e.9. Pillans 1992). Near continuous volcanism has produced deposits in proximal
and distal settings relative to volcanic source, providing a means of correlation and isotopic
chronology, while rapid subsidence rates and voluminous detritus supplies, typical of
convergent plate boundaries, have produced high resolution records (e.g. Black 1992).
Pleistocene tephras are also common in deep-sea sediments from the outer shelf and
abyssal floor of the Tasman Sea and Pacific Ocean around New Zealand (e.g. Watkins &
Huang 1977). A few deep-sea tephras have been correlated to those exposed on land (e.g.
Froggatt 1983; Froggatt et al. 1986; Nelson et al. 1986), and many others up to 5000 km
distant in the Southern Ocean have been attributed to the TVZ (Kyle & Seward 1984, Seward et
al. 1986) without precise correlatives being identifred.
TAUPO VOLCA}IIC ZONE
Fig, l.f Map showing the main Pleistocene physiographic features
of the North Island of New Tnaland.
1.3 QUATERNARY CHRONOLOGY OF TtrE NORTH TSLAND OF NEW ZEALAND
Much of the previous work on the classification and chronology of the Quaternary
(particularly the early Pleistocene) of the North Island has focused on marine strata of the
Wanganui basin. Local stages were defined on the basis of lithology and fossil assemblages
(Table 1.1) from type sections at the cliffs along the Wanganui coast (Fleming 1953). This
sequence consists of a series of unconformity-bound units, and recent workers have attributed
them to high sealevel stands with the unconformities representing low stands (e.g. Beu &
Edwards 1984; Pillans t992). Numerical age control for the sequences has been limited due to
the scarcity of isotopically datable materials. The recognition of bioevents: the disappearance of
Pseudoemiliana lacunosa in the Castlecffian and the appearance of Geophyrocapsa sinuosa in
the Nukumaruan, became the primary age control points (Beu & Edwards 1984)- On this basis,
unconformity-bound formations were assigned to interglacial oxygen isotope stages and the
unconformities to glacial periods. Such chronologies assume all cycles are preserved and
identified. Subsequently, Turner & Kamp (1990) determined a magnetostratigraphy for the
Castlecliffian part of the type sections and identified the Jaramillo Subchron and Brunhes-
Matuyama boundary. Combining these data, several Plio-Pleistocene chronologies for New
7*,aland have been published including that depicted in Fig. 1.2. The assignment of formations
to oxygen isotope stages resulted in the conclusion that an angular unconformity between the
Castlecliffian and Nukumaruan represents as much as 0.5 Ma (Pillans 1992).
Table 1.1 New 7*aland Quatemary chrono-stratigraphic stages (adapted from Pillans 1992).
Epoch Series Stage Substage
Haweran
Putikian
Castlecliffian
Okehuan
Marahauan
Nukumaruan
Hautawan
Longer, more continuous Plio-Pleistocene sequences occur near the centre of the
Wanganui basin. They are less fossiliferous, but contain many rhyolitic tephras, the most
notable being the Rangitikei Valley. These sections became the focus of geochronology studies
using fission-track ages determined on volcanic glass (Seward 1974;1976). A series of ages
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coast (from Pillans 1992).
0.o -0.4 -0.8 -1.2 -1.6t
for tephras in the Rangitikei Valley were then used to estimate the age of local stage boundaries
(Fig. 1.3). Several tephras in a marine/non-marine sequence at Cape Kidnappers in the East
Coast region were also dated, and revealed a similar chronology (Seward 1975). Dated tephras
were named and correlations within and between basins were proposed, mainly on the basis of
age. With the realisation that fission-track ages on glass are affected by track annealing, zircon
ages were determined for several tephras (Seward 1979).
In spite of this chronology, precise correlation between sections was hindered by the
large error limits for the ages, the general lack of fossils in tephra-bearing sections, and the lack
of tephras in the type sections at the Wanganui coast. Further, many long Pleistocene non-
marine sequences in the East Coast region were largely unstudied, due to the lack of fossil
darums, in spite of the large number of tephra horizons they contained (e.g. Lillie 1953). These
sequences were simply assigned to the CastleclifFran because of their 'pumiceous' lithology.
Apart from correlation based on radiometric ages, no other method of tephra correlation was
available prior to the present study.
Geochemical snrdies of some of the tephras showed that many correlations on the basis
of age were invalid (Froggatt 1983; Shane & Froggatt 1991). Subsequent paleomagnetic
studies at the Cape Kidnappers section (Black L992) and Ar/Ar age data for large silicic
ignimbrites in ttre TVZ (Pringle et al. 1992) showed many of the fission-tack ages (both glass
and zircon) to be anomalously young. This is further supported by recent work on tephras in
the Rangitikei Valley using the isothermal plateau hssion-track technique (Alloway et al. 1993).
1.4 OBJECTIVES OF THE IT.IVESTIGATION
Three major objectives are identified for developing a Pleistocene stratigraphic
framework and chronology for the southern Norttr Island:
1. Establish a tephrostrartgraphy
Develop a tephrostratigraphic framework by recording the number and character of
megascopic tephras in long sertions of the early-middle Pleistocene in the Wanganui basin and
East Coast regions. In particular, examine long non-marine sections in the East Coast, which
contain abundant tephras but previously have received little attention. An adjunct to this is an
investigation of the sedimentary facies in which the lephras are contained, and the mode of
emplacement of the tephras themselves. This in turn has implications for the paleogeography
and tectonic history of the southern North Island.
A complimentary study of the geochemistry of the glass and mineral phases in the
tephras was undertaken for the purposes of characterisation and correlation. This included
examining tephras in deep-sea cores from the Pacific and Southern Oceans, which have been
attributed to New Tnaland (e.g. Kyle & Seward 1984), to determine their composition and
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Fig. 1.3 Glass fission-track agcs for tcphas in thc Rangitikei
Valtey sequenee (adaptcdftom Seward Lnq.
provenance, and their value to this tephrostratigraphic study. These studies may also provide
insight to the nature and eruptive history of the TIZ.
2. Establish a magnetos trati graphy
A paleomagnetic study of long sections wils undertaken to attempt to locate and identify
major subchrons and reversal boundaries, including the Brunhes-Matuyama boundary,
Jaramillo Subchron and Olduvai Subchron. By comparison to the Geomagnetic Time Scale
(GMTS), ttris can provide a numerical chronology, and a means of correlation berween sections
and in particular, correlation to the Castlecliffian type section. Paleomagnetic polarity also
provides an additional means of conelating tephra horizons.
3. Obnin isotopic ages
Crystals in the tephras provide a means to obtain high resolution 4oAr/39Ar ages for the
sequences, using the Single Crystal Laser Fusion (SCLF) method. Such ages can be used as
control points for magnetostratigraphy and as a check on previous age determinations by other
methods. They are also important in tephra correlation studies. The geochronology of the
tephras may also have implications for the eruptive history of the TyZ.
1.4. I Wider implications
Ar/Ar dating of tephras in continuously deposited sedimentary sections in southern
North Island provides an opportunity to calibrate the GMTS, which is based mainly on ages of
discrete emplacement events such as domes or lava flows. Tephras in sedimentary sequences
allow the position of the dated unit to be directly related to the chron or subchron it is contained.
The traditional calibration of the Plio-Pleistocene GMTS is based on IVAr whole rock ages of
basalt (Mankinen & Dalrymple 1979). Alternative orbitally tuned chronologies from deep sea
cores produce ages for reversal boundaries that are 5-7Vo older (e.g. Shackleton et al. 1990).
High resolution ages from sedimentary sections may help resolve the discrepancy in the
calibration alternatives (e.g. Tauxe et al. 1992).
Several studies have shown that climatic fluctuations have controlled the deposition of
early Pleistocene sequences in New Znaland, both marine (e.9. Beu & Edwards 1984; Pillans
1992) and non-marine (Black 1992). These sequences are particularly thick (100 m+) and thus
provide a high resolution record compared to that of typical continental deposits. However,
direct investigation of paleoclimates with the use of fossil pollens and micro-organisms has not
been widely applied to early Pleistocene sequences exposed onland in New Zealand. The
development of a stratigraphic framework using tephras and paleomagnetism allows the
correlation of marine to non-marine sediments and will greatly facilitate such paleoclimatic
investigations. Isotopic ages of the tephras will provide a firm chronology.
Table 2.1 Published stratigraphic nomenclature and approximate formational equivalence
for early Pleistocene strata, prior to this study.
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Chapter 2
STRATIGRAPIIY
2.1 DISTRIBUTION OF EARLY-MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE SEDIMENTS AND PREVIOUS
S TRATIGRAPHIC NOMENCLATI.JRES
Early-middle Pleistocene sediments in the southern North Island of New Zealand have
been classified and subdivided by various combinations of criteria including fossil
assemblages, lithology, stratigraphic position and the presence of tephras, in different
geographic regions. A summary of stratigraphic nomenclatures is shown in Table 2.1. The time
interval of early-middle Pleistocene straddles the boundary of the New Zealand Nukumaruan
and Castlecliffian stages, which are based mainly on marine biostratigraphy (Fleming 1953;
Pillans I992).In the Wanganui basin, sediments of this age form a nearly continuous, gently
dipping sequence, which extends laterally from the Wanganui coast to the Ruahine Ranges. The
sequence is thickest near the Rangitikei River, towards the centre of the basin, where
Castlecliffian sediments are conformable with Nukumaruan sediments. The type sections for
both stages are at the Wanganui coast, where the sequence is relatively thin and is entirely
marine. At the coast, several groups, each comprising several formations, are defined on the
basis of fossil assemblages and lithology. The contact between the Castlecliffian and
Nukumaruan stages is an angular unconformity, making the precise definition of stage limits
uncertain (Pillans 1992). Sediments eastward of the Rangitikei River become increasingly non-
marine and contain abundant tephras. The association of thick tephras with Castlecliffian strata
was noted by Te Punga (L952) and this has influenced the classification of strata in the absence
of fossil data in the eastern Wanganui basin and east of the basin.
In the East Coast region, sedimentation in the early-middle Pleistocene was
predominantly non-marine and a particularly long record of volcanism was recorded in the form
of rhyolitic tephras. Therefore early workers notably Lillie (1953), Fleming (1953) and Kingma
(1971), assigned strata to the Castlecliffian stage largely on the basis of lithology and the
presence of tephras. In southern Hawkes Bay, Castlecliffian strata were referred to as
Mangatarata Formation. These sediments are predominantly fluvial and lacustrine. They are
thickest in the Dannevirke area, in particular at Mangatewaiiti Stream. In this region the strata
are gently tilted and folded, and conformably overlie the Nukumaruan age, marine Kumeroa
Formation (Liltie 1953). Further to the north, in the Ruataniwha plains area of Central Hawkes
Bay, Mangatarata Formation is thinner and stratigraphic contacts are mainly obscured by
tectonic deformation. At the Tukituki River, sequences are tectonically overturned. However,
elsewhere Lillie (1953) has reported the deposition of Mangatarata Formation unconformably
on early Cenozoic and older strata. The most northern, continuous exposure of early-middle
Pleistocene strata is at Cape Kidnappers. This sequence differs from others in the East Coast
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region in having several estuarine units interbedded in a predominantly fluvial facies. The stata
have been referred to as Kidnappers Group comprising several formations (Kingma l97l:
Black 1992). A few macro-fossils, notably the genus Pecten, have been identified in the
Kidnappers Group, and these fossils occur in the Castlecliffian of the Wanganui coast section
indicating approximate equivalence.
2.2 MAJOR STRATIGRAPHIC SECTIONS
The major stratigraphic sections of early-middle Pleistocene strata examined are
described in this chapter (Frg. 2.1). In addition other, short sequences and isolated exposures
containing tephras were studied and are described in other chapters. The sedimentary facies and
inferred depositional environments are summarised here. A morc detailed explanation is given
in Chapter 6. As lithological columns for Cape Kidnappers and the Wanganui coast have
already been published, the columns are reproduced here and were not remeasured. Grid
references for locations are those from the NZMS 260 map series.
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2.3 MANGATEWAIITI STREAM
rop: u23l808172
base:U231829139
Nearly 700 m of strata are exposed in Mangatewaiiti Stream, north of Dannevirke, from
State Highway 2 to the railway bridge parallel to Matamau-Ormandville road. Lillie (1953)
briefly described the section and mapped it as Castlecliffian Mangatarata Formation. The lower
ca. 90 m of the section is exposed in Mangatewainui Stream and consists of entirely marine
facies. This part is better defined as Nukumaruan Kumeroa Formation (Lillie 1953). The strata
dip gently NW at 5-l0o defining the broad limb of a syncline, the axis of which is located at the
top of the section (parallel to SH 2).
Most of the sEata are non-marine, being fluvial and lacustrine. The contact with marine
strata in the lower part of the section is gradational and passes through estuarine sediments to
fully marine shallow shelf facies. These latter facies are mainly massive sandy mudstone, but
contain occasional shell beds (up to I m) with Chlamys gemmulata and Neothyris sp. The
estuarine facies contain Austrovenus and Mytilus.
In the non-marine sequence, coarse grained sediments are mainly restricted to
tuffaceous units, which often display cross-stratification and convolute bedding. Thick units
also display very low angle cross-stratification and horizontal stratification with gradational
bedding contacts, typical of scour and fill and hyperconcentrated flow deposits. Non-volcanic
deposits are fine grained sandy mudstone and are mainly massive or finely laminated. Some
massive mudstones contain the fresh water mollusc Hyridella and are diatomaceous. Lignites,
paleosols and fossil logs are abundant, while conglomerate facies are rare. At least 13
megascopic tephras are exposed: all (except 197) within non-marine strata.
The quality of paleomagnetic remanence determination is variable in the section. Sites
2c,3c and 4c display stable normal polarities and sites lc, 5c, 6c and those in the lower 90 m
of section, display stable reversed polarities. For the remainder of the sites no stable end-point
is achieved during demagnetisation, but declinations change from normal to reversed and their
initial negative inclinations decrease, suggesting an original reversed polarity.
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Fig. 2.3 Lithological column for Mangatewainui section
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2.4 MANGATEWAINIII STREAM
top: u23l808185
base,:U231839165
Mangatewainui Stream, north of Dannevirke, exposes nearly 500 m of non-marine
strata mapped as Castlecliffian Mangatarata Formation by Lillie (1953). The section extends
from State Highway 2 to about 500 m down stream of the bridge on Blairgowie Road. It
parallels the Mangatewaiiti section, about 2 km to the south-west and displays a similar
sequence. The srata in Mangatewainui Stream dip gently to the NW at 5-10o and define the
same syncline limb as the Mangatewaiiti section. The tops of both sections are terminated at the
syncline axis.
The facies are typifred by fine grained, poorly sorted sandy mudstones, either laminated
or massive. Coarse grained facies are volcaniclastic, while conglomerate facies are rare. All
lithologies iue compiuable to those described for Mangatewaiiti. At least 18 megascopic tephras
are exposed, all of which occur in non-marine strata. Thicknesses range from < 1 cm to 20 m.
Thick tephras display cross-stratification and convolute bedding indicative of rapidly deposited
fluvial deposits.
Paleomagnetic remanence determination for this section is generally good. Sites lc, 4b
and 5b display stable normal polarities of high intensity. Sites 2, 5 and 7 display stable reversed
remanences after ttre removal of weak overprints.
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92.5 MANAWATU RIVER
rop: u23l892193
base: U23l890199
Approximately 180 m of strata is exposed by the Manawatu River, down stream from
the bridge on Kopua Road, north of Dannevirke. The steeply (ca. 90') east-dipping strata are
mapped as Castlecliffian Mangatarata Formation by Lillie (1953), and overlie fossiliferous
Nukumaruan Kumeroa Formation. The contact between the formations is conformable and
gradational. In this section, the Mangatarata Formation is non-fossiliferous and becomes
increasingly carbonaceous up section. The dominant lithology is finely laminated and bedded
sandy mudstone. Occasional lignite beds indicate subaerial senings in part, perhaps in a
swampy overbank paleoenvironmenl
Three relatively thick tephras (146, 148 and 150) are exposed along with several beds
of very tuffaceous sediments. Remanence measurements from paleomagnetic samples were
poor with most sites displaying unstable reversed declination directions, but negative
inclinations during demagnetisation. The section is considered to be reversed by comparison
with sample behaviour in other sections.
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2.6 TUKITUKI ROAD
topiu2u89l420
base:U221889421
A minimum of 52 m of non-marine sediments are exposed in a road cut along Tukituki
Road, parallel to the Tukituki River, SW of Tikokino. Raub (1985) mapped the strata as
Castlecliffian. The section is overturned and dips steeply (ca. 85o) to the west, forming part of a
monocline that is exposed in Makaroro Riverto the north.
Sedimentary facies are dominated by massive, coarse (up to 7 cm clasts) greywacke
conglomerate. lntercalated with these units is carbonaceous sandy mudstone and mudstone,
both commonly finely laminated. The facies arc comparable to those exposed in the Makaroro
section. The sequence conformably overlies fossiliferous sandy mudstone containing
Austrovenas. These sediments are mapped as Nukumaruan by Raub (1985). Three, thin
megascopic tephras are exposed. No paleomagnetic samples were collected.
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2.7 MAKARORO RIVER
l'f/p:u24923500
bare,:U221920493
A sequence nearly 150 m thick occurs in the Makaroro River, east of Tikokino.
Exposure is good, except near the middle of the section. The strata have been briefly referred to
as Castlecliffian Mangatarata Formation by Raub (1985). The measured section represents a
moderately east dipping (20-30') monocline, which flattens to near horizontal at its crest where
the lower part of the section is exposed. The base of the section is terminated by a fault against
fossiliferous mudstone. This mudstone is mapped as Nukumanran by Raub (1985).
The sequence is entirely non-marine, being dominated in its upper part by massive
greywacke conglomerates, separated by thin, massive, carbonaceous sandy mudstone and
mudstone. Paleosols and fine cross-stratified sands are common in the lower part. These facies
are typical of a distal braid plain, however a few poorly sorted, reverse graded debris flow units
occur near the top of the sequence.
Nine megascopic tephras occur in the measured section, most being characterised by
coiuse ash and fine lapilli textures, in comparison to frner tephras in other sections. Tephra232
is a primary, non-welded ignimbrite containing flow oriented charred logs and crystal-enriched
gas escape pipes. This unit consists of poorly sorted ash and lapilli, and overlies a subaerially
weathered surface.
Remanence measurements of paleomagnetic samples collected are generally poor. Sites
1,2, 3b and 4b display normal overprints acquired after tectonic tilting and retain no
measurable primary rtmanence. Sites 3,4,2b and 5b display unstable reversed polarities.
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Fig. 2.7 Lithological column for Oroua section
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2.8 OROUA RIVER
$p:T2?6253ffi
base:T221617362
Over 350 m of stata was logged in the Oroua River, NE of Apiti. The strata has been
previously referred to by Milne (1969), Seward (1976) and Maxwell (1988). These workers
considered most of the sequence to be Nukumaruan, except for the upper non-marine part
which was considered to be Castlecliffian. The strata examined is exposed on the western limb
of a syncline and dips to the easl The dip is variable ranging from ca. 50o near the base of the
section to near 90o for much of the middle section. The strata then flatten in dip to near 30o at the
top.
The lower 240 m is mainly marine and records an overall regression from shelf facies
sandy mudstones interbedded with shell beds to sands and muds containing the intertidal
mollusc Austrovenus. The latter facies also contains rare lignites,logs and conglomerate beds.
A short interval of massive, well sorted sands (presumably shore face facies) is overlain by
non-marine massive, carbonaceous mudstone and greywacke conglomerate. This non-marine
sequence is at least 110 m thick and contains several thick tephras.
A minimum of 12 megascopic tephras are recognised in the sequence, all of which are
contained in non-marine strata except 315. The thick tephras have been fluvially emplaced being
characterised by trough cross stratification. Most of the tephras are bound by lignites or
paleosols suggesting episodic overbank deposition. The enclosing sediments also contain fossil
logs and in-siu free stumps.
Of the 9 paleomagnetic sites, only the upper 3 gave a clear magnetic remanence
direction. These sites display normal overprints and a reversed primary direction. Sites I andZ
also show reversed polarity, but are relatively unstable. The remaining sites are unstable, but
display reversed declinadons.
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2.9 SOUTHERN POHANGINA
top:T241459993
base:T241468990
192 m of strata were logged in a small, unnamed tributary to the Pohangina River, E of
Ashhurst The suata is mapped as Castlecliffian by Lillie (1953). An unknown thickness of
sediments occrrs beneath the logged section. Strata dips to the west at 20-30o and steepens near
the top of the section to form a monoclinal flexure.
All of the section, except the top 10 m, is marine facies. The section records a
regression. Fully marine shelf mudstones and sandstones are interbedded with shellbeds
containing pectinids, including Chlamys gemmulata. These ahernate with muddier sediments
containing the intertidal mollusc Austrovenus. The top of the sequence contains well sorted
sands and is tuffaceous. Lignites and paleosols are common in the top 10 m of the section.
Tephras at this level are cross stratified and deposited on lignites suggestive of fluvial overbank
sedimentation. Ten megascopic tephras are recognised and are contained within marine
sediments, except 310,3ll and 312. The marine tephras 110, 307 and 308 are cross stratified
and convolute bedded. They contain charcoal fragments and rip-up clasts of non-volcanic
sediments.
Paleomagnetic remanences of the samples collected are generally good. Most sites
display a high intensity reversed primary remanence, either with or without a weak norrnal
overprint Sites 1, 4 and 7b display a stable, high intensity normal polarity to high levels of
demagnetisation.
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2.10 REWA HILL
top:T2213583W
ba.n:T221347318
Strata exposed along Highway 43 at Rewa Hill in ttre Rangitikei River Valley have been
previously described by Te Punga (1952), who mapped them as Upper Rangitikei Formation of
Castlecliffian age. Seward (1974; L976) logged the section and determined fission-track ages
for the megascopic tephras, as well as determining a magnetostratigraphy. Seward correlated
the volcaniclastic sediments at Rewa Hill to ttre Kaimatira Pumice Sand at the Wanganui Coast"
the type section for the Castlecliffian. The sequence logged is that containing the Rewa and
Potaka tephras. Over 150 m of near-shore intertidal sediments arc exposed, which dip 4o to the
SSW.
Strata below Rewa tephra are generally coarse grained and display mega-ripples and
mud drapes. Some sediments were deposited rapidly as they contain convolute bedding and de-
watering features. At some horizons, rip-up clasts, up to 0.5 m in size, are present. Sediments
between Rewa and Potaka tephras are generally finer grained and were deposited in quieter
conditions. They consist of couplets of fine cross stratified sands, interbedded with laminated
muds. Ripple cut surfaces, channels and mud drapes are common, suggestive of estuarine
settings. A few units are sparsely fossiliferous.
Tuffaceous sediments are sparse throughout the section, bJpgot at the level of Rewa
and Potaka tephras. Remanent magnetism of most of the sites is multi-component in nature due
to overprinting.
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2.11 RANGMKEI RWER
topiT221354356
base:D2|37MA3
Strata exposed in the Rangitikei River, suatigraphically beneath the Rewa Hill section
contain the megascopic tephras: Mangapipi, Pakihikura, Waipuru (named by Seward f976) and
several others. The strata are mainly marine, except for a short interval above Pakihikura
tephra, where several lignrtes and paleosols are exposed- Te Punga (L952) considered the strata
to be Nukumaruan in age and referred to them as Middle Rangitikei Formation. Seward et al.
(1986) correlated the sequence to the Maxwell Group. The section was only logged at very low
resolution and thiclnesses estimated from aerial photos and maps. Tephra 291 was not located
in the river sequence, but is exposed near by in a cut on Vinegar Hill Road (T2U35L387). Its
position in the sequence can be determined by structural projection down dip.
Paleomagnetic remanences of samples collected are poorly defined due to low intensity
and multi-component magnetisation.
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2.12 WANGANUT COAST (NIJKUMARUAN TYPE SECTTOI9
F.22/667472
The entire Nukumaruan type section exposed in cliffs along the Wanganui Coast
(Fleming 1953) was examined for megascopic tephras. Only the upper interval of the sequence
consisting of the Middle Maxwell, Mangahou Siltstone and Upper Maxwell Formations
contained megascopic tephras and therefore were logged. Most of the section is exposed in the
vicinity of Ototoka Stream. The lithologies of the formations have been described in detail by
Fleming (1953) and Beu & Edwards (1984). The strata dip gently (2-3") to the SE and are
generally poorly exposed.
The Pukekiwi Formation consists of a coarse sandy shell grit and is cross-stratified.
Mangahou Siltstone is also marine, containing a variety of mainly estuarine fossils (Fleming
1953), and consise of a tuffaceous sandy mudstone. A thin megascopic tephra occurs at the lop
of the unit (224). The Middle and Upper Maxwell Formations are non-marine, consisting of
carbonaceous dune sands, paleosols and lignitic sandy mudstone. Volcanic glass occurs rarely
as beds (e.9. 172) or as highly tuffaceous sediments and dispersed glass shards through most
of of the Middle and Upper Maxwell Formations.
Paleomagnetic remanences of samples collected from 4 sites are unstable with highly
erratic demagnetisation paths and weak intensities. However, sites 2 and 3 displayed the
features of reversed polarity overprinted by one or more norrnal components.
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2.13 WAI.IGAT.IUI COAST (CASTLECLIFFIAN TY?E SECTIONI)
Lithological columns for Castlecliffian strata exposed along the coast, have been
presented by Fleming (1953), Beu & Edwards (1984) and Turner & Kamp (1990). The
sequence was not re-logged in this sfirdy and the column presented here is adapted from Turner
& Kamp (1990). This sequence represents the tlpe section for the Castlecliffian The strata are
entirely marine and represent a series of unconformity bound units. One megascopic tephra
(I73) occurs and is referred to as Kaimatirahrmice Sand (Seward 1976). Magnetostatigraphy
is presented by Tumer & Kamp (1990).
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2.I4 CAPE KIDNAPPERS
l(emp ( ttol
The sequence at Cape Kidnappers has been described in detail by Kingma (1971)[and
Black (1992), and therefore was not re-logged in this study. The column presented here is from
Black (L992). The strata are considered Castlecliffian in age on the basis of macrofossils, in
particular the presence of Pecten Fission-uack ages for some of the tephras have been reported
by Seward (1975; 1979), and a revised chronology on the basis of magnetostratigraphy by
Black (1992). The strata are classified as Kidnappers Group by Kingma (1971) and consist of
several formations. Most of the strata is non-marine, being fluvial gravels, sands and muds,
with abundant lignite layers. A few marine beds are intercalated and contain estuarine fossil
assemblages.
At least 26 megascopic tephra layers (numbered 1-26) were recorded by Black (1992),
many of which are reworked. Black divided the tephras into 6 major groups, each representing
reworked events of a single eruption or a series of eruptions; A (3-5, 6,7, 8,26, 25); B (9,
11); C (13); D (14, 15) and E (18,20,21).
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2.15 LEADER RIVER
top:o3u325420
base: O323L8423
Over 100 m of marine and non-marine Castlecliffian strata is exposed in the lrader
River, North Canterbury. The lower part of the sequence consists of fossiliferous sandy
mudstone, and contains the mollusc genus Pecten, indicating a Castlecliffian age. The
remainder of the sequence consists of fluvial conglomerate and sandy mudstone, interbedded
with lignites and paleosols. Fossil pollen, insecta and avifauna have been found in the non-
marine sediments (G. Warren pers. comm. 1991). The section log is re-drawn from data of
'Warren (unpubl.) and field observations. One megascopic tephra occurs near the top of the
section, and represents a fall out deposit (ca. 0.10 m thick). Paleomagnetic specimens from the
top of the section display a stable normal polarity. Those from the lower part are strongly
overprinted and appear to be of reversed polarity.
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Chapter 3
MAGNETOSTRATIGRAPHY
3.I INTRODUCTION
Previously, only limited attention has been paid to the magnetostratigraphy of New
7*aland early-middle Pleistocene deposits. In an early study, Kennett et al. (1971) recognised
the Olduvai Subchron in marine sediments of Nukumaruan age in southern Wairarapa. Seward
(1974) presented data for Castlecliffian marine sediments at Rewa Hill near the Rangitikei
River, and identified a paleomagnetic reversal in that section as the Brunhes-Matuyama,
supported by using fission-track ages of interbedded tephras. This reversal boundary was also
tentatively identified by Collen & Vella (1984) in southern Wairarapa. Seward et al. (1986)
presented a magnetostratigraphy for most of the Cenozoic strata exposed in the Rangitikei
River, beneath the Rewa Hill section, and identified the Olduvai Subchron as well as the Gauss
and Gilbert Chrons. The Rewa Hill section and sequences in southern Wairarapa were re-
examined by Shane & Froggatt (1991), who determined similar reversal patterns. The type
section for the Castlecliffian stage exposed along the Wanganui coast was studied by Turner &
Kamp (1990) who determined the position of the Brunhes-Matuyama boundary and the
Jaramillo Subchron. A similar reversal stratigraphy was found by Black (1992) at the Cape
Kidnappers section.
In other Pleistocene studies, Pillans & Wright (1990) determined a paleomagnetic
record for a long loess core from the Wanganui Basin, representing the last 0.60 Ma. There
have also been sparse publications on the paleomagnetism of Taupo Volcanic Zone ignimbrites
and lavas, notably Cox (1971), who identified both reversed and normal Pleistocene units. In
general paleomagnetic investigations in New 7*aland have suffered from the lack of isotopic
age data which would allow the precise correlation of sequences to the geomagnetic time scale.
In the present study, long CastlecliffianA.Iukumaruan sections in the East Coast region
and Wanganui Basin were sampled to develop a magnetostratigraphy in conjunction with
isotopic age data for key tephras (see Chapter 7).
3.2 METHOD
Consolidated sediments were sampled by a portable motorised drill, while less
consolidated sediments were cut by a knife and placed into plastic boxes which were oriented in
the field. Specimens were transported and stored in magnetic shields. In the laboratory, the
specimens were sequentially measured and demagnetised using a Molspin spinner
magnetometer and a 2-spin a:ris altemating field demagnetiser. Noise limit for the magnetometer
is about 0.03 mA/m. A pilot specimen from most sites was demagnetised in 5-10 mT steps in
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fields in the range 0-70 mT, to test their behaviour. The remaining specimens were then
demagnetised at optimum levels, usually involving 2 or 3 steps.
3.3 NATI.]RE OF SPECIMEN MAGNETISATION
3.3.1 Natural Remanent Magnetisation and intensity
Specimens collected for paleomagnetic studies came from a variety of facies including
unconsolidated to partly consolidated muds, sandy muds and tephras. For most of the sections,
the specimens collected displayed a wide range in Natural Remanent Magnetisation (NRM)
intensity and direction. NRM intensities may vary from ca. 0.05 to 60 mAm-l with most
specimens in the range 0.1-3.0 mAm-I. The highest intensities are displayed by coarse grained
sandy sediments and sediments with a high volcanogenic component Glassy tephras, both fine
and coarse, also display high NRM intensities. NRM directions are typically either normal or
have negative inclinations (normal in Southern Hemisphere) regardless of their declinations.
Inclinations are often low <40o for specimens with declinations in the range 090-270", which is
not consistent with a dipole field at the latitude of the site. This suggests magnetic overprinting
of the original fietd.
The behaviour of specimen intensities during AF demagnetisation falls into nvo broad
groups: (a) a decline in intensity with progressive demagnetisation; and (b) an initial increase in
intensity followed by a decline with progressive demagnetisation (Fig. 3.1). The first group is
typical of the progressive removal of a single component remanence and is commonly displayed
by normal polarity specimens in this study. Median destructive fields are in the range 10-25
mT. The second group reflects the progressive removal of a low coercivity component of
opposite polarity to another component of higher coercivity. This behaviour is commonly
shown by reversed polarity specimens in the study. The behaviour of intensities during
demagnetisation provided a simple indicator of the multiple component nature of the specimens
and their polarity.
3.3.2 Specimens with single component magnetisation
Most normal polarity specimens show straight demagnetisation paths toward the origin
of orthogonal component plots (Fig. 3.2), suggesting a single component NRM. A few
displayed a very weak viscous overprint which is usually removed in 5-10 mT fields. These
normal specimens produce site averages which differ within cu 20o of declination with the
present day field, thus the paleomagnetism is considered the primary depositional or post-
depositional RM. Other specimens display a reversed NRM direction which follows a relatively
straight path to the origin on component plots (Fig. 3.2). These specimens are considered to
have a single component reversed primary magnetism. Some of the reversed specimens initially
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increase in intensity during demagnetisation which is accompanied with an increase in
inclination. These specimens are considered to have a very weak normal overprinl
Specimens which are characterised by a single component magnetisation are not
common and were collected mainly from near the tops of the Mangatewaiiti and Mangatewainui
sections. Most specimens display multi-component magnetisation.
3.3.3 Specimens with two component magnetisation
Many specimens have NRM directions which differ greatly from directions expected
from a dipole field. Demagnetisation reveals a magnetisation consisting of two components.
These are shown by straight line segments of different direction on orthogonal component plots
(Fig. 3.3). Specimens typically move away from the origin with the progressive rcmoval of a
low coercivity component which has an opposite direction to a higher coercivity component.
The more viscous component is usually of normal poladty. A change in polarity is accompanied
by a decline in intensity and forms a path toward the origin of the plot (Fig. 3.3). The higher
coercivity component is typically reversed. This demagnetisation behaviour is interpreted as the
removal of a secondary viscous overprint. The higher coercivity component is considered
primary. The viscous overprints are typically removed in 1G'25 mT fields.
Some of these specimens do not completely change to a reversed direction during
demagnetisation (Fig. 3.3d). Typically, negative inclinations decrease and declinations move
toward 1800, as in the early stages of demagnetisation of stable specimens. However, these
unstable specimens do not move toward the origin on orthogonal component plots, although
intensities may drop in an orderly fashion (Fig. 3.3d). By comparison to normally overprinted,
reversed polarity specimens, these unstable specimens are also considered to have a reversed
primary magnetisation. It is likely that the lower coercivity component partly overlaps the
primary component spectrum, thus masking the primary polarity direction. This is confirmed
by the fact that some specimens with 'masked' reversed polarity were collected from the same
sites as specimens displaying a stable reversed polarity, reflecting differing degrees of
overprinting. Specimens with this type of magnetisation are common from the Rangitikei, the
lower part of Oroua and Mangatewaiiti, and Manawatu sections.
3.3.4 Specimens with multi-component magnetisation
Specimens displaying an enatic demagnetisation path or those consisting of 3 or more
different segments on component plots, reflect multi-component magnetisation (Fig. 3.4). This
type of behaviour was encountered in many of the sections examined. Typically the first
component is of low coercivity and mainly eliminated in fields of 1G25 mT. This component is
a modern viscous overprint of normal polarity. Its removal reveals a second higher coercivity
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component usually of reversed polarity which decays in fields of 20-40 mT. Intensities drop
with progressive demagnetisation in this part of the spectrum. In fields >45 mT, intensities
often increase again and directions become normal. This change represents a third very high
coercivity component. In some cases, the very high coercivity component is of reversed
polarity. Some specimens from the Pohangina section display a stable normal component in
demagnetising fields of 0-50 mT, but show a second very high coercivity component in fields
>60 mT of reversed polarity (Fig. 3.ad). By comparison to simply overprinted specimens, the
intermediate coercivity component, revealed in the range of 20-50 mT fields, is considered to
represent the primary depositional RM. High coercivity and high blocking temperature magnetic
components has been reported by McGuire (1989) and Turner & Kamp (1990) in New Zealand
mudstones. They are thought to be a result of chemical diagenesis. The polarity of this
component retlects the timing of the chemical alteration. In most cases it is normal and thus is
modern. The nature of the primary, intermediate coercivity component can be difficult to
determine as this part of the coercivity spectrum is often overlapped by the other components.
3.3.5 Post-tectonic overprinting
Specimens from sites I,2,3b and 4 near the top of the Makaroro section including an
ignimbrite (S 232) display NRMs with an apparent intermediate direction or polariry when the
tilting of strata is corrected for (Fig. 3.5). Orthogonal component plots reveal a straight
demagnetisation path to the origin indicating an apparently single component magnetisation.
The strata now dip at22o to the east at a strike of MOo. If the effecr of tilting is ignored, then
the paleomagnetic directions are closer to that of the present day normal field. This implies the
magnetisation represents a normal overprint acquired after tectonic tilting of the beds- No higher
coercivity components are evident from demagnetisation and thus the original primary direction
of magnetisation cannot be determined. Conections for the tectonic tilt of bedding can provide
insight into the timing of magnetic overprinting in the sections examined. In the case of the
upper part of the Makaroro section the secondary nature of the magnetisation may not have
otherwise been detected.
3.3.6 Assessment of site polarity
A severe degree of overprinting was encountered at most of the collection sites. As the
success of isolating the primary depositional RM was variable due to the multi-component
nature of the specimens, the RM directions for a particular site are often very scattered. This
reflects the degree of overprint remainin! after demagnetisation. Thus statistical measures of
pole direction, such as Fisher statistics, provide little insight to the paleomagnetic field.
However, the main purpose of the investigation was to determine the polarity of the sequences.
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For this, the data provide much information, as the polarity of the specimens can often be
readily determined from their behaviour during demagnetisation, even if the virnral geomagnetic
pole is not adequately defined.
Various criteria have been proposed for determining the paleomagnetic polarity of a site
(e.g. Hitlhouse et al. 1986; Kodama 19791' Verosub 1981) with a bias toward reversed polarity
specimens. As the Earth's magnetic field has been predominantly normal for the last 0.78 Ma
(Brunhes Chron), viscous overprints are most likely to be of normal polarity. The early-middle
Pleistocene sections examined here consist of thick conformable sequences with little evidence
of unconformities due to uplift and exposure. Thus the sections have been deeply buried until
uplift in the last ca. 0.5 Ma. As incising sreams rapidly change their courses, most of the
sediments have been exposed only since the Holocene and often in the last 10-100 years.
Therefore overprinting can be assumed to be normal in most if not all cases. Thus specimens of
reversed polarity or those that move toward a reversed direction during demagnetisation are
most likely !o reflect the magnetic field near the time of deposition.
Using this approach and considering the demagnetisation behaviour of each specimen, a
site that contains at least one reversed polarity specimen is considered to be reversed (e.g.
Verosub 1981). Similarly, a site characterised by specimens having reversed declinations (ca.
l80o), but normal (negative) inclinations (a situation commonly encountered here), are best
considered to be reversed as demagnetisation tests show a change toward reversed polarity. A
similar classification of site polarity was used by Kodam a (1979) for a severely overprinted
sequence. Normal polarity sites are treated with additional caution due to like-polarity
overprinting. Here a sit,e is considered normal if all of the specimens display a stable normal
magnetisation during demagnetisation. When specimen inclinations are close (t 20) to that of
the theoretical dipole freld (ca. 60o for sites at 42"S latitude), the paleomagnetism is considered
reliable. This can be further checked by correction for bedding tilt. The tilt correction should
move the RM directions toward that of the dipole field if the the specimens' magnetisation is
pre-tectonic.
3.3.7 Transitional paleomagnetic polarity
Intervals of intermediate or transitional polarity near reversal boundaries are interpreted
as a record of the changing paleomagnetic field. They have been reported by Turner & Kamp
(1990) in the Wanganui coast section, particularly near the Brunhes-Matuyama boundary. Sites
classified as transitional are characterised by declinations in the range ca. 90-200o, and have
negative (normal) inclinations (furner & Kamp 1990). No stable sites with these characteristics
have been found in the sections examined here, Some polarity directions of reversed specimens
with normal overprints are similar to these transitional polarities, as the normal overprint is not
completely removed. However, specimens in this study do not reach a stable end point, but
MrEgilcwtiirl
Fig. 3.6 Paleomagnetic specimen measurerpnts for the Mangatewaiit section. Eactr point
represents a single measurenent. At right stereonet projections for the specimen
directions.
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move toward a reversed polarity. Therefore none of the sites examined here are considered to
be transitional.
3.4 MAGNETOSTRATIGRAPHY OF STIJDY SECTIONS
3.4.1 Correlation
The longer sections examined are dominated by reversed polarity sediments (Figs. 3.6,
3.7,3.8). This was expected as previous paleontological, paleomagnetic and radiometric dating
(Te Punga 1952; Lillie 1953; Kingma l97l' Seward 1974: Seward et al. 1986; Pillans 1992)
have suggested the sequences are Plio-Pleistocene in age and thus should represent the
Matuyama Reversed Chron [0.78-2.60 Ma on the basis of astronomical calculations
(ShacHeton et al. 1990)1.
The longest sections representing the early-middle Pleistocene are exposed at
Mangatewaiiti and Mangatewainui. These two parallel sections display similar specimen
demagnetisation behaviour and a similar resulting reversal stratigraphy (Fig. 3.6, 3.7).
Demagnetisation removed, with variable success, a nonnal viscous overprint to reveal a
sequence of mainly reversed polarity at these sections. Most of the sites in the middle to lower
part of the sections are characterised by declinations close to 180o, but either positive or
negative inclinations or both. The lower ca. 90 m of the Mangatewaiiti section represents
marine sediments of the Nukumaruan Kumeroa Formation (Lillie 1953). This part of the
sequence is of reversed polarity. The remainder of the sequence is non-marine and represents
the Castlecliffian Mangatarata Formation (Lillie 1953). Both the Mangatewaiiti and
Mangatewainui sections have a normal interval near the top (Fig. 3.6,3.7). Above this are
reversed polarity sediments in a syncline axis which structurally terminates both sections,
preventing further sampling. This normal interval is likely to be the Jaramillo Subchron (0.99-
1.07 Ma, Shackleton et al. 1990), as this subchron has been located in other sections
considered to be Castlecliffian in age (Iurner & Kamp 1990; Black 1992). This is confirmed by
isotopic ages for the interbedded tephras (Chapter 7). The lack of a long normal interval which
could represent the Olduvai Subchron (L.77-1.79 Ma) in these sections suggests it could occur
further below them or little deposition occurred during this interval.
A similar magnetostratigraphy was determined for the Rangitikei sequence exposed at
Rewa Hill, between Rewa and Potaka tephras (Fig. 3.8). Seward (1974) also determined a
similar reversal pattern for this section and interpreted the normal interval as the Brunhes
Normal Chron (0-0.78 Ma), on the basis of fission track ages for the tephras. However, a
recently determined Ar/Ar age of ca. I Ma for Potaka Tephra (Chapter 7), which occurs within
the normal interval, indicates this interpretation is not possible and instead the interval
represents the Jaramillo Subchron. Secondary normal overprinting is particularly severe at the
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Rewa Hill section (Fig. 3.3d, 3.4d) and most of the reversed polarity sites are interpreted from
declinations in the vicinity of 180o (Fig. 3.8), rather than their inclination alone. The reversed
polarity is supported by an isotopic age of ca.1.46 Ma for Rewa Pumice (Chapter 7).
Further samples were collected in the Rangitikei River below Rewa Hill sequence,
which contains the Mangapipi, Pakihikura and Waipuru tephras (Fig. 3.9). Specimens from
this part of the sequence displayed multi-component magnetisation of low intensity which
hindered demagnetisation tests. As a result paleomagnetic directions iue highly scattered. Each
site, except site 2, has at least one specimen of reversed inclination. At the level of each of the
tephras, sediments appear to be of reversed polarity. This is inconsistent with the results of
Seward et al. (1986) who reported a long normal interval, interpreted to be the Olduvai
Subchron, which contained fte Waipuru Ash. Considering the normal overprinting and multi-
component nature of the specimens' magnetisation, normal directions must be treated with extra
caution. Further sampling is required to fully establish the magnetostratigraphy of the lower
Rangitikei section.
Other sequences sampled including Oroua, Manawatu and Makaroro were found to be
of mainly reversed polarity (Fig.3.10,3.11,3.12). These sections can be correlated by the
presence of Pakihikura Tephra in each of them (Chapter 8). They are interpreted as representing
the same interval as the lower part Mangatewaiiti and Mangatewainui sections, i.e. Matuyama
Chron, beneath the Jaramillo Subchron (>l Ma). Strata exposed by a tributary to the Pohangina
River, display two short normal intervals in a reversed polarity sequence (Fig.3.l3).
Chronology for this section is lacking as the interbedded tephras have not been identified.
However, the section records a marine regression to fluvial sediments with tephras at its top,
similar to that of the Oroua section to the north. Thus the Pohangina section is considered to be
relatively old. The normal polarity intervals could therefore represent the Olduvai or Reunion
subchrons.
3.4.2 Implications
The thickness of strata considered to represent the Jaramillo Subchron at Mangatewaiiti
and Mangatewainui is about 130 and 90 m, respectively. At Rewa Hill, the top of the subchron
was not defined paleomagnetically, however its thickness can be estimated (ca. 50 m) by the
position of the Potaka Tephra, which occurs at this boundary (Chapter 8). The Jaramillo
Subchron represents the interval from 0.99 Ma to 1.07 Ma, a period of ca. 80 ka. This implies
rapid average sedimentation rales of 1.6, 1.1 and 0,6 m/103 yr for the Mangatewaiiti,
Mangatewainui and Rewa Hill sections, respectively. In the fluvial sequences, deposition is
episodic and flood events can result in rapid vertical accretion. However, much of the
Mangatewaiiti and Mangatewainui sections consist of fine grained lacustrine and swamp facies
(Chapter 2) and thus a high constant sedimentation rate is implied. This high sedimentation rate
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in turn suggests rapid basin subsidence at ca. lMa in the East Coast and Wanganui basin
regions. Kamp & Turner (1990) estimated a sedimentation rate of ca. 0.27 mlI03 yr for the
same interval at the Wanganui coast. This indicates that the sequences in the eastern Wanganui
basin and East coast reglon are of higher resolution for the interval near the Jaramillo Subchron.
The Jaramillo Subchron occurs near the top of the Mangatarata Formation in the East
Coast region and at the bottom of the Castlecliffian type section at the Wanganui coast.
Therefore the subchron provides a msans of direct correlation between the two regions. Also
much of the Mangatarata Formation considered to be Castlecliffian by Lillie (1953) is
stratigraphically older than that at the Castlecliffian type section. The sequences in the East
Coast region are relatively continuous, lacking unconformities. Therefore they represent the
time interval missing in the unconformity (Fteming 1953; Pillans 1992) betrveen Castlecliffian
and Nukumaruan strata at the Wanganui coast, which occurs directly beneath the Jaramillo
Subchron.
3.5 CONCLUSIONS
1. Early Pleistocene sediments and tephras are characterised by two- and multi-component
remanent magnetisation. The latter usually comprises of a low coercivity normal overprint, an
intermediate coercivity primary magnetism, and a very high coercivity chemical overprint.
2. Due to overprinting, the polarity of most sites is inferred from specimen behaviour during
demagnetisation, e.g. a directional shift from normal toward reversed, rather than a stable end
point direction.
3. The Brunhes-Matuyama boundary, Jaramillo Subchron and a long interval of pre-Jaramillo
MatuyamaChron are identifred in Pleistocene sequences in the EastCoast and Wanganui basins
of New Tnaland. They provide temporal constraints for the Pleistocene stratigraphy of New
7nalarrd.
4. The Jaramillo Subchron has been recognised at the base of the Castlecliffian type section. A
major interval of rhyolitic volcanism is recorded beneath the subchron, in more continuous
sequences in the eastern Wanganui basin and East Coast which were previously considered to
be temporally equivalent to the Castlecliffian type section.
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Chapter 4
GEOCHEMISTRY OF TEPHRAS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Commonly, volcanic glass weathers to clay in subaerial and river telrace settings over
periods of 105 years. However, in subaqueous settings and when rapidly buried the glass
phase in tephras is preserved in sediments as old as Miocene and Pliocene age in New Tnaland
(e.g. Nelson et al. 1986; Gosson 1986; Shane 1990). Early-middle Pleistocene tephras
interbedded in fluvial and shallow marine sediments in Hawkes Bay and Wanganui Basin
consist of fresh, unaltered glass shards and variable amounts of phenocrysts. Thus the tephras
provide an opportunity to chemically characterise the eruptive events using a variety of
techniques and materials. Such data can provide insight into volcanic source provinces and
petrogenesis, as well as providing a means for the identification of individual events.
Westgate & Gorton (1981) have summarised the techniques and the potential of
correlating distal silicic tephras, while Hildreth & Mahood (1986) have discussed the problems
of conelating ignimbrites. In addition to stratigraphic and lithological studies, other techniques
are often required to correctly identify a tephra where outcrops are sparse and many eruptive
events are recorded. For tephras containing fresh, unaltered glass shards, the chemistry of the
glass phase has long been a significant tool in correlation studies in North America (Smith &
Westgate 1969; Sarna-Wojcicki et al. 1984; 1987; lzett et al. 1988; and many others); New
7-ealand (e.g. Froggatt 1983; Froggatt et al. 1986; Lowe 1988; Shane 1990; Black 1992) and
elsewhere. The glass composition of a particular eruption reflecs a number of factors including
the original magma composition; the degree of crystallisation and crystal fractionation; the inter-
reaction with other magma bodies and country rock; and the formation of physical and
compositional gradients in the magma prior to eruption. As a result many tephras are chemically
distinctive. Some studies have also focused on the chemistry of mineral phases for
identification purposes, in particular Fe Ti-oxides (e.g.Kohn 1970; Westgate et al.1977).
To assess the usefulness of glass and mineral phases in characterising early-middle
Pleistocene tephras, electron microprobe and XRF analyses were performed. As many of the
tephras were emplaced by fluvial processes, they contain detrital contaminants as well as
xenocrystic and xenolithic components normally associated with explosive eruptives. Thus
grain-specific techniques were used where possible.
4.2 MAIOR OXIDE GLASS COMPOSITIONS
4.2.1 Classification and types
All of the tephras examined consist predominantly of clear or milky white glass shards
(>95Vo of the sample). Major oxide compositions were determined for 8-20 individual shards in
Table 4.1. Representative glass shard analyses of early Pleistrocene tephras.
typical glnsses :
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SiO2 74.62 (.30)
AlzOr 13.51 (.14)
rio2 0.17 (.03)FeO 2.15 (.07)MsO 0.12 (.04)CaO 1.07 (.04)Na2O 4.57 (.09)KzO 3.61 (.16)
cl 0.1e (.02)
water 5.32 (1.40)
n8Pr 0.85Fe/Ca 2.01
high-Ca glasses
315
SiO2 7s.07 (.64)AlzQ 13.58 (.32)
rioz 0.24 (.08)FeO 1.72 (.22)Meo 0.28 (.08)CaO 1.54 (.10)Na2O 4.07 (.15)KzO 3.27 (.17)cr 0.23 (.0s)
water 6.50 (1.18)
n9PI 0.75Fe/Ca I.Lz
high-K glasses
t72
287
7s.68 (.31)
12.95 (.13)
0.17 (.04)
l.ee (.11)
0.09 (.02)
0.94 (.07)
4.34 (.r2)
3.64 (.ls)
0.18 (.04)
4.83 (1.19)
l0
0.8s
2.r2
134
75.se (.1r)
13.e4 (.07)
0.15 (.03)
1.s4 (.08)
0.33 (.08)
1.40 (.08)
3.e3 (.10)
2.98 (.r2)
0.r3 (.04)
6.66 (t.22)
10
0.70
1.10
r3l
196
76.46 (.30)
12.83 (.12)
0.16 (.0s)
1.s2 (.10)
0.12 (.03)
0.e4 (.0s)
4.2e (.20)
3.4e (.11)
0.18 (.02)
7.r5 (1.15)
10
0.84
r.62
301
7s.72 (.33)
13.19 (.18)
0.23 (.04)
1.68 (.13)
0.21 (.03)
1.52 (.06)
4.29 (.r0)
3.04 (.19)
0.20 (.03)
s.85 (1.04)
10
0.79
1.11
29r
261
78.02 (.46)
12.20 (.27)
0.15 (.04)
1.25 (.15)
0.11 (.02)
0.78 (.06)
3.88 (.19)
3.45 (.18)
0.16 (.02)
s.96 (r.17)
l0
0.83
1.60
33s
77.09 (.40)
12.68 (.12)
0.15 (.06)
r.42 (.13)
0.11 (.03)
1.24 (.06)
3.7e (. r8)
3.34 (.18)
0.1e (.0s)
5.67 (1.08)
7
0.78
1.15
304
148
78.02 (.30)
12.16 (.18)
0.10 (.01)
r.2s (.r7)
0.0e (.02)
t.27 (.02)
3_s8 (.12)
3.47 (.rL)
0.13 (.03)
6.71 (2.2s)
9
0.79
0.98
190
77.s2 (.46)
i2.27 (.40)
0.13 (.03)
L.Lz (.20)
0.11 (.0r)
0.86 (.14)
3.64 (.r2)
4.11, (.24)
0.23 (.06)
5.38 (1.7r)
8
0.8s
1.30
Si02
AlzOt
Ti02
FeO
Mgo
CaO
Na2O
Kzo
Cl
74.76 (.2r)
13.13 (.08)
0.16 (.02)
1.92 (.10)
0.1r (.02)
1.01 (.08)
3.73 (,ls)
4.9s (.09)
0.2s (.04)
s.2t (.e2)
T4
0.88
1.90
75.s3 (.18) 76.62 (.16) 76.85 (.4e)
12.76 (.r1) 12.51 (.11) 12.43 (.20)
0.16 (.03) 0.23 (.03) 0.11 (.02)
1.80 (.08) 1.3e (.0s) 1.44 (.06)
0.10 (.02) 0.17 (.03) 0.06 (.01)
0.85 (.0s) 1.1s (.05) 0.70 (.05)
3.80 (.17) 3.13 (.09) 4.04 (.18)
4.88 (.08) 4.se (.r2) 4.2s (.27)
0.14 (.03) 0.20 (.03) 0.22 (.03)
7.17 (.s8) s.ls (.68) 6.68 (1.62)water
9
0.90
2.06
n
PI
Fe/Ca
11
0.91
2.12
l0
0.81
7.21
Teplra sanple numbers and locations as in Chapter 2 and Appendix l. Analyses represent a mean and standard
deviation of n sbards detennined by EMA. Water by difference. All Fe as FeO. Pl=peralkaline index (molar Na2O
+KZOI/.rZO3'I.
JJ
each sample using an electron microprobe to test their homogeneity (Appendix 1). This
discussion focuses on compositionally homogeneous tephras. Heterogeneous tephras,
representing about half of the samples are discussed in Chapter 6. For homogeneous tephras
the shard analyses are averaged to give a bulk'composition which represents the liquid phase
of the magma at the time of eruption. This analytical approach avoids the possible
compositional variation in bulk samples caused by crystal concentration or depletion due to
magmatic and eruption processes, and subsequent eolian and subaqueous fractionation during
emplacement of tlre tephras.
The mean glass compositions of ttre tephras are rhyolitic with SiO2 contents in the range
72-78.5 wt. Eo, after recalculation tfr 100% on a volatile-free basis. All of the tephras classify as
calc-alkaline rhyolites using the Total-Alkali-Silica scheme of La Bas et d. (1986). These glass
compositions are consistent with the mafic mineral assemblages of the tephras (hypersthene,
hornblende, biotite and augite) which are typical of rhyolites from theT\Z in North Island
(Ewart 1966; Froggatt 1982). Representative early and middle Pleistocene tephra compositions
are shown in Table 4.1. On variation diagrams (e.g. Fig 4.la) the oxides of Al, Ti, Fe, Mg and
Ca display a linear trend of decreasing abundance with increasing SiO2 content in the glass.
Na2O shows less variation but is generally depleted in more silicic glasses, while Cl is
generally invariant. K2O displays incompatible trends, increasing with increasing SiO2
contents.
Most tephras have Na/K>I, Fe/Cp1.6 (mostly ca. 2) and Peralkaline Indices (PI) of
ca. 0.84-0.87. These are rcferred to here as the'typical group' as they are the most common. In
addition, two separate compositional groups can be recognised on the basis of major oxides.
Some tephras form a high-K trend on variation diagrams (Fig. a.1) with K2O contents in the
range 3.8-5 wt. Vo.The highest K2O contents occur in the less silicic glasses, which is the
opposite uend to that observed in the 'typical glasses'. The high-K group of tephras have
Na/K<l and are generally more peralkaline (PI 0.84-0.91). Their Fe/Ca ratios and range in
silica content are similar to that of 'typical glasses' (Table 4.1). These high-K tephras contain
the mineral phase biotite, unlike most tephras, but otherwise show no petrographic or mineral
chemistry differences. The high K2O content of the glasses and its inverse trend with SiO2
presumably reflects the crystallisation of biotite. A high-Ca group is also evident amongst the
tephras examined (Fig a.1). These tephras are characterised by Fe/Ca ratios close to unity, as
opposed to 1.6-2.0 for 'typical glasses'. CaO contents for this group are >1.2 wt. 7o, K2O
contents are generally low, and Na/K ratios are greater than one (Table 4.1). Their PIs are
generally the lowest (0.70-0.80) of the tephras examined. In silica content and petography the
high-Ca group show no differences from other tephras.
In the suatigraphic sections examined, there are no compositional trends in tephra
composition in either space or time. For example, high-Ca tephras are found interbedded with
tephras of 'typical'composition in the Oroua section (Fig. 4.2) and other sections.
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4.2.2Characteristics and recognition of individual eruptive events
The compositional variation within a single eruptive event or tephra is generally minor.
Variation in FeO of 0.15 wt.7o, CaO of <0.10 wt. Vo and K2O of <0.20 wt. Vo is typical for
glass in most of the tephras examined, as determined by averaging individual shard analyses. A
similar variability was found by Froggatt (1982; 1983) for late Pleistocene tephras from the
TVZ. This degree of variation is comparable to that found in multiple analyses of glass
standards which suggests it is due mainly to instrumental error.
Most stratigraphically different tephras display greater differences in their major oxide
chemistry (when compared to each other) than would be explained by analytical error. Mean
oxide compositions for different tephras fall in the range of 0.8-2.4 wt. Vo for FeO, 0.6-1.4 wt.
Vo for CaO and 2.9-5.0 wt. Vo for K2O, and thus provide a chemical basis for identification.
The other oxides may also show significant differences in abundance, except Cl (Table 4.1).
Within short statigraphic intervals, for example the upper non-marine part of the Oroua section
(Fig 4.2), the tephras can be recognised on the basis of just two oxides. However, in longer
sequences such as Mangatewaiiti and Mangatewainui, the same glass composition may be
found more than once, at different stratigraphic levels. Some tephras can be recognised in
stratigraphic relation to other distinctive tephras, even if their own composition is not unique.
The key to positive correlation in sequences of abundant tephras is the identification of two or
more chemically distinctive tephras in the same stratigraphic order, such as the Potaka and
Kaukatea Tephras in several sections (Chapter 8).
Of the tephras which have not been contaminated by post-eruption sedimentary mixing,
there is little evidence of derivation from chemically zoned magma chambers. The same has
been found for the latest Pleistocene eruptives (<0.50 ka) from the TYZ (Froggatt 1983;
Dunbar et al. 1989b). Hildreth (1981) notes that zonation in large rhyolitic eruptives is
common, if not the norm. Ubiquitous post-eruption welding of major Pleistocene ignimbrite
sheets from the T\Z precludes the complete chemical characterisation of all units (section
4.2.3). Analyses of unwelded bases of large early Pleistocene ignimbrites such as Ongatiti and
Ahuroa in the King Counvy (272 and277 in Appendix 1) reveals chemical homogeneity, as
has been found for younger ignimbrite sheets (Froggatt 1982). However, Hildreth & Mahood
(1986) suggest sampling of such deposits and of distal deposits may characterise only a small
part of the lotal magma body, and thus may not be representative.
The unwelded ignimbrite associated with the Potaka eruption (Chapter 8) provides
another opportunity to sample both vertically and laterally through a large New Zealand
ignimbrite. Analyses of glass shards do reveal a rather niurow compositional range which form
linear trends on variation diagrams (Fig a.3). This variation is however greater than that found
in most early and middle Pleistocene tsphras (e.g. Fig. 4.2). Matrrx samples collected at the
base of the flow unit at both Cape Kidnappers and Mangaonuku stream, are more FeO and CaO
36
rich than samples collected higher in the unit. Samples from the middle and upper parts are
generally more K2O rich than the base. Pumice clasts greater than 1 cm are rare in the
ignimbrite. Those collected from near the top of the flow in the Mangaonuku site are generally
more FeO and CaO deleted. Howover, a range of compositions are found at each horizon,
suggesting mixing of any chemical stratification during emplacement. The compositional
differences are accompanied with variation of ca. I wt. Vo SiG2, suggesting the zonation is very
minor.
4.2.3Major oxide glass chemistry of early Pleistocene welded ignimbrites
In contrast to the tephras in distal settings discussed above, early Pleistocene proximal
ignimbrites in the TYZ are nearly ubiquitously welded and have undergone vapour-phase
alteration. As unwelded bases are generally difficult to find, pumice clasts were sampled from
several moderately welded ignimbrites in the Taupo-King Country area in an attempt to
chemically characterise them for correlation purposes. Ignimbrite A, Ongatiti, Ahuroa, Rocky
Hill and Rangitaiki ignimbrites (Wilson 1986; Pringle et aI. 1992) were examined. Typical
EMA analyses are shown in Table 4.2. Compared to glasses in distal tephras (e.g. Appendix
1), these pumices are highly depleted in FeO (0.2-0.9 wt Vo, typically 0.3 wt 7o),Na2O (2.5-
3.6 wt %) and Cl, and contain variable amounts of K2O. Others display very high K2O
contents (>5 wt %). These chemical features are typical of post depositional alteration due to
vapour phase transport of mobile elements and ion-exchange during devitrification (e.g. Scott
L97l; Hildreth & Mahood 1985). This alteration precludes the use of glass or bulk major oxide
analyses of pumice clasts from many units for correlation or petrogenesis purposes.
glqss
Table 4.2 Six representative pumice clastJcompositions determined by EMA from welded
ignimbrites in the T\2. Analytical methods as in Table 4.1.
ignimbrite SiO2 Al2OTiO2 FeO MgO CaONa2O K2O Cl IJZO
Rangitaiki 7't.98 t2.2t 0.22 0.67 2.& 5.24 0.16 2.49
Rocky Hill 78.69 12.ffi 0.16
79.37 t2.2t 0,07
79.29 12.14 0.72
ongatiti 78.36 12.22 0.08
77.80 12.50 0.06
0.82 0.06
0.29 0.00
0.37 0.0r
0.27 0.00
1.01 3.53
0.62 3.61
0.88 3.61
0.00 0.66 2.73
0.00 0.66 2.68
3.63 0.10 7.38
3.65 0.09 3.94
3.s9 0.10 4.63
5.47 0.01 4.52
s.36 0.03 5.38
0.44
0.92
4.3 TRACE ELEMENT GLASS CTIEMISTRY
Abundances of 19 trace elements were determined by XRF on glass from tephras
deemed to be homogeneous by electron microprobe analyses (Appendix 2). Ot the elements
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determined, V, Cr, Ni and Cu were highly variable and in most cases close to or below
detection limit. The most abundant Eace elements in the tephras (>100 ppm) are Ba,7-r, Sr and
Rb, with Ba (>500 ppm) by far the most abundanl The remaining elements are present in small
quantities (<50 ppm). Most trace elements (i.e. La, Ce, Zn,Zr, Nb, Sc, Sr, Ga and Y) form
broadly linear inverse trends when plotted against SiOz Gig. 4.4), similar to that shown by
most oxides. These trends, which are shown by both compatible and incompatible elements,
may be due to the constant sum effect. Also, in highly silicic glasses elements such as Zr,La
and Ce can be compatible, being fractionated into zircon. The elements Rb, Pb, Th, and U are
generally invariant within the compositional range of tephras examined (Fig. a.a).
To test the potential of trace elements in characterising individual eruptive events,
known stratigraphic horizons were sampled from a wide aerial distribution. Six widespread
tephras spanning a long time interval were selected: Taupo Pumice (ca. 1.8 ka), Kawakawa
Tephra (ca.22 ka), Rangitawa Tephra (0.33 Ma), Kaukatea tephra (1.0 Ma), Potaka tephra
(1.0 Ma) and Pakihikura tephra (ca. 1.6 Ma). This allowed a range of factors to be assessed,
including weathering due to time and local climate; lateral variation as a function of distance to
source; and possible differences between flow phases and fallout phases. Each eruptive event
could be distinguished from the others by a number of elements. Multiple analyses generally
formed a tight cluster on variation diagrams (Fig. a.5). Elements in high abundance (Zr, Y, Rb,
Sr and Ba) are particularly useful in distinguishing between the eruptives. The tight clustering
of multiple analyses suggest little alteration due to weathering has occurred and that these
eruptives are generally homogeneous in trace element composition. The use of major and trace
element compositions in distinguishing between eruptions is further examined in Chapter 5.
4.4 PHENOCRYST CHEMISTRY
4.4.1 Plagioclase
The most ubiquitous phenocryst phase in the early Pleistocene tephras is feldspar,
representing 60-95% of the total mineral fraction. Nearly all feldspars are plagioclase with
compositions in the range An2-73 and OrclO (Fig. a.6). Most classify as andesine or
labradorite. Many individual plagioclase crystals are normally zoned with core-rim differences
in An up to 15%. Core compositions within a tephra can show variation in An up to 40%. The
more calcic labradorite and bytownite crystals found in some tephras are usually associated with
intennediate whole rock compositions. Thus their prcsence in rhyolitic tephras could be due to
detital or xenocrystic contamination (Chapter 6; Froggan & Rogers 1990).
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4.4.2 Pyrcxene
Orthopyroxene is the most common ferromagnesian phenocryst phase in the early
Pleistocene tephras. Microprobe analysis reveals a wide range of crystal compositions (En33-
95) (Fig 4.7). Chemical zonation was not delscted. Within a single tephra, En compositions
may vary up to 607o and no relationship to glass compositions is evident. Most orthopyroxenes
classify as hypersthene or fenohypersthene, although some tephras also contain a significant
group classifying as bronzite. This latter group is atypical of TYZ rhyolites and could be due to
contamination from andesitic eruptives (Froggatt & Solloway 1986; Froggatt & Rogers 1990).
The pyroxene compositional variation within a single tephra is greater than that between
different tephras (Fig. a.7) and are thus of little value in distinguishing individual eruptive
events. The rarer clinopyroxene crystals in the tephras are unzoned augites which display a
relatively narrow compositional range (Chapter 6).
4.4.3 Amphiboles
Amphiboles are the second most abundant ferromagnesian mineral phase in the tephras.
Optically, all of the crystals observed are hornblende. This is confirmed by microprobe analysis
@ig. a.8). Compositionally they classify as magnesio- and ferro-hornblendes and show no
sign of zonation. The hornblendes show little chemical variation both within and between
tephras. All are comparable to those found in other rhyolitic tephras (Froggan 1982; Froggat &
Rogers 1990).
4.4.4 FeTi-oxides
Several workers have shown the potential of FeTi-oxides for correlating tephras and
identifying source regions using both major oxides and trace elements (Kohn 1970; 1979;
Lowe 1988). FeTi-oxides also provide insight to the chemical and physical heterogeneity of
magma chambers (e.g. Hildreth 1981). These mineral phases are less common or absent in the
early Pleistocene tephras examined here. Their absence is likely to be due to eolian and
subsequent subaqueous soning during transport.
In addition to FeO and TiO2, which account for >90 wt. Vo, all of the crystals contain
(in commonly decreasing order): AlzO3, MnO, MgO and SiO2 in major oxide abundances
(Appendix 3). The elements Zn, Cr, V and Co occur in trace amounts which are often at or
below detection limit of the microprobe. These elements were not routinely analysed for.
Nearly all FeTi-oxides are spinel phase titanomagnetites wittr ulvospinel in the range 25-53 mol
%. A similar compositional range occurs in late Pleistocene rhyolitic tephras from the TVZ
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(Froggatt 1982).Ilmenites were only encountered very rarely and thus were not characterised
sufficiently for discussion.
Unlike the other phenocryst phases, the FeTi-oxide compositions are closely related to
the coexisting glass phase in the tephras examined. The ulvospinel content shows a linear
inverse trend with SiO2 content in the glass (Fig. 4.9), while the total Fe content shows the
opposite trend. Glasses high in FeO are accompanied with FeTi-oxides low in FeO, while
glasses high in TiO2 and MgO coexist with FeTi-oxides high in these elements (Fig. 4.9).
Similar trends have been found by Froggatt (1982) and confirms the FeTi-oxides are co-
magmatic rather than detrital. The compositional range of FeTi-oxides within individual tephras
are generally narrow @g. 4.10; Appendix 3). This homogeneity is consistent with that of the
co-existing glass and indicate homogeneous source magma bodies. Some tephras do however
contain a few crystals which differ in composition to the main compositional group (Fig. 4.10).
These could reprcsent detrital or xenocrystic contaminants (e.g. Kohn 1979).
Most of the variation in the FeTi-oxides between different tephras is shown in the FeO
and TiO2 contents, which are often sufficient to distinguish different eruptive events (Fig.
4.10), However, the other elements such as AlzOl and MnO, also display variation between
tephras.
4.5 TMPLTCATTONS FOR VOTANrC SOURCE(S)
The volcanic source regions for the distal early Pleistocene tephras in the Wanganui and
Hawkes Bay regions are uncertain. The sparse tephra exposures do not allow the construction
of isopach maps which could shed light on vent locations. Similarly the tephra grain sizes is
controlled by depositional processes, and show no systematic geographic trends. Chemically
and mineralogically, the early Pleistocene tephras are similar to those of the latest Pleistocene
and Holocene of the TVZ, in particular the Taupo and Okataina Volcanic Centres (Froggatt &
Lowe 1990). As the early Pleistocene tephras are in the age range of ca. 2.0-0.5 Ma, the most
likely source region in the TVZ is the Mangakino Volcanic Centre, which is known to have
been active during this interval (Wilson et al. 1984; Wilson 1986; Pringle et al. 1992). The late
stage of rhyolitic volcanism in the now extinct Coromandel Volcanic Tnne (CVZ) also partly
overlaps this time interval (Skinner 1986). There is no fundamental difference in the glass
chemisry and mineralogy of eruptives known or assumed to have been derived from these two
volcanic zones (Nelson et al. 1985; Gosson 1986; Shane 1989; Briggs & Fulton 1991), thus
they cannot be distinguished on a compositional basis.
The precise correlation of the distal tephras to the large Mangakino-derived ignimbrite
sheets in the King Country is hindered by widespread post-emplacemenl welding and vapour-
phase alteration of the latter. Such alteration is known to change the original chemistry of the
glass phase (e.g. Hildreth & Mahood 1985). Anempts to characterise glass in pumice clasts
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from welded ignimbritqs in this study has resulted in analyses that are variable with very low
FeO (<0.4 wt. Vo) and Na2O (<2.0 wt. Vo) contents, and high K2O (>5.0 wt. Vo) conlent
(Table 4.2). This is typical of depletion and enrichment from vapour-phase alteration, and
confinns the pervasive namre of this alteration.
The best eruptive record for the early Pleistocene interval is contained in the distal
tephra sequences where the stratigraphic order is clear and the glass and mineral components
are unahered. The glass compositions from the distal tephras reveal several major affinities or
groups, including a high-K group and a high-Ca group. The groups form diverging trends on
variation diagrams (Fig. 4.1, 4.2). Tephras of different chemical affinities are often interpreted
or shown to be sourced from different volcanic provinces (e.g. Izett 1981; Sarna-Wojcicki et al.
1984). Products of explosive volcanism in the last22 ka in New Ts,aland can be grouped by
their chemical affinities to different source regions (Froggatt 1982; Lowe 1988; Stokes & Lowe
1988; Stokes et al. 1992). By analogy, the compositional groups evident in the early
Pleistocene tephras may also represent different source volcanoes. Such volcanoes may have
been closely spaced within the Mangakino volcanic centre or separated, but now deeply buried
by younger eruptives. These sottrce volcanoes must have been active contemporaneously as
tephras of different groups are interbedded in the same sequence (e.g. Fig. 4.2). No
compositional trends, or appearances or disappearances of chemical types as a function of time
are evident in the sequences examined. Thus as many as 3 different eruptive sources
(representing the 3 major groups in Table 4.1) may have been active during the interval 2.G0.5
Ma. This is not surprising as at least two major calderas (Taupo and Okataina) have been active
in the last 50 ka (e.g. Froggatt & Lowe 1990).
4.6 CONCLUSIONS
l. Major and trace element compositions of glass in Ore tephras define linear trends on variation
diagrams suggesting they are related by similar petrogenetic processes. The tephra
compositions define diverging hends on variation diagrams allowing them to be subdivided into
groups, including high-K glasses and high-Ca glasses. These groups may represent different
volcanic provinces which wer€ contemporaneously active during the early-middle Pleistocene.
2. Tephras in short stratigraphic intervals can be distinguished on the basis of their major oxide
compositions, in some cases by as few as two oxides, e.g. FeO and CaO.
3. Trace element compositions also provide a means of distinguishing between tephras, if the
glass is chemically homogeneous. The high abundance elements Zr, Ba, Sr and Rb are
particulady distinctive.
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4. Felsic and ferromagnesian phenocrysts display a wide range of compositions which do not
serve to distinguish different eruptive events. Howevern they can provide an indication of
ssntaminatiotr in a tephra by basic and intemediate volcanics.
5. FeTi-oxide major element compositions are closely related to the coexisting glass
compositions in the tephras and thus have the potential for tephra correlation purposes.
6. Both glass and FeTi-oxide compositions suggest most the eruptives examined are
homogeneous and provide no evidence for intensely zoned magma chambers. However a
limited compositional zonation is found in the widespread Potaka Tephra.
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Chapter 5
TEPHRA CORRELATION TECHNIQUES USING GEOCHEMICAL DATA
5.1 INTRODUCTION
With the advent of rapid analytical techniques, geochemical data have become
increasingly important for tephra correlation studies. Early studies relied heavily on binary and
ternary variation diagrams to display differences between tephras (e.g. Smith & Westgate 1969,
Westgate & Gorton 1981), in particular the Fe-Ca-K ternary plot or a similar plot using an ad
ftoc selection of trace elements or REE. These plots proved useful for separating tephras from
different source volcanoes or provinces. A few early studies employed numerical methods of
comparison including coefficients based on ratios of element concentrations for pairs of
samples and discriminant function analyses (Borchardt et al. l97l; Smith & Nash 1976).
However, the widespread use of rigorous statistical criteria has developed slowly (Stokes et
al.l992). As a result various criteria and different ad lpc selections of elements have been used
in tephra correlations studies.
This chapter examines the different techniques commonly employed in tephra
correlation studies using geochemical data and then assesses the relative value of major and
trace element data for correlating tephras from the TYZ and western United States.
5.2 CLOSED DATASETS A}..ID TTIE EFFECT ON COMPOSMONAL TRENDS
In characterising volcanic rocks or glasses, geochemical data are thought to reflect
petrogenetic processes which cause chemical trends or differences in suites of samples.
However, most compositional data is expressed ?s Vo or ppm, and thus sum to a corNlant value
(e.g. 100). This places a constraint on the statistical meaning of the data and the dataset is said
to be closed (see Rock (1989), Woronow (1991) and Rollinson (1992) for a discussion of
related problems). As a result elements with large absolute variance (e.g. SiOj will control
many of the other elements (variables) by reducing fhe 'space' remaining for them with
increasing abundance. This results in negative linear trends in binary variation diagrams: a
feature seen in most of the oxides and trace elements in earty Pleistocene tephras (see Chapter
4). On ternary diagrams, the dataset is doubly closed as the 3 components are further
normalised to each other. Due to closure, each element does not represent an independent
variable solely controlled by petrogenetic processes, and caution is required in deciding which
variables are contributing to similarities or differences between samples.
In multi-variate analysis, the effects of closure can be minimised by a log-ratio
transformation (e.g. Rock 1989; Woronow 1991) of the compositional data. This is further
discussed below.
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5,3 GRAPHICAL METHODS
Stratigraphically different tephras can often be distinguished by plotting their oxide
contents on variation diagrams, either binary or ternary (Fig. 5.1). A wide variety of oxides
from EMA data or elements from XRF data can be used. For New 7*aland Pleistocene tephras,
pairs of FeO, CaO, K2O, Rb, Sr and Ba in the glass phase, and Fe2Oj and TiO2 in FeTi-oxides
are particularly useful for such representations (see Chapter 4). Such plots give a visual
presentation of separation, while correlative tephras commonly fonn a cluster. However such
plots are limited to 2 or 3 different elements and do not use all of the compositional data
available. In some cases sequences of stratigraphically different tephras cannot be
distinguished. As some element contents in a sample are closely related to each other by
common petrogenetic processes such as crystal fractionation, graphical separation shown by 2
or 3 elements is not necessarily the result of 2 or 3 independent variables. Graphical methods
are also limited as they do not provide a numerical measure of separation of different samples.
However graphs can show compositional trends and provide a simple means of presenting
distinctive compositional differences within the limits imposed by a closed datasel
5.4 SIMPLE NTIMERICAL METHODS: SIMILARITY COEFFICIENT
A commonly used numerical measure of compositional similarity in tephra studies is the
Similarity Coefficient SC (e.g. Borchardt et al. 1971; Sarna-Wojcicki et al. 1987). This method
allows any number of different oxides and various types of data sets to be compared in a single
calculation. It compares the composition of two samples by a mean ratio of each of their oxide
contents and is defined as:
drur = [> nvn]
where d(a,,n) = SC between analyses of tephras A and B; i - element number; n = number of
elements; Ri = XiM(ig or XiBD(iA, whichever is< 1.0; XiA = concentration of element i in
sample A; XB = conc€ntration of element i in sample B.
An identical march in composition will produce a SC of 1.00. This is commonly not
achieved for correlative samples due to natural compositional variability in the eruptive and to
analytical error. Different workers (e.g. Smith & Nash L976; Froggatt et al. 1986; Sarna-
Wojcicki et al. 1987; Irctt et al. 1988; Busacca et 
^1. 
1992; Kohn et al. 1992) have proposed
different SC ranges to define whether a pair of samples are chemically similar to support
correlation. In general SC values >0.90 are considered chemically similar, while SC values
<0.90 are dissimilar and reflect different eruptives. The SC value calculated will depend on
which elements are being compared, becau,se each element may have different natural variability
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in a sample and different analytical uncertainty. An additional problem with SC is that it is
sensitive to the element abundance as well as the differences in abundance. For example, if XiA
= 0.10 and Xin = 0.11, then their ratio is 0.91. If XiA = 0.11 and Xig = 0.12, then their ratio
is 0.92. In both examples the compositional difference is 0.01, but the resulting SC is different.
Using EMA data, Sarna-Wojcicki et al. (1987) consider conelative tephra pairs to have
SCs >O.95, based on the oxides of Si, Al, Fe, Ca, Na and K. The oxides of Ti and Mg, are
also commonly determined in EMA, but are not included in SC calculations by Sarna-Wojcicki
et al (1987) because of their greater analytical uncertainty. These oxides GiOz and MgO) are
used in other tephra studies (e.g. Froggatt et al. 1986; Kohn et al. 1992), as they can be
distinctive in some tephras within their limits of uncertainty. Their analytical accuracy also
depends on the instrument used to determine them. In these latter cases SCs for correlative
tephras may be >0.92.
To test the range of SC values from different samples of the same eruptive unit
produced by analytical techniques in this study, EMA and XRF data were obtained on multiple
glass samples of two widespread tephras which can be conclusively identified by freld character
and stratigraphic position alone. These tephras were (l) Taupo Pumice (ca.2 ka), which is
stratigraphically the youngest large rhyolitic eruptive from the TYZ; and (2) Kawakawa Tephra
(ca.22 ka), a widespread eruptive found in a young loess unit throughout much of central New
Tr'aland (Froggan & lowe 1990). Field samples were provided by P. Froggatt. SCs comparing
9 different Taupo Pumice samples using Si, Al, Ti, Fe, Mg, Ca, Na and K from EMA are in
the range 0.95-0.99 with a mean of 0.97 t 0.01. Of the 26 comparison pairs of different
samples, all but one are >0.96 (fable 5.1). Comparisons of 10 different samples of Kawakawa
Tephra produced SCs in the range 0.91-0.99 with a mean of 0.96 + 0.02, from EMA data.
Most are >0.93 (Table 5.1). Using the elements which could be accurately determined from
XRF (Sc, Ba, La, Ce,Zn, Zr, Nb, Ga, Pb, Rb, Sr, Th and Y), the 9 samples of Taupo Pumice
produced SCs in the range 0.90-0.97 with a mean of 0.94 t 0.02 (Table 5.1). The same trace
elements for the 10 Kawakawa Tephra samples produced SCs in the range 0.91-0.96 with a
mean of 0.94 t 0.01.
Although the mean SC for each data set is similar (0.94-0.97), SC for individual
comparison pairs can vary widely, creating a problem in dehning a SC value to accept or reject
a correlation between a pair of samples. For EMA data, Taupo Pumice samples consistently
produced higher SC values with a niurower range than for Kawakawa Tephra data. As well as
possible greater natural variation in the Kawakawa eruptive, the concentration of several oxides
including Ti, Mg, Fe and Ca in its glass are lower than in the Taupo Pumice glasses. Thus
small absolute differences in the element ratios have a greater percentage affect in the resulting
SCs for Kawakawa Tephra. This problem is particularly evident in the SC matrix produced
from XRF data. The relatively low SCs for some Taupo Pumice pairs (0.90-0.93) compared
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with those determined from EMA data, result from the low total concentration of Sc, M and Th
(<11 ppm), which although determined accurately may vary by l-2 ppm between samples.
As the mean SC in each of the data sets are similar while the ranges are not (fable 5.1),
comparison of an unknown sample to a set of correlative samples is a more reliable method of
assessing a possible correlation than comparison to a single known sample.
Allied to SC, are other numerical comparisons based on composition ratios of pairs of
samples. Coefficient of Variation @orchardt et al. L97l) is based on the mean and standard
deviation of ratios calculated as in SC. RATIONAL (Sarna-Wojcicki et al. 1987) is based on
the standard deviations of averages of ratios of element concentration. Both methods suffer
from the problems outlined for SC. The advantages of each of these techniques are that they are
simple to calculate, they include a wide variety of compositional data, and they can compare
pairs of samples without the need for a reference set of samples (e.g. Stokes et al. 1992).
5.5 DISCRIMINANT FT,JNCTION ANALYSN
5.5.1 Background
In the commonly used techniques discussed above, no statistical procedure is used to
evaluate the relative significance of the different elements to discrimination. Discriminant
Function Analysis (DFA) provides a means to assessing the discriminating power of different
variables and a measure of the separation achieved by multi-variable datasets, such as the
composition of tephras (Smith & Nash 1976; Stokes & Lowe 1988; Stokes et aI.1992). DFA
determines a linear combination of variables (elements), in which one or more allows the
discrimination between a number of groups (each consisting of samples of a particular tephra).
Thus the procedure requires a reference set of known samples. The method used here is similar
to that described by Stokes & Lowe (1988). In the first stage, a stepwise discriminant analysis
determines which variables best discriminate the groups. Variables are added sequentially to
improve the separation betwecn groups. The order will depend on the variables already
selected, and thus some may be later removed by the addition of others. The second stage is a
canonical discriminant analysis using the variables selected in the stepwise procedure. This
produces the highest possible multiple correlation within the groups (canonical variates) (Stokes
& Lowe 1988). Software packages are available to run these procedures (Joyner 1985). A
Matralanobis squared distance statistic 1p2) is also calculated which provides a measure of the
degree ofseparation achieved benveen the groups.
DFA in 0ephra studies have utilised various types of datasets, but the technique has not
be widely applied. For example, Smith & Nash (1976) used a range of trace element analyses
of glass in DFA to distinguish between tephras, and Beaudoin & King (1986) used major oxide
data from titanomagnetites.In New Tr;aland, Stokes & Lowe (1988) were the first to use a log-
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ratio transformation in DFA to avoid the effects of a closed dataset. They showed that latest
Pleistocene tephras from 5 different source volcanoes could be distinguished by DFA using
EMA data from glass shards. Stokes et al. (1992) used glass EMA data to distinguish berween
chemically similar tephras from common source volcanoes. However, previous studies have
not attempted to test the relative discriminating power of major and trace elements, and their
possible differences benreen different tectonovolcanic provinces.
In this investigation using DFA to evaluate different types of compositional data for
New Zealand and western US tephras, P. Froggatt provided the samples of Taupo, Kawakawa
and Rangitawa tephras, and ran the sofnvare on the computer.
5.5.2 Evaluation of volcanic glass compositional data by discriminant function analysis for the
correlating widespread Quaternary silicic tephras in New Taaland and Western United States
(a manuscript submitted !o Quaternary Research).
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Evaluation of volcanic glass compositional data by discriminant function
analysis for correlating widespread Quaternary silicic tephras in New Zealand,
and Western United States
Philip A. R. Shane and Paul C. Froggatt
Research School of Earth Sciences, Victoria University of Wellington, P. O. Box 600, Wellington,
NewZealand
ABSTRACT Major, trace and rare earth element analyses of volcanic glass are used separately
or in combination for correlating Quaternary tephras, often by graphical or simple comparative
methods. We have taken a statistical approach using discriminant function analysis (DFA) to
assess the relative discriminating power of the different elements in volcanic glasses from
several tectonovolcanic provinces. We found that major oxides are powerful discriminating
variables for widespread tephras from the Taupo Volcanic Zone in New Zealand and here they
can be more discriminating than trace elements. A wide selection of tephras from the western
United States can also be distinguished on major oxides alone, particularly those from Cascade
Range volcanoes. For tephras from large intracontinental calderas, such as Long Valley or
Yellowstone, REE and trace elements are more effective at discriminating than major oxides.
However, tephras erupted from the Long Valley area can be distinguished on major oxide
composition by DFA, in spite of their similar chemisry. The selection and relative significance
of different elements for discriminating tephras depends on the total data set being compared, as
well as the source volcano and the individual eruptive events. Caution must be exercised in the
non-statistical selection of compositional data for characterising tephras: DFA is a more
powerful and objective tool for the comparison of tephra chemistry.
INTRODUCTION
Widespread, silicic volcanic ashes (tephras) are the main recorders of the nature and
fiequency of large, cakstrophic eruptions, which arc often destructive rather than constructive
at their vent location. The chemical characteristics of the tephra reflect the eruptive event and the
tectonovolcanic province from which it originated. Frequent, large rhyolitic eruptions from
volcanic regions such as Yellowstone (Christiansen and Blank, 1979) and Long Valley @ailey
et al., 1976) in the western United States, and Taupo Volcanic Zone (TYZ) in New Tr'aland
(Wilson et a1.,1984), have produced widespread Quaternary tephras. As well as providing
information on petrogenetic processes, these tephras are an integral part of many
interdisciplinary studies. Their correlation can provide a chronology and stratigraphic
framework in volcanic and non-volcanic sequences.
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Although multiple criteria are required to correlate a particular tephra, the abundance of
various elements in the glass phase is one of the most diagnostic (e.g. Westgate and Gorton,
1981). However, often a rigorous statistical approach is not employed in (1) the selection of
elements or oxides for use in correlation; (2) the determination of the relative importance of the
different elements; (3) the consideration of variability of abundances both within and between
tephras; and (4) the quantitative measure of overall difference between tephra compositions.
Such factors vary between the tectonovolcanic provinces from which the tephras have been
erupted and this has led to the ad hoc selection of elements for correlation. Discriminant
function analysis (DFA) provides an approach to assess these factors, but has not been widely
applied in tephrostratigraphic studies (e.g. Beaudoin and King, 1986). However, Stokes and
Lowe (1988) demonstrated the efficacy of the method to discriminate betu/een different soruce
volcanoes in New Zealand using the major oxide composition of tephras, and investigated the
significance of data pretreatment. Stokes et al. (L992) tested the performance of DFA to
distinguish a number of chemically similar tephras, again using major oxide compositions.
Studies of large Quaternary eruptions from the T\Zin New Zealand have successfully
correlated individual eruptive events using mainly major oxides in glass shards determined by
electron microprobe analysis (EMA) (e.g. Froggatt, 1983; Froggatt et aL.,1986; Lowe, 1988;
Shane and Froggatt, l99l). Many western US studies of tephras from large caldera-forming
volcanoes (e.g. Yellowstone, tong Valley) have emphasised the value of trace elements and
REEs determined from bulk glass separates (e.g Borchardt et a1.,1972; Westgate and Gorton,
1981; Sarna-Wojcicki et al., 1984,1987; Izntt et aL, 1988). In these cases, major oxides alone
were considered insufficient for correlation. The western US (excluding the Cascades
volcanoes) and New Zealand TYZ volcanic regions represent fundamentally different
lectonovolcanic provinces. The large western US calderas are intracontinental, being situated in
areas undergoing extension (e.g. Izett, 1981). The TYZ in New Tnaland is located at a
convergent boundary benreen a thin continental plate and an oceanic plate (Cole, 1990). As a
result, eruptives display different perochemical and mineralogical characteristics.
In this paper we concentrate on the recognition of individual eruptive events and
differences between tectonovolcanic provinces as revealed by DFA of glass compositions.
Previously, little trace element data had been published for TYZ tephras and their relative
importance in characterisation, in contrast to major oxides, was unknown. We have thus used
DFA to assess their potential relative to major oxides. Samples were collected and analysed
from six widespread TVZ tephras spanning a time interval from ca. 2 myr to Holocene. The
samples came from various localities separated by up to 500 km to test for possible lateral
variation and differences induced by post depositional weathering regimes. At some localities
we sampled different suatigraphic heights within single emplacement units and both fallout ash
and unwelded pyroclastic flow deposits. Secondly, we have undertaken a reconnaissance study
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using DFA on western US glass compositions taken from the literature to assess regional
variations and to make a comparison with TVZ glasses.
TT{E PROBLEM OF CLOSIJRE AND THE LOG-RATIO TRANSFORMATION
Chemical analyses of rocks or glasses form a "closed" dataset: i.e. the data is
constrained to a constant sum (100 %).It is inappropriate to use statistical procedures on closed
data without frst transforming the dataset (Rock, 1989; Woronow, 1991; Rollinson 1992), a
problem flust addressed in DFA of tephra compositions by Stokes and Lowe (1988). For the
DFA study presented here, a further problem is the large magnitude range of the variables
(elements or oxides), from 1 ppm to 80 wt o/o or arange of 107. In DFA, the variable with the
greatest absolute and relative variance will have greatest influence on the outcome, thus SiO2
and Al2O3 will overpower many of the trace elements. The log-ratio transfonnation (Airchison,
1986) overcomes both these difficulties, removing closure and reducing the variables to one
order of magnitude. In this study, major and trace element analyses were transformed
separately and then merged using the transformation
Yi = loglO(xi/xd,
where Y; is the transformed variable of chemical element x; in an analysis of d elements and
where i lies betrveen I and d-1. The choice of the divisor is arbitrary (e.g. Stokes et aI.,1992),
but will result in small differences to the elements selected and the final discriminant functions,
without affecting the overall discrimination. Examination of the pooled and within-sample
variance of each element suggests the element with smallest variance will contribute least to the
DFA. In this study, TiO2 and La were chosen as divisors for the major and trace elements
respectively, for their small variances and moderate abundances. It is also important that the
dataset be multivariate-norrnal. Overall, the data used here have skewness values close to zero.
STATISTICAL METHODS
The use of DFA in tephrostratigraphic studies has been described by Beaudoin and
King (1986), Stokes and Lowe (1988) and Stokes et. al. (1992). DFA determines a linear
combination of variables (in this study, oxide or element abundances in glass). Variation of one
or more of these variables allows the discrimination of a predetermined number of groups
(eruptive events). To achieve this, a reference set of data (samples) is required for each of the
groups. Using the SAS software package (Joyner, 1985) stepwise discriminant analysis
(STEPDISC) selects variables that contribute significantly to the separation of the groups.
Variables are added sequentially to improve the separation of the groups. In some cases this
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may also involve removing previously entered variables where high correlation between the
variables exists. DISCRIM determines a linear combination of the selected variables that results
in high multiple conelation within the groups (see Stokes and Lowe, 1988). These discriminant
functions can be used to determine the likelihood of classification of the samples into the groups
as if they were unknowns or to classify unknown samples. Procedure CANDISC calculates
discriminant scores which can be plotted graphically (e.g. Fig. l). It also calculates the
Mahalanobis distance statistic (D2) which can be used as a measure of the separation of the
groups.
TAUPO VOrcANIC ZONE TEPHRAS
Six relatively widespread TYZ tephras which could be confidently correlated on
multiple, non-chemical criteria were selected to apply the DFA procedure: (l) Taupo Tephra,
ca. 1850 yr B. P. (Froggatt and Lowe, 1990); (2) Kawakawa Tephra Formation, ca.22 590 yr
B. P. (Froggatt and Lowe, 1990); (3) Rangitawa Tephra (Kohn et aI., 1992) and associated
proximal Whakamaru ignimbrites (ca. 0.35 myr) (Froggatt et al. l98O; (4) Kaukatea Ash
(Seward, 1976; Shane and Froggatt, 1991), ca. I myr; (5) Potaka Pumice (Seward, 1976;
Shane and Froggatt, 1991), ca. I myr; and (6) Pakihikura Pumice (Seward, L976; Shane and
Froggatt, 1991), ca. 1.5 - 2.0 myr. Ages for tephras 3-6 are based on 404y39Ar single crystal
isotopic data (Walter pers. comm. 1992). Tephras 1-3 can be recognised reliably on field
character and stratigraphic position. The more distal exposures, and older tephras, require
multiple criteria to correlate them including statigaphic position, paleomagnetism and isotopic
ages. Taupo Tephra and Kawakawa Tephra are known to have been erupted from Taupo
Volcano in the TVZ. The source(s) for the remaining tephras is uncertain, but similar aged
eruptives are known from the Mangakino Volcano (Wilson et a1.,1984).
A range of major oxides was determined by EMA on individual glass shards (fable l),
and trace elements by X-ray fluorescence (Table 2) for bulk glass separates, from each of the
tephras.
DFA OF TAI.]PO VOI.CANIC ZONE TEPHRAS
Because we obtained analyses on two different types of samples, we treat the data sets
separately before attempting to combine them. Individual shard analyses can be treated as such
or as a mean compositions, which is more commonly used in tephrostratigraphic studies. We
initially performed DFA using four different data sets: (A) individual shard major oxides
determined by EMA; (B) mean major oxide compositions for each tephra sample determined by
EMA; (C) trace element analyses of each tephra sample determined by XRF; (D) combined
mean major oxide and tace element compositions for each sample, i.e. a merger of data sets B
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Table Z.Tnce element compositions of six New Zealand tephras determined by XRF.
s"mple no. Sc AsYThSrRbPbk7^
Kawakawa
50184 5 574
50487 6 570
50650 6 59450651 5 575
50654 5 577
50144 5 588
50776 5 573
50822 5 557
50836 4 566KKT1 6 568Krcr2 5 574
KI(|:l 5 575KICT4 5 564Ktc5 6 568
L7 104 150 10 2
L7 100 t49 9 3
19 99 158 11 2
19 100 158 11 2
20 103 t52 10 3
18 101 151 9 319 101 153 11 3
20 101 r5l 10 3
19 104 154 10 3
l0
10
i0
10ll
10
10
11
l1
l0
3
4
5
4
4
5
4
Taupo
78-14
78-1 6
78-76
79-tl
79-29
79-3
79-41
79-44
79-51
Rangitawa
50039 5
50103 6
50105 5
50t22 4
50166 5
50168 4
50190 4
50208 5
2L 40
2L 3t
22 37
21 42
2t 38
23 4020 40
2t 37
22 38
22 36
22 39
22 40
22 37
zi 37
25 46
27 55
26 54
24 52
26 46
25 49
24 46
26 49
27 50
26 45
26 47
26 46
25 45
25 4E
26 48
26 49
23 39
21 44
24 4l
21 39
22 41
2t 39
58 18063 20467 217
72 229
7r 223
72 22969 22368 22565 210
44 t2544 135
49 13148 142
48 r35
45 14544 l7r
40 14044 1394t 157
42 161
43 1484s 126
42 127
36 t37
44 19333 170
34 136
34 15037 151
34 153
3l 339
50 ?02
58 21963 2t3
48 2t6
40 1384t t25
39 t24
40 tL740 15265 tL7
44 130
44 120
45 t29
43 12343 L25
38 t43
38 110
43 11339 t07
45 ll639 10737 tt2
Cn
16
15
16
16
L7
L7
16
15
t7
5 14
714
114
714
714
7L3
714
7t5
7t3613
7L2
8 13715
8 13
7t4
7r7
1L4
9 13
7t3
714
715
7L5
lt 14
10 t4ll 16l0 13
9 13
715
8 138 148t2
8 13I 13I 14
8 13
9 149t4
8 14
5 15
6t4
5 14
7t4
6 13
5 13
15 rtz 91
15 ll0 103
15 108 87
t4 106 90
15 105 107
t4 1ll 88
t4 101 105
15 98 177
16 104 10114 107 95
14 108 94
14 lll 90
t4 109 101
t4 109 95
18 154 54
19 138 91
t7 145 ?0
20 155 55
19 158 59l7 t44 89
23 737 117
20 136 t 19
2t 113 9520 lu 80
19 rL7 88
2t 116 92
18 t26 7219 r3z 73
19 r34 72
19 138 69
18 t34 84
19 l3l 67
19 126 7l
19 t34 63
19 130 66
18 130 67
18 136 64
18 l3l 15
L7 rr9 87
18 119 9lL7 119 92
L7 116 86
16 118 8516 1r8 88
205
204
18 3
2t4
204
224
r8 4
2t4
294345
344
31 4
248
256
245
256
257
235
244
245
235
235
245
245
284
29431 4
345
334334
32333331 4
9
9
l0
9
l1
l1
8
lo
9
321432t4
320322t3
3204
222322t4
3203
32t432t4
321 3
22t332043204
Ba
561
550
s55
557
566
574
558
556
561
b
22
24
24
24
25
23
z5
24
23
Ce
42
42
46
49
49
49
50
47
47
Nb
7
9
7
8
8
8
8
8
8
793
721
798
822
839
726
802
835
l6
t4
15
r7
l6
15
l4
18
t2
L2
t2
L2
24 44
25 48
22 40
25 45
24 42
25 45
23 40
24 53
Kaukatea
I
180
196
240
7 654
7 673
8 682
9 7r2
Potaka
327304 2 749
5 3 757
99 2 765
t73 4 7t4
195 3 729
230 4 729
231 3 738
232 4 734
249 2 733
250 4 734
Pot 3 ?51
Pakihikura
t37
148
165
182
245
293
3 7666 790
5 802
4 7t5
5 734
5 740
4
3
4
J
l5
t4
t4
L4
L4
13
l4
L4
t3
l3
t3
l3
t2
11
L2
11
1l
t2
4
4
J
3
3
3
3
4
3
4
4
4
J
3
3
2
3
3
205
204
18 5
19 5
t8 5
196
54
and C. In (D) we combined data sets to assess the relative importance of major vs. trace
elements, and used the mean major oxide composition as is analogous to the trace elements
detennined on bulk glass separates.
DFA (A) selected all oxides available showing that they all had a significant effect on
the degree of separation of the tephras (Iable 3). K2O, CaO and Na2O contributed the most to
the variation. The first canonical discriminant function accounted for 69.8Vo of the variance,
with the flrst three functions combined contributin996%o. Using this data set, the efficiency of
classification ranges from 85-99% (table 4), which although lower than other DFAS described
below, indicates that the majority of individual shards are classified correctly. There is greater
scatt€r in the single-shard EMA data, which decreases when means are used. (This is largely
due to the 'Central Limit Theorem'; Rock, 1989).
DFA (B) also showed all oxides were significant in separating the tephras, with K2O,
CaO and FeO contributing the most (Table 3). As in (A) the first three canonical functions
accounted for most of the variance (97Vo). Each tephra can be distinguished on plots of the first
and second canonical variates (Fig. 1). D2 values are significantly greater for (B) (Table 5),
which in most cases are an order of magnitude greater than (A). All samples classify correctly
in (B).
Most trace elements (DFA (C)) made a significant conuibution to the separation of the
tephras, except Zn,Ga, Th, U and As. In particular, Y and Sc were most significant, while Ba,
Rb and Sr were also important (table 3). Similar to the DFA using major oxides, the first trace
element canonical discriminant function contributed 78% of the variance, while the first three
functions combined accounted for 95%. Clear separation of different tephras are evident in
canonical variate plots (Fig. 1) and D2 values are large, being comparable to those in DFA (B)
(table 5). Correct classification of samples was achieved for each tephra (l00%o).
DFA (D) selected a combination of both major and trace elements as being significant in
discrimination (Iable 3). All major oxides were selected, in an order similar to (B), with K2O
and CaO contributing most to the variance. K2O was subsequently removed in the I lth step of
the selection process after other variables were added. The analyses also selected Y and Ba as
being important. The selection order of the remaining trace elements varied from that of (C) and
some elements selected previously (in C) did not contribute significantly (e.g. Ce, Nb). The
first canonical function accounted for 8LVo of the variance. The combination of major oxides
and trace elements resulted in a complete separation of the tephra groups (Frg. l) and the correct
classification of each sample. This DFA also produced the largest D2 vdues betrveen each of
the tephras (Table 5), suggesting that the combined dataset has greater discriminating power
than either major or trirce element data alone.
Table 3. Stepwise discriminant analysis of variables significant in distinguishing between six
widespread New Zealand tephras.
Step Variable Partial Wilks'
entered P2 Lambda (x1@)
(A) Major element analyses of individual shards1 KzO 0.645 35.50C-aO 0.722 9.86NazO 0.475 5.17FeO 0.394 3.13SiO2 0.314 z.LsAlzOr 0.422 L.25MEO 0.194 1.00
2
3
4
5
6
7
(B) Mean major ele,ment analyses1 KzO 0.948 5.222 CaO 0.915 0.M3 FeO 0.749 0.114 NazO 0.699 0.035 MgO 0.559 0.026 SiOz 0.513 0,017 AlzQ 0.418 0.00
(C) Trace element analysesI Y 0.931 6.892 Sc 0.745 t.763 Ba 0.720 0.494 Rb 0.653 0.175 Sr 0.615 0.076 tu 0.627 0.027 Pb 0.487 0.018 Nb 0.397 0.019 Ce 0.315 0.01
@) Mean major and tace element analyses1 KzO 0.948 52.162 CrO 0.915 0.M3 Y 0.802 0.094 Ba 0.652 0.035 Sc 0.5376 Na2O 0.5247 FeO 0.5778 MsO 0.s269 Sr 0.43310 SiO2 0.45111 KzO* 0.t7312 AlzOg 0.41313 71 0.383t4 Pb 0.29115 Rb 0.229
*removed in the step
0.01
0.06
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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Table 4. Classification effrciency for six New 7*,aland tephras determined by DFA using major
oxide analyses of individual shards (DFA (A)).
TaDo Ihwakawa Rangitawa Ifurkatea Potaka Pakihihra
Taupo98.63 1.370000I(aqalsu/a 0 92.54 2.A 2.24 2.99 0
Mt Cul 0 0 90.29 0 9.71 0Kaukaea00097.672.330Potalra 0 4.76 9.52 0 U.76 0.95Pakihihra00001.5498.46
Table 5. Mahalanobis distance measures (fr) tor the six New Zealand tephras.
Tapo lGwakawa Rangiawa lfulhtea
(A) lvlajor oxide analyses (individual sbards)
Potaka Pakihikura
Taupo 0
Ikwalcawa
Mt Curl
Kalkatea
Potaka
Pakihitura
(B) Mean majc oxidesTaupo 0
I(aclalrawa
Mt Curl
tfukatea
Potaka
Pakihikura
(C) Trace eleneng
Taupo 0
Kawakawa
Mt Curl
Ihkarea
Poaka
Pakihihra
Taryo 0
Iftwakacm
Mt Curl
IQukarea
POtaka
Pakihilura
45
0
195
0
135
0
61
14
25
u
13
0
321
110
742
135
97
0
336
80
86
336
53
0
7t
1l
8
77
0
312
39
4l
83
0
n2
53
57
170
0
u
17
31
0
1u
73
742
0
59
114
318
0
91
28
0
391
116
0
427
tlz
0
@) Mean najm md race elemens474 t46t 3130 433 2030 6t7
0
1017
L92
104
332
0
1017
2U
280
475
143
0
s2
E
A
CAIY I
B
0
CAN I
c
Fig. 1 . Plots of tbe fitst and second canonical variates for DFA of T\Z tephras: (A) major orides (DFA @));
@) trace elements (DFA (C)); and (C) combined major and trace elements (DFA (C)). Plots represent a two
dimensional view and do not rellect the total Beparation of &e groups. T=Taupo; K=Kawakawa; M=
Rangitawa; U=Kaukatea; tsPotaka; f=pelrihilrura.
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Fig. 2. Plots of the first and second canonical variates for DFA of western US tepbras erupted fiom different
volcanoes: (4) mqjor oxides @FA (E)); @) trace elemeDts (DFA (D); and (C) combined major and trace
elements (DFA (C). Identifying slmbols as in Table 8.
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Fig. 3. Plots of tbe firsl and second canonical variales for DFA of tepbras witb close cbemical affinity to Bisbop
asb, erupted from the Long Valley area: (A) major oxide.s @FA (II)); (B) major oxides and REE (DFA 0)); and(C) REE (DFA (J)). A=Bisbop; C=Bailey; Hlass Mountaiu D; G=Glass Mountain G.
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DFA OF WESTERN US TEPHRAS
Data and tephras
To perform DFA on late Cenozoic tephras from the western US, we obtained
compositional data from the literature. Where possible we selected data determined by similar
analytical methods and for the same elements as used in the DFA of TVZ tephras. As there is a
great variety of data sets in the literahare, some of which are incompatible, our DFA is
considered only a reconnaisance to test the potential of the method. First, we selected 11
widespread tephras from different source regions with sufficiently large data sets (mainly EMA)
to perform DFA. Secondly, we undertook DFA on a set of tephras from the same source
volcano which are chemically similar (Iable 6).
DFA of tephras from different source areas
Since much compatible EMA data is available in the literature, we could perform DFA
(E) on all 1l tephras using the mean composition of the major oxides (Table 7)-KzO and CaO
are most significant in distinguishing the tephras. The first three canonical functions accounted
for 979o of the variance. Clear separation of the tephras is shown by the canonical variates (Fig.
2).Lava Creek B and Huckleberry Ridge, both erupted from Yellowstone, show the least
separation (D2 = 16); otherwise the distances between the groups are large (Dt>181, Table 8).
We were restricted to 5 tephras for DFA (F) using trace elements alone (where major
oxides were also available for comparison): Huckleberry Ridge, Bishop, Lava Creek B, Rio
Dell and Rockland. Of the elements that are available only 7 are selected (Table 7) with Sr and
Rb producing most of the variance. Separation of the tephras is significantly greater than that
achieved by the major oxides (Fig. 2, Table 8). The smallest separation was that between Lava
Creek B and Huckleberry Ridge (D>95). For the same 5 tephras we then combined the major
and trace element data sets (G) (Table 7). Eight elements or oxides were selected for the
separation of the tephras. Again Sr and Rb produced most of the variance, with Sc, Y, Th and
Nb also selected. K2O and Fe2O3 are selected in the seventh and eighth steps, respectively,
contributing a small amount of variance. In spite of a similar selection of elements to DFA (F)
being use4 ttre combined data set produced higher D2 values in the range 101-9400 (Iable 8).
In all three DFAs @, F and G) the efficiency of classification was lAUVo for individual
samples into their correct tephra group.
Table 6. Western US tephras and elements used in DFA
Volcanic soru@ regions: A= Aleutian 1rc; C=Cascade Range; l;long Valley; Y=Yellowstone.
Tcphre Agc Sourcc Refercncc
Tephras used fc interprovirc mpaison3
r}llcier hak (Chiwawa Be4 B)
Trego Hot Springs
Mt St Hel€ns C (lvlatle Bluff Tepha)
OlemrAsh
OldG,owTcphra
RocklandTepha
Irleta asb
IaraGrekB
Bishop ash
Rio Dell ash
Huckleberry Ridge ash
Bishop ash
GlassMormtainD
GlassMountain G
Bailey Asb
Elements used in DFA
Tqhras used in inr4rovince cmprisonb
0.74 myr
0.9 myr
1.0 myr
1.2 myr
C Westgarc & Evas (1978)C Davis (198tC Davis (198t? SrnrWojcicki et al. (1988)A Westgate et al. (1985)C Sarna-Wojcicli etal. (198tC Sama-Wojcicli etat. (1987)Y Suna-Wojciclci etal. (1987)L Sarna-IVojcicki etal. (1987)C Sarna-Wojcicki er al. (1987)Y Srna-Wojcicli et at (1987)
L Suna-Wojcicki etd. (1984)
L Srna-Wojcicki etal. (f984)
L Sarna-Wojcicki etal. (19M)L Srn*Wojcicki etal. (1984)
0.ll - 0.13 ka
0.23 ka
0.35 ka
0.55 - 0.75 ka
0.15 myr
0.4 myr
0.4 myr
0.62 myr
0.74 myr
12 - 1.5 myr
2.01myr
asc, La, Ce,Zr,I{b, Rb, Sr, Th, U, SiO2, AIZO3, fiO2, Fc2O3, MgO, CaO, Na2O, K2O
bsc, Zn, Rb, Cs,Ia, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Dy, Yb, Lu, Hf, Ta TL U, SiO2, Al2O3, TiO2, Fe2O3,MgO,
CaO, Na2O, K2O
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Table 7. Stepwise discriminant analysis of variables significant in distinguishing between
tephras from the Western US.
Step Variable Partial
entered P2
I nterprovin c e c omp aris on
@) Major oxidesI KzO 0.9752 CaO 0.9843 Fe2O3 0.9804 AlzQ 0.9645 MsO 0.7366 SiOz 0.6297 Na2O 0.498
@ TraceelementsI Sr 0.9992 Rb 0.9923 Sc 0.9924 Nb 0.8635 Y 0.6606 Th 0.6907 7r ' 0.450
(G) Major oxides and trace elements
TVilks'
Lambda (x102)
25.46
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.17
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
t2.94
l.l I
0.05
0.02
0.01
10.lm
L.29
0.50
0.16
0.09
0.05
0.04
0.03
I
2
Sr 0.998Rb 0.992Sc 0.992Y 0.834Th 0.698Nb 0.701KzO 0.599
Fe2O3 0.565
Ta 0.871Sc 0.914Sm 0.953Eu 0.650Ce 0.602
Ta 0.896Sc 0.876Th 0.635tr 0.6637A 0.4MSm 0.428h 0.335Rb 0.293
3
4
5
6
7
8
Intraprovince comparison ( bng Valley area)(II) Major oxides
no variables selected as significant
(t) Major oxides and REE
I
2
3
4
5
(I) REE
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Table 8. Matralanobis distance measures @4 for Western US tephras.
I nt e rprovinc e co mparis ons
@ MajoroxidesGTMOCKALBRHG 0 254 186 1350 r75 2r9 862 t374 1349 354 LnOT 0 s77 492 ry 365 205 6t 1013 1't4 583M 0 1870 592 377 tt94 18$ 1505 520 t8l8
o 0 986 1040 182 183 1fi 1000 799
c 0 436 ffi1 rvt| 1419 355 880K 0 862 904 545 n5 9UA 0 M 1@'2 397 399L 0 451 1360 16B 0 1823 399R 0 t233
H
(F) TraceelemensKLBRHK O 5725 t757 W8 5283L 0 3170 8915 9sB 0 7970 3015R 0 7970
(G) Mqior oxides and trace elementsKLBRHK 0 6l(X ,1685 6685 6537L 0 4103 9400 l0lB 0 8740 378/.R 0 8785
Intraprovince conparisotrs ( bn g Valley area)
(tI) Majoroxides (t) REEADGCADGCA0@92u0173130341D01297074490G01180199
(t) N4aju oxides and REEA 0 457 5y 351D040297G0201
Interprovinoe compcisons:
CrGlacier Peak, T=Trcgo Hot Springq M=Mt St Helens C, GOlema C=Old Crow, K=Rocklan4 A=Loleta,
I=Lava Cree[ B=Bishop, R=RioDell, H=Huckletprry Ridge.
Intrapmvin€ omprisons:
A=Bisbop Asb" FGtass Mormtain D, Hlass Mormain G GBailey Ash.
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DFA of tephras from a common soruce volcano
A series of eruptions including Bishop Ash (0.74 Ma), Glass Mountain D (0.90 Ma),
Glass Mountain G (1.0 Ma) and Bailey Ash (1.2 Ma) are thought to have originated from the
Long Valley caldera in southern California (Sarna-Wojcicki et aI.,1984;Izett et a/., 1988).
These tephras are considered to be chemically identical on the basis of EMA data, but show
small differences in REE contents. We have performed DFA on data from Sarna-Wojcicki et
aI., (1984) for these tephras to test the discriminating power of the method using a range of
major oxides and REEs. From EMA we tested SiO2, AlzO3, Fe2O3, MgO, CaO, NazO and
KzO; and from INAA: Sc, Zn, Rb, Cs, La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Dy, Yb, Lu, Hf, Ta, Th and
U.
In DFA (H), STEPDISC did not select any variables as being significant from major
oxide data (Table 7), but this is dependent on the level of significance chosen (0.1). Thus,
following the DFAs of the ottrer tephras, we used all of the major oxides to test the potential for
discrimination. Practically all of the variance (99.7%) was accounted for by the first two
canonical functions. The resulting separation distance between each tephra is generally small
(D2 Il-I17, Tabte 8) indicating chemical similarity. Different fields for the tephras can be
recognised using canonical variate plots (Fig. 3) in spite of much scatter, although we note the
data set is very small. Next we performed DFA (I) using all elements available. Only five
elements (Ta, Sc, Sm, Eu and Ce) contributed to the variance Clable 7). The resulting degrer of
separation was high (Fig. 3) with the fust two canonical functions contributing99.3Vo of the
variance. D2 values range from 40 for Glass Mountain D and Glass Mountain G, to 457 for
Bishop Ash and Glass Mountain D.
As only trace or REEs were selected when all data was used, we attempted to improve
the DFA classification for the [.ong Valley tephras by adding INAA data of samples for which
no EMA data was available to increase the number of samples in each group. This DFA (J)
selected 8 elements (table 7) to distinguish the tephras, again with Ta and Sc contributing most
of the variance. Although most of the resulting D2 values are less than those of DFA (I), we
consider this latter grouping of samples to be more representative of the variation between the
tephras, as they represent a larger data set
In each of the DFAS for the tong Valley tephras, the efficiency of classification of each
sample into its correct group is 10O% .
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DISCUSSION
Selection and relative discriminating power of elements nTl/Z glasses
The use of major oxide analyses of individual glass shards resulted in the lowest
efficiency of classification of samples into fteir correct group and the smallest D2 values, which
are a measure of the distance between the groups (tephras). In particular, some shards of
Potaka Pumice classified as Kawakawa Tephra and Rangitawa Tephra (Table 4). We suspect
this is a result of real chemical heterogeneity within the Potaka Pumice samples, which would
be detected by grain-specific analysis, but not in bulk glass separates or when shard
compositions are meaned. On chemical variation diagrams, individual shards from Potaka
Pumice plot as a linear trend. This is particularly evident in sequences of samples taken
vertically through the ignimbrite phase, suggestive of chemical zonation in the magma chamber.
The result is wider dispersion of the data in DFA. Such variation is most unusual in TVZ
tephras (e.g. Froggatt, 1983; Dunbar et al., 1989). In spite of this natural variablity, DFA can
classify individual shards with a better than 84Vo efficiency for these tephras, or better than
92Vo tf Potaka Pumice is omitted. In all cases, if enough shard analyses are obtained (ca. 10) on
each sample, the correct overall classification for the sample is achieved, a result similar to that
of Stokes et al. (L992) who examined 18 tephras from the TVZ using a comparable type of data
set.
Stokes et aI., (1992) showed that D2 values can be used as a proxy measure of the
dissimilarity between different tephras. They obtained D2 values <5 using individual shard
analyses of the same oxides as used in this study, for 9 rhyolitic eruptions from Taupo Volcano
in the past2z ka period. The tephras we have studied were erupted over a time span of nearly 2
Ma and display significantly larger D2 values (13-91) reflecting the greater chemical variation
between tephras erupted over a longer period of time.
We prefer to use the mean of the individual shard analyses as this is a more statistically
reliable measurc of sample chemistry than individual shard analyses. It also provides a method
of comparison with trace element analyses which are determined on bulk samples. Our DFA
results using individual shard analyses show they do produce useful classifications, as
demonstrated by Stokes et al., (1992), but Da values on the mean major oxide compositions are
larger (39-391) than those produced using individual shard analyses, and efficiency of sample
classification is 1007o for each tephra. The use of trace elements alone in DFA can produce
good separation between each of the TVZ tephras. D2 values using these data are comparable
to those produced by the mean major compositions (Table 5). Of the uace elements used in
DFA, those of high abundance e.g. Ba, Y, Rb and Sr, contributed most to the variance.
However, the separation between Pakihikura Pumice and four other tephras is greater using
major oxides alone. Similarly, the separation between Taupo Tephra and three of the other
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tephras is greater using major oxides. Thus the greatest separation achievable using either major
or trace elements alone depends on which tephras are being compared, but neither dataset is
markedly superior. Further, Stokes and Lowe (1988) found that the removal of the most
distinctive tephra(s) in DFA can enhance separation of the more chemically similar tephras.
The greatest separation between the tephras in this study is achieved by combining the
major oxide and trace element data sets. This results in Da values 2-3 times greater than those of
the data sets used in isolation. Both sets of data contribule significantly to the separation of the
tephras. While all major oxides are selected, only 7 of the 15 nace elements are used. Y and Ba
are still importanf but the selection and relative order of the other trace elements differ from
using this data set in isolation. Beaudoin and King (1986) also found that the selection and
order of variables (elements) in DFA is dependant on the whole data set used. Thus caution
must be used when systematically excluding some variables.
In sum, DFA can distinguish each of the six New Zealand tephras using any of the data
sets we have used. In each case, Taupo Tephra is the most easily distinguished tephra, while
Rangitawa and Potaka Pumice are the most similar. Although samples were collected from
localities with differing depositional environments, varied climatic factors and different
stratigraphic positions within the eruptive units (both airfall and pyroclastic flow), DFA
successfully classffied each into its conect group (eruptive event) with a high probability. This
suggests that any vertical or lateral compositional heterogeneity and subsequent diagenetic
changes have not significantly distorted the chemical nature nor uniqueness of the eruptive
events.
DFA of Western US tephras
The use of mean major oxide compositions allowed all I I western US tephras to be
readily distinguished with the exception of Lava Creek B from Huckleberry Ridge (Fig. 2,
symbols L and H). In general, the N distances of separation are comparable to or greater than
those forT\Z tephras. Western US tephras separated by the shortest D2 distance are those
erupted from the same source area, e.g. Lava Creek B and Huckleberry Ridge from the
Yellowstone area (D2=16). Separations between tephras known or thought to be from the
general region of the Cascade Range province, i.e. Glacier Peak, Mt St Helens, Trego Hot
Springs, Rio Dell and Rockland, are in the moderate to high range 1D2 =150-600). These
values reflect different source volcanoes but a common tectonovolcanic province. The greatest
separations achievable by DFA are those between tephras from different tectonovolcanic
provinces, e.g. Rockland (southern Cascades) and Bishop (Long Valley) (D2=19231. Thus
plots of canonical variates and Mahalanobis distance measures based on chemical data are
potential methods for recognising source regions and quantifying differences benveen them.
For example, Old Crow Tephra, widespread in central Alaska (Westgate et a1.,1985) is placed
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closer to Cascade Range tephras by DFA, reflecting a convergent plate boundary source
(possibly the Aleutian Arc).
Trace elements combined with major oxides improves the distinguishing power of DFA
for western US tephras. The DFA procedure gives preference to trace elements and thus
supports the approach of previous workers (e.g. Sarna-Woj cicki et al., 1984, 1987). However,
the degree of separation achieved betrreen western US tephras is significantly greater than is
possible for New kaland TVZ tephras using a similar suite of elements (Tables 5,8). RERs are
particularly powerful in distinguishing tephras from the same source volcano, as shown by the
DFA of eruptives having a close chemical affrnity to the Bishop Ash from tnng Valley caldera-
However, we obtained a comparable degree of separation by major oxides alone, for Taupo
Tephra and Kawakawa Tephra, which also have a common source volcano (Taupo). Thus the
distinguishing power of elements depends on multiple factors including the source volcano,
tectonovolcanic provin@, and the particular eruption.
Tephras of close chemical affiniry m Bishop Ash (Glass Mountain D and G, and Bailey
Ash) are considered nearly identical in major oxide composition (Sarna-Wojcicki et a1.,1984).
Previous studies have suggesled that these and other tephras from a common source caldera can
only be compositionally distinguished by theirREE abundances. However, DFA allows each to
be distinguished using major oxides (Fig. 3; Table 8), and thus DFA provides a higher
resolving power than previous comparison techniques used. A similar conclusion was reached
by Stokes et aI.,(1992) for chemically similar tephras from the TyZ.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The unique classification of eruptive events based on samples collected vertically and
laterally deposits of six widespread tephras from the T\IZ, is achieved using major oxides, trace
elements or a combination of both, by DFA. The combined data set provides the greatest
discriminating power, but major oxides determined by EMA can be equally or more
discriminating than trace elements determined by XRF, for some tephras from TVZ.
2. K2O, CaO and Na2O are important major oxides, while trace elements in high abundance,
e.g. Ba, Y and Sr are important for discriminating TVZ tephras. However, the selection and
relative order of sigfficance of elements depends on the total data set and the tephras being
compared. Thus caution must be exercised if elements are to be excluded from comparison
studies.
3. DFA using major oxides determined by EMA clearly distinguish a range of tephras from the
western US, especially those from the Cascade Range area. Tephras of close chemical aff,tnity
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(e.g. those erupted from the Long Valley area) can also be distinguished on EMA data using
this technique.
4. Trace elements and REEs are the most discriminating variables in tephras from western US
sources. However, a similar range of elements are less discriminating for TVZ tephras. REEs
are particularly important in separating eruptions from long lived innacontinental calderas such
as l,ongValley.
5. Most of the chemical differences in glassas reflect seem to the tect,onovolcanic province from
which they originated. Thus DFA has the potential to classify soruce provinces as well as
source volcanoes and individual eruptive events.
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Chapter 6
DEPOSITIONAL PROCESSES AND SOURCES FOR EARLY PLEISTOCENE
TEPHRAS IN NEW ZEALAND AND THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC OCEAN
6.I INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the depositional characteristics and source(s) for early
Pleistocene tephras in the southern Norttr kland of New Tnaland and in deep-sea cores from the
southern Pacific Ocean.
Widespread tephras in distal settings are commonly emplaced as fallout deposits from
plinian eruptions. These tephras are typically fine ash, structure-less and systematically thin
away from the source vent. In contrast, most early Pleistocene megascopic tephras in the
southern North Island display current bedding and may be several metres thick up to 250 krn
from the closest volcanic source areas. There are few thin tephras that can be attributed to
fallout emplacement recorded in the early Pleistocene sequences. The predominance of
reworked, fluvially emplaced tephras has implications for the sedimentary transport routes and
paleogeography of the cenual and southern North Island. The chemical characteristics of the
tephras provide insight to the nature of volcanism in the TVZ and the depositional history of the
tephras themselves. This investigation is presented as a paper in section 6.2.
Early Pleistocene tephras in deep-sea cores from the continental shelf and abyssal
plains, up to 5000 km from New Znaland have been attributed to activity in the TVZ
(Ninkovich 1968; Watkins & Huang 1977; Kyle & Seward 1984; Nelson et al. 1986). The
most distal of these tephras occur in the Southern Ocean around Antarctica at latitudes higher
than 60o5. Their similarity in age to fission-track dated tephras in the Wanganui basin and East
Coast region, led Kyle & Seward (1984) to propose a source for them in the TVZ. The
composition of these tephas is investigated and the implications for source(s) and emplacement
mode is presented as a paper in section 6.3. A full compositional data set for the glasses is
presented in Appendix 4.
Dispersed volcanic glasses are common in Miocene to Pleistocene deep-sea sediments
on the Chatham Rise, east of the South Island. The nature and origin of these glasses is
presented in Appendix 5, as part of a joint investigation with P. Barnes.
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Remobilised silicic tuffs in middle Pleistocene fluvial sediments,
southem North lsland, New Zealand
P. A. R. S}IANE
Research Schml of Earth Sciences
Victoria University of Wellingon
P. O. Box 600
V/ellington, New 7* larlrd
Abstract Fluvial and lacusuine sediments of middle
Pleistocene age (lower Matuyama Reversed Chron and
Jaramillo Subchron) contain numerous thick silicic tuffs that
have been deposited in the central southem North Island of
New Zealan( l0G2m km from their souce in the Taupo
Volcanic Zone C|VZ). Sedimentary facies indicate most of the
tuffs have been ransported and deposited subaqueously in a
distal braid-plain environment. Individual emplacement
events represent catastrophic floods involving vertical
accredon up to 30 m. Sedimentation pattems reflect rapid
volcaniclastic aggradation in response t'o volcanism, and
intervening hiatuses. Over hall of the tuffs examined are
composed of reworked and mixed rhyolitic (SiO272-79 wVo)
eruptive products. In addition, most contain brown glasses
(SiO2 53-79 wt%) and minerals derived from a range of
intermediate o silicic eruptives. Ages and charrcteristics of
the tuffs indicate a major phase of volcanism before and
during the Jaramillo Subchron, similar in chemical com-
position and reflating conrmon perogenesis to late Pleisro
cene volcanism in the TVZ (i.e., frequent eruptions of
voluminoug homogeneous rhyolites contemporaneous with
subordinate intermediate eruptives). The emplacement of ttp
tuffs in the East Coast rcgion requiru subgantial transport
routes through thepresentday Main Axial Ranges and poins
to consider$le uplift in the last c. 0.91 lrila.
Kelvords silicic tuffs; lephosratigraphy; volcaniclastic
facies; volcanism; glass chemistry; minenl composirions;
middle Pleistocene; Mangaurata Formation; Takapari
Form ation; Mangahao Formation
INTRODUCTION
Pumiceous, lacustrine, and fluvial sediments of middle
Pleisocene agc in cennal Norttr Island, New Zealand, occrtr as
thick sequerres sr both sides of the lvlain Axial Ranges (Lillie
1953; Kingma 1971; Carter 1972).The sequences re tilted,
folded, and inrcnninendy exposed in llawke's Bay, northenr
Wairarapa, and the west€rn side of Wanganui Basin (Fig. l).
They contain a geat proportion (20%) of coarse, partly
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consolidated volcmiclasics (or urffs) and have been deposited
1G200 lm hom the nearest volcanic source region, Taupo
Volcanic Tane (IYZ; Cole 1979; Wilson et al. 1984).
Distal, rhyolitic volcaniclastic deposis in these sequences
have been examined macroscopically o determine their mode
of emplacement and facies characteristics, and micro-
scopically to investigate the character and homogeneity of
glass and mineral components. The TVZ has been active since
c. 2.0 lvfa (Wilson et al. 1984; Grindley er aI. 1988), but much
of the products are now deeply br:ried at the source regions and
are not easily arcessible except from drillholes. Therefore the
chronology of disul tuffs and characteristics of their
components provide an insight ro timing and style of middle
Pleistocene volcanism.
Many of the study sequences are now isolated from
volcanic centres by ranges over 1000 m high; tlrus a study of
tuff emplacement could also provide insight to paleo-
environment and tectonic history. In this study, several of tlre
longest sections of middle Pleistocene volcaniclastic sedi-
ments have been examined and sampled, as well as other
shoner sequences (Fig. l).
STRATIGRAPHY AND CHRONOLOGY
Ttrc mainly nonmarine, pumiceous sediments examined here
conformably overlie fosiliferous Nukumanran (early Pleisto
cene) mrine sraa of fte Kumeroa Fomation in llawke's Bay
and have been named ldangataran Formation (Lillie 1953). In
northem Hawke's Bay, the formation unconformably overlies
Cretaceous and early Cenozoic strata in places. To the south,
in northem Wairarapa, the Mangatarata Formation is con-
sidered to be the equivalent of the Mangahao Formarion (Lillie
1953; Neef 1984). On the westem side of the Main Axial
Ranges, in the Fohangina River valley, sequences studied here
are similar lithologically and sradgraphically o rhe Takapari
Formatjon (Carter 1972). Fleming (1953) and Lillie (1953)
considered frese pumiceous sequences adjacent n tire Main
Axial Ranges o be equivalent to the Mangatarata Fornration.
The Takapari Fonnation conformably overlies Nukumaruan
marine sediments of the Koqewa Fsnration. AII sections are
unconformably overlain by late Pleistocene-Recent alluvial
tence conglomerae.
A middle-late Pleistocene age (Castlecliffian Stage) was
assigned o the Mangatarata Fsrnation (Lillie 1953) urd to
equivalent strata in cennal Hawke's Bay (Kingma l97l)
mainly on the basis of sratigraphic position and the first
significant ameararpe of pumice in the sediments which is
considered to be indicative of the CastleclifFran. Carts (1972)
and Neef (19&4) considered the lower parts of rtre Takapfri
Fornation and Mangahao Formation, reqpectively, could be at
leas partly late Nukumaruan.
As part of an ongoing stndy (Shane & Froggan l99l),
reconnaissance paleomagnetic samples and samples of all
ftffs were collected from several of the longe* sequences:
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Ftg. I Southern cerrual North lsland showing the location of middle Pleisocene secrions examined in the study.
Oroua, Manawatu, Mangatewainui and Mangatewaiiti Gig.
2). Between lhree and seven specimens per pleomagneric site
were demagnetised in alternating fields up to 40 mT and
measured by a spinner magnetometer. Defailed rezults are lo
be presented elsewhere. In some para of $e sections (i.e.,
middle of lvlangatewaiiti and lower half of Oroua) a sable
end-point magnetic remanence was not, reached in some
specimens. Such specimens changed from a normal declin-
ation to a reversed declination during demagnetisation, bur
maintained a normal (negadve) inclination, sometimes with
decreasing value. This behaviour has been interpreted as
incomplete removal of a normal viscous overprint from a
reversed specimen (Shane & Froggan t99l), thus rhe sites are
considered reversed.
Magnetostnarigraphy is summarised in Fig. 2. The normal
interval near the top of rhe Mangatewaiiti section was
interpreted as the Brunhes Normal Chron by Shane & Froggau(l9l). Subsequently sr additional site was sampled ar rhe rop
of the section and found to be reversed. In the nearby
lvlangatewainui section, a similar polarity sequence lns been
found, and a csrelation between the sections can be made
using tlre chemical and field characteristics of a nrff (Frg. 2). In
light of this new data and a Castlecliffran age proposed by
Lillie (1953), the normal interval is considered to be the
Jaramillo Subchron (Stune in pnep.). If this inrerpreation is
correct, the short numal interval lower in the Mangatewaiiti
section could represent the Cobb Mounrain Subchron (1.10
lvla Mankircn etd. 1978).
By glass chemistry ud paleomagnetisrn, a tuff can be used
to conelate between ttre ftoua, Manawatu, and Mangatewaiiti
sections (Fig. 2).This tuff lus idenrical glass chemistry to rlre
Pakihikura Pumice in the Wanganui Basin which occurs in
sedimeils of reversed polarity (Shane & Froggan 1991) and
has been dated at c. 1.06 Ma (Seward 1979).
On the basis of magnensuatigr4hy and tuff conelations,
the stratigraphic inrerval studied here is considered to
rcpre.sent the Jaramillo Subchron (0.91-0.97 Ma) and a long
part of the upper Matuyama Reversed Chron (pre 0.97 Ma).
NONVOLCANICLASTIC SEDIMENTS
In the Mangatewainui section (Fig. 1,2), rhe lower 100 m of
Manganrau Formation, as deFrned by Lillie (1953), consiss
of mainly massive sandy mudstone with shellbeds of the
intertidal molluscAnstrovenru. Above this intennl only a few
rare shellbeds occur and sediments are mostly nonmarine.
This latter part of rhe formation is at least 600 m thick at the
longest section (Mangatewaiiti). The dominant nonmarine
lithology of the study sections (Fig. 3) is massive carbon-
aceous mudstone or finely laminated sandy mudstone in units
up lo c. 50 m thick These units conuin many peat and lignite
beds with some leaf impressions. The common occurence of
pinkish mudstone connining freshwater dialoms, and the rarer
occurence of the freshwater mussel Hydridella, indicates a
lacusrine depositional setting.
Monolithological, clast supponed, greywacke conglom-
erate is a minor facies in most sections, but is more common in
the ooua section (Fig. 3). h is commonly soss bedded at a
metre scale and displays imbrication. Clasts are generally
<0.04 m in size. Conglomerates occur in units generally <3 m
thick. These unis often contain ripup clasu of mudstone and
fossil logs Most conglomerates occur in channels and have a
Shane-Remobilised silicic tuffs
Oroua
Pakihikura
Pumice
1.0610.18 Ma
(Wanganui Bain)
scoured base, indicative of fluvial channel deposis. Carbon-
aceous, trough cros bedded sands, sometimes pebbly and
with an erosion base, are a common facies. They are also
considered fluvial. Evidence forperiodic subaerial exposure is
commtxr in the ftrrn of palmsols and in-sinr uee sumps in
many of the sequences.
V OLCANICLASTIC SEDIMENTS
Volcaniclasic sediments occur almost entirely as nonmarine
facies. They consist of nearly pure vitric tuffs ranging in
thiclness frorn c. 0.05 o 30 m. Grain sizes are mainly cmrse
ash (<3 mm), but some uffs contain lapilli pumice up to
70 mm in size. These thiclrpsses and grain sizes point o
rewoking of proximal deposits, rather than distal pnimary
airfall in sites which are 100-200 km from the closest
volcanoes CfVa.
Sedimentary structures
The sedimentary struchres displayed by tle 5l megascopic
nrff exposures (smmarised in Table l) are mostly indicative
of subaqueous deposition. The majority display planar
(horizontal) crnrent bedding (millimene n mere scale).
Individual beds may be graded or nongraded. Some tuffs show
sharp conacts between sradfication while othen, in particulan
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Flg. 2 Summary of magnetostratigraphy for sectiors of the Mangatarau Formation urd Takapui Formation (Oroua). Numbers refer to
megascopic tuffs. Lines show conelarion beveen urffs made on the basis of glass chemisry md magneric poladty. Also shown is ttre top of
the marine to nonmrine facies rsrsition. Black = Norrnd white = Reversed
coarser deposis, display gradational interstratal contacts and
may be crudely bedded- Small cros-sratified laminae may
also occur. In some exposures, planar-beds display low (2-3")
dips over scoured surfaces and represent scour and fill
deposits. Many planar-bedded tuffs display an erosion base
and/or paleosol and thus represent overbank deposits.
Cros suatification (in 397o of tuffs, Table l) range from
millimeue-scale ripplas to I m scale uough u planar cross
beds. Often the entire range of cros sradfication occurs in a
single ruff, along with frne-grained massive beds, suggest-
ing rapidly fluctuating paleocurrent intensities. A typical
sequence is an erosion surface overlain by rough cross bedded
pumice ash and lapilli with foresets on a 1F30 cm scale.
These grade ino smaller riprple srradfication in a number of
cycles and then into planar laminations with an increasing
nonvolcanic comporent The op of the se$rnce is tl,pified by
massive mudstone or sandstone with lignites or paleosols.
Some tuffs have a massive or weakly laminated fine ash
immediately above the erosion base. This may represent the
initial airfall ash or rewqked equivalent
About 18% of ttre nrffs examined display synsedimentary
deformation: convolute beds and/or water escape strucnres.
These feanres are most common in cross-bedded, coarre
tuffs. Sedinnntry folds in a tuff in the Onoua section have
amplitudes up lo 2 m. Deformation on this scale poins to
rapid, subaqumus deposition of thick deposits.
Faciss
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(Grid rcfererrces from the NZMS 260 map series).
a, Non-volcmic lenses or beds.
b, Fossil logs, tree stumps, rip-up clasts. inuaformational
conglomaate.
a Totd numbcr of nrffs in the secrion
Effi congto.er"t"
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Flg. 3 Represenrarive lirho-
logical columns of the Oroua,
Manawatu and Mangatewainui
sections, Also shown are facies
classificarions following the
L r sB scheme of Smith (1987).
Ten of the tuffs are massive. These beds are hin (<1.0 m)
compared !o $e other tlffs. Some show Uttle evidence of
subaqueous transport and are thus possibly primary airfall
deposis. However, a common association with paleosols may
point to pedogenic deslruction of sedimenury structues.
Other feanres drsplayed by the tuffs include rip-up clasts,
fossil logs and tree stumps, nonvolcanic sand and gravel
lenses, and fragmens of ctrarcoal. Some uffs in ttre Manga-
tewaiiti and Oroua sections conuin rip-up clasts of non-
volcanic mudstone and of previously deposited, laminated
uff. These clasc may be up to 0.15 m wide and usually occur
near the base of the tuff. Two of the tuffs have basal
inraformational breccia layers (<0.5 m thick) composed of
ripup class. Fossil logs range in size up to 020 m in width
and 0.80 m long. This inco'rporared material poinrs o high
erosive power of the transporting currents. Other tuffs,
especially at oroua, are deposited directly over in-silu fosil
tree snmps and display currcnt bedding.
Relationship to palecols and lignitc
Twenty-trvo of the nrffs are in cont&t with either paleosols or
ligrites. Of these, 14 overlie such horizons. This common
association indicates that tuff emplacement events often
precede or follow signifrcant hiatuses, which are mar*ed by
t r37
l- 136| 13.
I r33I 132
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E
Table I Surnmry of s'edirnentay stnrc$res displayed by nrffs in
middle Pleisocene sections examined. Numbers reuesent number
of nrffs displaying those feannes in tlre secrion. Perc,enuges re the
otal number of nrffs fro'm all sections displaying those chracreristics.
t234567%
Bedding:
crors 1l
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the establishment of vegearion. Cunent bedding in rhe ruffs
shows the association does not reflect airfall deposition and
instead implies overbank deposition dudng floods. The close
relationship of paleosols and lignites to tuffs points to the
suong influence of volcaniclastic sedimenation in the fluvial
system and suggests rapid aggradation or accretion occurs
largely as a response to volcanic inpur
Facies cl,nssification
Ivtostof the urffsequences can be ctassified readily as facies of
a braided river system, using facies models of Miall (1978) as
modified by Smirh (1987) for volcaniclasric-dominared
systems. Coarse, massive lapilli tuffs and cross or planar-
bedded ash uffs are Gm(b), St, or Sp facies reprcsenting
channel deposia of ban or dunes, or lag. Very poorly sorted,
maEix-supported deposits (e.g., debris flows) are mre or
abserL low-angle cross-smrified nrtrs (SD are scour fills or
antidunes deposited in a high-flow regime and at shallow
depths (e.g., Smith 1988). Some planar-bedded ruffs ue
gqse and strow grded intersraal contacts. They may be
Sh(b) fcies of hlperconcenrrabd nood flows (Smirh 1987).
Most planar (hqizonal) bedded deposirs arc ShQ) facias
rcpnasenting nfrmal high-flow regimes (floods) or Fl facies(drrylayrng laminations, ripples and convolure beds) indica-
tive of waning fhods or oveltank deposits
Thc typical urff sequence (Frg. 4) is: Gm(b), Sr" and Sp
grading up to Ft in a number of cycles and then ino Fm(mddrapes) tryped by a pleosol. The sequence refleas rapid
deposition followed by r4id waning of paleocunents. Ttrese
sequences are typically 2-10 m thick and r€pr€sent catas-
trophic flood evenu. FaciesFlandFm mayresulteither from a
rpductisr in velaity (fiood waning) or a channel shift due to
rapid aggradation and lake or swamp development
GLASS CHEMISTRY OF TI.JFFS
Composition
Over 500 glass shards were analysed by elecron microprobe
{ryI urfr in tlre study secrions (for met}rods see Froggatt
1983). About 97o of glass shards within rtre tuffs are clear or
colourless. These clear glasses have a silica content in the
ratge of 72J9 wtTo (recalculated on a water-free basis) and
all have a calc-alkaline rhyolitic composition using the Toal
Alkali-Silica scheme of I-e Maire (1984) (Fig. 5). Alrhough
such schemes are based on whole-rock analyses, they stitt
provide a franpwork for comparison, since glass represents
the most voluminous component of the enptions. Most urffs
also contain a small fracrion (<l.|Vo) of highly magnetic
trown glasses, some of which have nonrhyolitic compoiitions
(see below).
. 
All clear glass compoaitions arc broadly similar, snggest-
ing a common source. They are also similar ro late pleistocene
tephras from the TVZ analysed by Roggatt (1983), Nelson er
d. (1980, and Floggar & Rogen (1990) suggesring a TVZ
source.
Single clear-glass populations
Twenty-rwo of the 5l tuffs anatysed consist of a discrete
single glass poputation (Fig. 6A). Shard analyses from each
urff have low sardard deviations when grouped: <0.04 wt%
for TiO2 and MgO and <0.15 wt% fm FeO, indicating rhe urffs
are homogeneous (Roggan 1983) and probably repres€nt a
single enrptive evenL These discrete populations ihow no
evidence of chemical zonarion. Many display small differ-
enccs in most oxide conhntst thus in short sratigr4phic
intervals, tuffs can be distinguished, somaimes on the basis ofjrtst two oxides (e.g., RO and CaO; Fig. 6A). It is nor ya
posible o determine 0re total nurnber of eruptions rscorded in
the sections, because some htff exposur€s arc likely correl&
tives but have similar glass chunistry to more than one ruff in
other sectisrs. AJso, some closely Saced, chernically similr
urffs within a secrion maybe rcworked deposis from ihesame
eruption.
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FlC. 6 Examples of analyses of individual shards from middle Pleistocene tuffs. A, Four nrffs (Oroua secrion) consisring of discrere single
qlass popufatigns. 
_In ascending sradgraphic order: l3l. l3?, 138 and 141. B, A nrff co'nsisting of two different glass-populuiors (tJ2,Oroua section). C, Two uffs containing uromalous shards in addition o a major grorp. D, A tu-=ffconsisring of anear<rinrinuum of s'hard
composirions (100, Mangarewaiiri secrion).
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likely to produce a near+onlinuum of compositions (e.g., Fig.
6D). Thus, sedimentary mixing is the mosr likely cause. This is
supported by the abundance of evidence for fluvial remobil-
isation displayed by the nrffs. The ripup clasts of ruff found in
some deposis would p'rovide a source for chemical hetero-
geneity since they are relatively cemented, suggesting
deposition long before the emplacement event in which they
are contained. Therefore, the ripup class could represent a
separate eruption.
Tuffs that consist of a large group of chemically homo
geneous shards and one or several chemically djstinct shards(Fig. 6C) are interpreted as the incorporarion of a small
volume of older eruptive product into a new emplacement.
deposit (the large group). The dominant popularion often
diffens from older urffs in the sequence and could reFesent, a
new eruption. When no dominant glass population is presant
in a tuff (e.g., Fig. 6D), the rcladve ages of rlre compositions
are uncertain. Such uffs may represent reworking of several
older deposits, unassociated with an influx of new volcani-
clasric sediment"
Brorvn glasses
A srnall fraction (< I .07o of sample) of dark glass sharG occrus
in nearly all nrffs examined. The glasses range in colour from
Multiple glass populations
Twenty-nine (57 7o) of the 5l tuffs analysed repnesenr multiple
psprrlarisns with different chemical compositions, slr,own by
variation diagrams (Frg. O. Three broad classes occur: (l) two
or morc reletively discrete groups of strads, each representing
a large pnoponion of the nnl sample (Fig. 68); (2) a large
discrete shard group representing c. 80Vo or more of the
sample and one c several anomalous shudG) with different
composition(s) (Frg. 6C); and (3) a conrinuum of composi-
tions with no discrete group(s) (Frg. 6D).
Interpretation
Multiple glass populations have been reporred in New Zealand
Pleisocene uffs @roggau 1983; Shane & Froggau t99l) and
elsewhere (Cerling et al. 1978). They could arise from: (l)
disruption of a chemically zoned magma chamber q rnagma
mixing (e.g., Carcy & Sigurdsson 1978); (2) accidenral ejecra;
or (3) sedimentary mixing of differenr volcanic producs. The
lust option is not favoured because primary rhyolitic enrptives
in TVZ are relatively homogeneous (Froggatr 1983; Dunbar et
al. 1989a, b), while rewsked tuffs display mulriple glass
populations. Accidental ejecra is also not a likely origin
because il could not accomt for the large volurnes of some
subpopulations (e.9., 407o of rhe sample, Fig. 68). Nor is it
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FE. 7 A and B, Compositional range slown by brown glasses (re
72), C, An exrnple of Ore compositional diversiry of brown and
cleu glasses within a single tutr (108, southern Pohcrgina section).
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reddiSr brown o black, but are mostly brown. They have a
high magnetic susceptibility compared to clear glasses,
allowing easy separuion. Other than colou, thebrown glasses
do not differ in physical appearance or morphology to the
mors common clear glasses. They display typical bubble wall
on pumiceous morphologies and are generally rlisimilar to
obsidian. Of the 72 brown shard analyses obtained by electron
mioqrobe, 5357o are rhyoliic,24Vo dacitic, Zl%o an&sinc,
and l.SVo basaltic andesite (Fig. 5). AII are calc-alkaline.
Ty?rcal analyses are given in Table 2. Most oxide contents in
brown glasses show an inverse relationship to SiO2 content,
except K2O, and form a single linear differendarion rend
(Frg.7). Within a nrff, a typical brown glass population may
display a range of rhyolitic compositions extending beyond
tlut of the clear glass popularion. In addition, a range of dacitic
and andesitic compositions may be present (Frg. 7C).
Interprewdon
The high chemical diversity diqplayed by brown glasses could
arise from: (1) compositional gradienrs within a magma
chamber (Hildreth l98l); (2) accidental ejecta; or (3)
s€dimentary mixing. As with multiple clear-glass populations,
the first option is not favoured as an origin. Although magma
chamber zonation is common (Hildrcth 1981), there is little
evidence for it in large rhyolitic eruptives in TYZ (Froggau
1983: Wilson * al. 1984; Dunbar er al. 1989a, b). As well,
zoning is not likely to result in the production of >907o rhyolite
(clear glasses) leaving a small c.l?o volume of basic and
intermediate residue ftrown glasses). Such an origin also
could not explain why 53.5% of brown glasses are rhyolitic.
Sedimenrary mixing could be invoked to explain the presence
of brown glasses, in panicular dacitjc and andesitic shards. An
analogy to multiple clear-glass popularions described above
could be made. Froggatt & Rogers (1990) have reported
examples of posteruption mixing of airfall rhyolidc and
andesitic tephms in peat bogs.
As for highly magneric, brown rhyolitic glasses in intimatc
association with weakly magnetic, clear rhyolitic glassas, tlrc
origin may involve accidental incorporation and differing
tlnrrnal hisories. Schlinger et al. (1985) have described higNy
magnetic, da* glasses mixed with clear glasses of identical
composition. The da* glasses contain Feoxide microcrysals
(20-100A) which precipitate in already quenched glass
shortly after eruption, and are dependent on cooling history.
Accidenul ejectacould go tlrough a complex thermal history
if ingested into a new pyroclastic flow. This would explain
theirpresence, if the nffs werc derived from ignimbrites.
Brown glasses have been recognised in numerous marine
tuffs of Miocene and Pliocene age in New Tnaland (Gosson
1985; Shane 1989); however, their complete nanre is still o
be investigated.
MINERAL CHENIISTRY
Minenl phases in the nrffs generally repesent only a small
component (<SVo). Most minerals have glassy jackets
indicating a volcanogenic uigin, but some are abraded and
lack adhering glass. Plagioclase feldspar is the most abundant
phase (c. 9070 of minerals) and occurs in all nrffs, with minor
amounts of quaru. Ferromagnesian phases and zircon are rarc
(<107o of minerals), while titanomagnerirc is absent from all
butc.5Vo of the tuffs. The rarity oi the lauer probably reflects
removal by hydraulic sorting.
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P5noxene chemistry
Nirnrycight pyroxene crysals from 12 nrffs were analysed
using the elecuon microprobe (Fig. 8). No significant zoning
was detected Of the 86 orthopyroxenes analysed (Ens_ss),
most are hypersthene or fenotrypenthene. In addition, a small,
but significantgroup (147o) of bronzire compositions and one
enstatit€ occu. Individual tuffs display wide ranges (up ro
607o) in En cunposition (table 3), and vriation wirhin nrffs is
usually gre{im than between tuffs. The 12 clinopyroxenes
analysed ae all augites and generally display a rurnow range
in composition (Fig. 8, Table 3).
CaSiO s
MgSiO3 s0 (Fe,Mn)SiO,
FiS. t Composirion of pyroxenes (z= 98) from middle Pleistoc€ne
tuffs ploned on part of the Mg- Ca- (Mn,Fe) trimgle.
Of the ferromagnesian phases, orthopyroxene occurs in all
tuffs with mafic components and is nearly always the
dominant phase. Green amphibole occurs in 807o of tlre uffs
and clinopyroxene in c. 5070. Biotite is prqsentin c. 33% of the
samples and is mostabundant in nrffs whose glass chemistry is
characterised by high K2O content with the NaK rario <1.0.
The mineral assemblages are f)?icat of rhyolitic eruptives of
theT\Z (Ewart 1966). The relative proportions of tlre phases
are not detaile4 because some phases show a high degree of
dissolution, and hydmulic sorting has occurred.
Primary orthopyroxenes in rhyolitic t€phras from TVZ, of
similar glass composition to tuffs examined here, are
hypentherc and fenohypenthene @n36-66). More Mg-rich
phases (e.g., bronzite) in rhyolitic tephras have been anributed
to andesitic contamination, either synenrption or posteruption
@wart et al. l9?5; Roxborgh 1976; Froggaa & Rogers 1990).
A similar origin is proposed here for the occurence of Mg-rich
pyroxenes, ud is consistent with the pnasence of int€rnrediab
brown glasses. The small proportion of intermediate glasse,s
relative o Mg-rich pyroxenes may reflect the rapid weathering
of the fmmer.
Amphibole chemhtry
Only six amphibole crystals were analysed. All are calc-
amphiboles and are either magnesio- or ferrohornblendes.
Their compositions arc typical of hornblendes from rhyotitic
tephras (see Roxborgh 1976; Froggau & Rogers 1990).
Table 2 Brown and clear-giass analyses from tuff 5065 (Kahuki section) det€nnined by elecron microprobe
(for method see hoggan 1983), Andyses re recalulated ro 1007a on a water-free basis. Warer by difference.
All Fe as FeO. Cler-glass analyses repesenr mean and standard deviarion. a number of shards.
Clea-glass
I
Brown glass
siq
AI2q
riq
FeO
Mso
CaO
Na2O
Kzo
cl
Watcr
n
75.la (0.17)
13.21 (0.08)
0.18 (0.03)
1.97 (0.14)
0.10(0.m)
0.98 (0.04)
4.19 (0.13)
3.74 (0.r2)
0.17 (0.02)
2.75 (0.82)
9
72.72
t2.12
l.l I
4.r9
0.27
139
3.&
4.34
4.23
3.20
I
67.75
14.80
0.93
4.70
1.17
3.66
4.08
2.84
0.06
6.65
I
65.62
IJ. IJ
t.2l
6.84
2.26
4.18
3.70
3.06
0.00
2.W
I
63.98
14.83
1.03
6.18
2.22
5.28
4.03
2.34
0.10
131
I
59.29
17.U
1.53
?.10
2.52
4.49
4.49
1.97
0.17
7.45
I
Table 3 Tpical elecron core analyses on pyroxene crysrals from a middle Pleisocene ruff
(S l(D. Mangatewaiiti).
Orthopyroxene Clinopyroxene
siq
At2q
riq
FeO
MnO
Mso
C80
NazO
Kzo
Total
48.83
Q,4
0.18
33-33
152
12.35
1ro
98.16
50.86
3.63
036
2t.67
054
?4.92
ltt
9.36
4.00
53.30
0.96
0.13
r8.88
0.46
u.4r
l'tt
99.35
4.01
52.r7
2.46
0.47
8.02
0.25
t457
2r.23
0.37
52.85
1.59
0.47
9.54
0.38
14.40
2fr.78
0.29
100.30
4.00
99.54
Srmr of cations on the basis of 6 (O):
4.00
Shane-Remo,bilised silicic tuffs
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Flg. 9 Composition of plagioclases from middle Pleisocene uffs
ploned on m orthoclasq anorthite and albite (Or-An-Ab) tcmry
diagrarn
Plagioclase chemistry
Some 125 plagroclase cq,stals from 11 nrffs were analysed.
Core compositions range from An2-3 but most classify as
eiilrer andesine or labradorite (Frg. 9).The crystals arc mostly
normally zoned Individual crystals have ranges in An up o
1570, but usually <107o. Differences beween crystal core
compositions within a urff are generally greater Gyptcally
An zs<s) Clabb a). Ewart & Taylor (1969) rqorted primary
plagioclase compositions from TVZ as: rhyolitic (enzsa6),
dacitic (An53), and andesitic (An ersr).Froggan & Rogen
(1990) have detected mixed plagioclase populations with
some tephras containing a rhyolitic andesine Foup (Anrge)
and an andesitic labradorite (An55-/ andbytownite (Arys-s1)
goup.
Calcic plagioclases Qabradorite and bytownite) in the tuffs
examined here are also most likely contaminants from
intermediate eruptives and could easily be explained as
posteruption sedimentary mixing.
DISCUSSION
Paleoenvironment
Sections of the Mangataran, Mangahao, and Takapari
Formations examined show a transition from an estuarine
seting to a lowland distal braid-plain witlr lakes, on both sides
of the present-day Main Axial Ranges shortly before the
Jaramillo Subchron (Fig. 2). This was accompanied by a major
influx of volcaniclastic sediments, which conributed to sedi-
mentary infilling ard thus a change to nonnurine conditions.
The same phase of volcanism is recorded throughout the
Wanganui Basin o the west (Seward 1974). Ttte similarity in
Table 4 Rep'resenurive electron micropobe cce analyscs on
plagioclase crysnls from a middle Pleistocene uff (5136, Oroua).
siq 51.00 5838 5836Alzq 30J2 25Ao 25.UFeO 057 0.r4 0.20CaO 13.84 8.2r 7.98Na2O 4.00 6.90 7.02KzO 0.14 0.28 0.41Total 100.27 9D33 99.61
58.83 61.1524.45 23.O0.19 0.236.62 5J97.69 8.070.46 0.5498.U 99.40
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facies and timing of facies changes on both sides of tlre present
ranges suggBsts tlnt, shortly before and during the Jramillo
Subchron, the region (Fig. l) behaved as a single basin or
series of closely connected basins. This world rcquire at least
pars of the Main Axial Ranges n be absent or of low relief at
that time.
The occurence of conglomerates (Fig. 3) and uncon-
formities in late Cenozoic srara in llawke's Bay indicates
pulses of uplift and erosion extending from the Miocene to late
Pleisocene (Lillie 1953; Kingma 1971). However, the middle
Pleistocene greyrvacke conglomerates differ from those on
lare Pleistocene (last 0.1 lvla) terraces that unconformably
ovedie the former. Conglomerates in the s[dy sequences arc
thin (<3 m) and generally have a manimum clast size of
40 mm, while those of the late Pleistocene can be up to 20 m
thick with maximum clast sizes up to 5m mm. This implies
geatly increased relief in the late Pleistocene. In addition,
facies of the middle Pleistocene are typified by conformable
sequences of predominantly fine grained fluviolacustrine
sandstone and mudstone. Late Pleistocene facies are entirely
coarse alluvium deposited on a series of uplifted terraces. The
change in facies reflects a change in teconic regime and
greatly increased uplift. The presence of Nukumaruan
limestone at high elevation in parts of the ranges confirms
significant uplift in the last I Ma @eu et at. l98l).
Middle Pleisocene tuffs in Hawke's Bay are thick (up to
30 m), coarse gnined (up to 70 mm sized clasts), and contain
charcoal, indicative of derivation from ignimbrites. Sedi-
mentary structures indicate fluvial ransport to sites up to
200 km from the nearest volcanic centres (IVZ). These
feaures would require a paleorelief owards the East Coast of
North Island from the TVZ and across the present Main Axial
Ranges. The coarseness of pumice in the tuffs, and the
presence of charcoal, which would not be expecrcd to survive
great distalrces in a coarse fluvial system, suggests derivation
hom proximal volcanic deposits. Therefore, ignimbrites
travelled to carchment areas in the llawke's Bay. This is
confnned by the presence of two middle Pleisbcene (c. 0.91
and0.70 Ma) ignimbrite flow units atCape Kidnappers @lack
1990). Thus, zubstantial Eanspon routes through the ranges
were present at least as recently as middle Pleislocene.
In the last perhaps 0.50 I,I4 the Main Axial Ranges have
been a barrier to volcanic and volcaniclastic transport to tlr
East Coast- Atpresent" ttre main drainageroutes from theTVZ
arc to the nor0r via tlre Waikato River and to the southwest via
the Wanganui and allied riven. l,arge ignimbrite-producing
enrptions (rwk volumes >3m km3) have occured in the last
0.50 Ma (Wilson et al. 1984), however related flow units and
reworked deposits of comparable size to those of the
Itfangatarata Formation arc not present in ]Iawke's Bay. This
suggests srch eruptions where not capable of flowing over
ranges in excess of 1700 m height and up to 50 km from
cald€ras. Thus, lvlauryama Reversed Chron eruptions were
eitha significantly more violent than morc recent eruptions,
allowing transport over the ranges, or much of the uplift tus
been pos c. 0.91 Ma.
Yolcanidestic sedimentation and comparison to other
volcanic settings
Middle Pleistocen€ volcaniclastic sequences in North Island
compare closely to distal (>100 km from source) Neogme
facies surrounding the Cascade Range of North America,
where sedimentation was largely in response to explosive
An4o 65 39 38 31 28
Sum of catioru based on 32 (O):
20.11 20.01 20.05 20.08 20.u)
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volcanism (Smith 1987, 1988). The Neogene Deschutes
Formation in Oregon and the late Miocene Ellensburg
Formation in Washington consist of poorly soned debris
flows, hyperconcentrated flows, and scour and fill de?osits,
which fqrn an apron sunounding volcanoes close to source
(<50 km) (Smift 1987, 1988). Further from source (>lm km),
debris flows became irrcreasingly dilute as normal fluvial
braid-plainpmesses doninated and relief was mqe subdued.
These latter facies are typified by trough cross bedded
pumiceous sandstone and overbank sandstone and mudstone,
often highly pedogenically altered. Planar laminated mud-
sone, mnsi&red lacustrire, is also common. In distal seuings
of the Ellensburg Fqrnation, these sandsone and mud$one
facies rcpresent c. 50% and 40Vo of the sequences (Smittr
1988). These distal facies arc very similar to those of the
lvlangatarata and Takapari Formations (Frg. 3).
Smith (1988) noted inter+ruption facies are dominared by
clast-supported conglomerates of normal fl uvial bedloads,
while syneruption facies are bpified by shees of pumiceous
sandstones and debris flows bound by paleosols. The change
in facies is a response to a massive influx of volcaniclastic
sediment. This provides an analogy for the Mangararan
Formation where coarse ash and lapilli, ofien bound by
paleosols, is interbedded with mainly fine grained lacusrrine
mudstone and occasional fl uvial conglomerates.
Following tlre facies code of Smith (1987), tuffs represent
Facies association I (fluvial channel deposits) rypified by Gm,
Sp, and Sh(l) facies (Fig.4).The long, intervening, non-
volcaniclastic mudstone/sandstone units represent Facies
association 2 (floodplain deposits) dominated by Fm and Fl
facies (Fig. 3, 4). These associations, along with the lack of
debris flow and pmrly sorted coarse facies, point to a morc
disal river setting relative to the volcanic source, which is
consistent with their disance relarive to the TVZ (Frg. l).
Although distal volcaniclasdc facies of rlre Mangaurar,a
Formation werc dominated by fluvial processes, 0re tuffs
display primary sedimenwy strucrures and secondary
deformation which reflect periods of abnormal vertical
accretion (10 m scale) and npid deposition (Fig.4). This led to
rapid channel migration and deposition in overtank seuings.
Debris incorporated into the tuffs indicarc highly erosive
paleocurrents and high discharge rates. Thus, nrff-emplace-
ment events are considered to represent catastrophic floods.
The result is a pattern of sedimentation which is highly
episodic, being marked by the alrcrnation of ruffs wirh
paleosols and lignites, reflecting the esnblishmenr of
vegetation between periods of rapid volcaniclastic aggrad-
ation. A similar sedimentation patnrn is recorded in the
penpheral formations of the Cascade Range (Smith 1987,
1988). Therefore, volcanism had a major influence on the
depositional system at least up to 100-200 km from volcanic
cenuBs.
The uffs in the snrdy sequences commonly consist of a
dominant glass population (amongst orher minor groups),
which is different from that of the previous tuff in rhe
sequence. This suggests many major tuff+mplacerirent events
were associated with a new influx of pyroclastic material
following an eruption, and supports the infercnce that rapid
vertical accretion was in response to volcanism.
Volcanism
Compositiorul divenity displayed by rhe tuffs in Oris study
provides insight to the nature of mid-Pleistocene volcanism in
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lhe TVZ. About 987o (by volume) of krown late Pleistocene
volcanics in the TVZ are calc-alkaline rhyolires, mainly in the
form of ignimb'rites (Cole 1979). This is comparable to rhe
abundance of rhyolitic composirions (c. 99%) in middle
Pleistocerc mffs and suggests volcanism during this period
was dominated by explosive rfiyolitic enrptions. The presence
of basaltic ardesite, andesitic and dacitic shards @ig. 5), and
of magnesian and calcic minerals in the tuffs (Fig. 8, 9)
indicate interrnediate volcanoes were active but subordinate in
the same volcanic region during this period. The total
chemical divenity slrown by tlre nrffs Frg. 5) is similar ro tlrat
displayed by latePleistmenelavasand tephra in rheTVZ (e.g.,
Cole 1979) and point to a similar style in volcanism and
penogenesis.
Linear differentiation tren& displayed by brown shard
analyses (Fig. 7) show the composirions are conrolled by
similar petrogenic processes, consistent with a common
source region. Clear glasses occur on the silicic end of such
uends (e.g., Fig. 7C) and presumably reflecr similar processes.
No chemical uends as a function of time are evident in the tuff
sequences, and individual tufTs show no evidence of chemical
zonadon (Fig. 6).This is also rue of the latest period Qasr
50 ka) of rhyolitic volcanism in rhe TVZ (Dunbar er al.
1989b), Presumably a thin, weak crusr in the TVZ precludes
the formation of large, high-level magma chamben capable of
significant magma evolution fll/ilson eual. 1984); instead,
small, frequent eruptions of homogeneous magmas resulL
Implications for tephrochronolog5r
Many tephrochronological studies use chemical character-
isation of urffs for conelation purposes, and bulk samples or
various components of tuffs for radiometric dating (for a
summry see Westgate & Goron l98l). It has been shown
herc thar chemical heterogeneity within tuffs is common in
fluvial and tenesuial settjngs. Over half the tuffs examined
consist of multiple rhyolitic glass populations. Most tuffs also
conhin chemically diverse brown glasses. These featues
mean chemical charrcterisation using bulk samples of tuff are
of little value because they do not reprcsent a single eruption
composition. Even when using grain-specilic methods (e.g.,
microprobe), many shards must be analysed to fully charac-
terise the deposis, some of which contain no volumerically
dominanr chemical population of shards. Mineral assemblages
in these tuffs are also chemically diverse and have been
derived from a variety of interm€diate and acidic eruptives.
This imposes limindons on radiomeric daring, and precludes
the use of bulk samples.
Most of he tuffs in this study have been emplaced by
fluvial processes, and their distribution is therefore limited to a
single floodplain compared o airfall deposits which can
man0e large areas. The eruptive events recorded in a sequence
reflect the location of the catchment reladve n the volcanic
source. Therefore, different tuffs are found in different
sections, and fewer conelations can be made than would be
expected from airfall deposis.
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Abstract. Widespread Plio-Pleistocene (2.43-0.06 Ma)
tephra zones recognised in deep-sea cores from high lati-
tudes ( > 60') in the Southern Pacific Ocean were
thought to have originated from calc-alkaline rhyolitic
eruptions in New Zealand, some 5000 km distant. Elec-
tron microprobe analyses of the glasses reveal a wide
diversity of alkalic felsic compositions, as well as minor
components of basic and intermediate glasses, incompa-
tible with a New Zealand Neogene source but similar to
contemporaneous eruptives from the Antarctic region.
Most tephra zones are trachytic; seven zones are peral-
kaline rhyolite. The rhyolitic zones represent a deep-sea
record of widespread silicic eruptions from continental
Antarctica, possibly Marie Byrd Land. The extent of
these rhyolitic zones suggest a greater frequency of large
explosive eruptions in Antarctica than previously docu-
mented. The coarse grain size of some of the shards (up
to 3 mm), their great distance from the closest sources(>l600km for some cores), and the presence of non-
volcanic ice-rafted debris indicate some of the glasses,
especially the more basic compositions, may have been
ice-rafted, contrary to previous suggestions of a fallout
origin.
Fig, 1. Location of Eltanin cores containing Southern Pacific
tephra zones. Core localities from which samples were examined
(Table l) are shown u solid dots. Dotted line represents the extent
of ice sheets during the last glacial maximum (CLIMAP 196)
Originally, the Balleny Islands had been considered
the volcanic source, as the tephra zones appeared to de-
crease in thickness and grain size away from the islands.
Larer, Kyle and Seward (1984) proposed the Taupo Vol-
canic Zone in New Zealand as the source, on the basis
of chronology and the composition of some of the teph-
ra zones, which they considered to be calc-alkaline. New
Zealand is the nearest region of explosive calc-alkaline
eruptions in the Soutlern Pacific. Volcanoes of the Bal-
leny Islands (Johnson et al. 1982) and Ross Sea and
Western Antarctica (e.g Kyle 1990; LeMasurier 1990)
are alkalic and dominated by intermediate and basic
eruptives.
Previously little was known about the chemical na-
ture of the glasses in the Southern Pacific. Huang et al.
(1975) determined refractive indices of the glasses,
which indicated they are highly silicic. Kyle and Seward
(1984) presented ten shard analyses from three tephra
zones and interpreted them to be calc-alkaline rhyolites
on the basis of their low alkali contents. Froggatt et al.
(1986) analysed shards from a young tephra zone (F)
and showed many were phonolitic or trachytic. To fully
Introduction
Hydraulic piston cores of sedimenls collected during
cruises of the vessel Eltanin in the Southern Pacific (Fig.
l) contain numerous zones of volcanic glass dispersed in
Plio-Pleistocene calcareous and siliceous abyssal oozes.
Zones of higher glass concentration have been recog-
nised and were correlated between cores over distances
of ca. 4000 km (Huang et al. 1975). These Southern Pa-
cific Tephra Zones (SPTZ) have been used in a variety
of studies including paleoexplosivity and eruption co-
lumn height calculations (Huang et d. 1973, 1975; Shaw
et al. 1974; Huang and Watkins 1970.
Correspondence /o.' P Shane
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characterise the SPTZs, to test correlations between
cores and to determine their source provenance, a more
comprehensive analysis of glass shards was undertaken.
Evidence presented here shows the Taupo Volcanic
Zone in New Zealand can be ruled out: Antarctica and/
or the Balleny Islands are more likely source areas for
the tephra zones.
Samples end method
Thirty tephra zones in nine cores form the Southern pa-
cific Ocean have been recognised (Huang et al. 1975).
Twenty-six samples from six cores, which have good
magneto- and bio-stratigraphic age control, were se_
lected from intervals where glass shards are most abun-
dant (Table l). Each sample is composed of dispersed
glass shards in either fine terrigenous-glacial or siliceous
ooze. They were sieved and magnetically separated to
obtain shards greater than 60 pm, which ij the most
convenient size for electron microprobe analyses. The
non-glassy components greater than 60 pm included sili-
ceous and calcareous fossil fauna and flora, feldspar,quartz and igneous rock fragments. The free mineral
phases are commonly euhedral but lack adhering glass;
thus it is difficult ro determine whether they representprimary volcanic phenocrysts. The high abundance of
eranitic rock fragments composed of feldspar and
quartz suggests the free crystals may have a common de_
trital origin, Most of the terrigenous rock fragments are
highly angular and up to l0mm in size, and are proba-bly ice-rafted debris. Foraminiferal assemblages were
Tsble 1. Southern Pacific Tephra Zones,
ages and sample intervals from Eltanin
cores containing glasses analysed in this
study
Table 2. Srandards, precision and detcc-
tion limits for electron microprobe ana-
lyses (EMA) of glass in this snrdy. EMA
compositions represent a mean and stand-
ard deviation
Tane Age Deptb in core (cm)
E27-3 El r-9 El7-t0 833-16
G
E2
FI
E4
E3
E2
EI
D5
D2
c3
c2
cl
B3
BI
A3
A2
AI
>0.06
0.38
0.4
0.870.98 @2- 6081.04 e7- 653
l.09
1.29
1.56 870- 875
r.69 941- 9531.76 997- 1003
r.84 1032-10382.W tr22-1t28
2.06 l152-1158
2.33 t292-r298
2.39
2.43 1347-1353
158
6?2- 628
812- 818
977- 983
l 337- I 343
I 162_l 168
t452-1458 ll92-ll9E
l5l2-1518
0-62u-2ffi 92-94 lll
300
927-933
947-953
Tephra zone narne follows Huang et aL (1925)
Ages (Ma) determined from sedimenradon rare based on paleomagnetism (Huang et aI.1975) and correlated for revised time scale following Kyle and sewa-rd (l9g4i---
KN-I8 vG-A99
EMA
sioz
Al:O:
Tio2
FeO
Mgo
CaO
Na2O
Kzo
cl
Total
tr
74.9s(0.37)
r0.42(0.23)
0. r7(0.04)
3.40(0.1o
0.02(0.02)
0.l s (0.05)
5.29(0.32)
4.45(0.r4)
0.31(0.05)
99.rs (0.51)
30
50.80(0.30)
12.28(0.2s)
4. rs (0. 12)
r3.23 (0.3t)
5.03 (0.12)
9.19(0.20)
2.81 (0.14)
0.82(0.04)
e8.30(0.6t
34
74.&
10.53
0.18
3.45
0.01
0. l5
5.68
4.39
0.3?
99.36
50.94
t2.49
4.06
13.30
5.08
9.30
2.66
0.82
98.55
0.07
0.06
0.07
0.1I
0.06
0.05
0.09
0.05
0.05
KN-18: comenditic obsidian, Naivasha, Kenya
VG-A99: basaltic glass, Makaopuhi, Hawaii IUSNM I 1349g/l)l; analysis from Nielsen and Sigurdsson (l9gl)
2: analysis from Jarosewich er al. (1980)
DL, typical detection limit; n, number of analyses
Table 3. Electron microprobe analyses of glasscs from SPTZs in
Eltanin cores. Analyses are recalculated to 10090. Multiple ana-
lyses represent means and staldard deviations. Shards are grouped
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to give an average composition of a particular tephra zone and do
not imply thcy are products of a single eruption
sio2
Alroe
Tio2
FeO
Mgo
CaO
Na2O
K:O
cl
Total
PI
n
42.87
15.E7
5.13
l2.l I
5. l5
r2.01
4.82
1.93
0.ll
98.36
I
47.66
16.12
4.01
13.86
4.3E
9.n
3.28
|.42
nd
91.31
I
53.23
18.02
1.59
9.46
t t?
5.84
6.16
3.40
0.1?
98. l2
I
58.61
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/, basanitic shard, 83, E27-3,2, basaltic shard, E2, 827-3, 3, bas-
aldc uachyandesite shard, E3, E,27-3, 4 phonolitic shard, Bl,
E27-3, S,,uachyandesitic shard, E3, 821-3, 6, trachvtic shards,
C3,EZ1-3,7, trachytic shards, D5, E274,8, trachytic shards, F2,
E33-3, 9, trachytic shards, G, E33-3, t0, trachytic shards, D5,
examined and consist almost entirely ( > 9090) of the sin-
istrally coiled planktonic species Neogloboquadrina po-
chyderma indicating cold water conditions.
About 7590 of the glasses examined are colored,
mainly reddish brown to black, but a few are grey or
green. These colored glasses are highly vesicular or pu-
miceous. Maximum shard size is about 3 mm, but most
are less than 300 pm. Colorless glasses are finer than
colored glasses and have bubble-wall morphologies (cus-
pate remnants of vesicle walls). They are abundant only
in ash zones C, El and F.
About ten shards from each sample were analysed us-
ing the JEOL 733 electron microprobe at the Analytical
Facility of Victoria University, with a current of 8 nA at
15 kV and a 20-pm beam diameter to minimise the loss
of Na. Glass standards and analytical detection limits
are given in Table 2. All shards analysed were vitreous
and isotropic, and no sign of alteration was evident in
fiansmitted or reflected light. Totals are less than 10090,
mainly due to hydration (e.9. Froggatt 1983). The com-
positions we obtained Clable 3) are twical of alkalic
glasses and rocks analysed elsewhere (e.g. Bowden 1974;
Palais et d. 1988), indicating no sigrrificant exchange of
more mobile elements between the glasses and ocean wa-
E214, 11, rhyolitic shard, D5, E21-4, 12, rhyolitic shard, D2,
E27-3, 13, rhyoliric shards, Cl, Ell-g, 14, rhyolitic shards, C2,
E33-16, /5, rhyolitic shards, Cl, E21-2; nd, not detected; PI,Per-
alkaline lndex (molar Na:O+KrO/Al.O:); n, number of ana-
lyses
ter or sediments. A complete list of analyses is available
from the authors on reque$.
Glass chemistry
A wide diversity of chemistries was found in the SPTZs
(Fig. 2, Table 3), all of whish are alkalic. Of the 235
shards analysed, 6090 are rhyolitic, 3490 trachytic and
the rest are intermediate to basic alkalic compositions
(Fig. 2). Tephra zones Cl, C2, C3, El, B3, F2 and G
consist of mainly rhyolitic shards and together these
zones contain 8990 of rhyolitic shards analysed. The
other 13 tephra zones examined contained few or no
rhyolitic shards and are mainly trachytic. Thus rhyolites
are not the most common type in the Southern Pacific(c.f. Huang et al. 1975). The more corrmon trachytic
glasses are dark-colored with Peralkaline Indices @I)
(molar NazO+KzOlAlzOr) of 0.92-1.20 and Sio2 con-
tents in the range 58-69 wt Vo. Most compositions have
Na/K ratios > l. Rhyolitic glasses display higher Na2O
and KzO contents (>4.00 wt 9o) compared to calc-alkal-
ine glasses of middle Pleistocene Taupo Volcanic Zone
tephras (Fig. 2). The SPTZ rhyolites have higher PIs
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Fig. 2. Iudividual shard analyses from SpTZs (squara) plotted on
a total alkali-silica diagram (after Le Bas et al. 1980. A represent-
ative range of contemporaneous Taupo Volcanic Zone (TV4
glasses (crosses) is shown for comparison (from Shane l99t)
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Fig. 3. SPTZ and representarive Taupo Volcanic Zone (TVZ1
rhyoliric glasses plotred on a FeO vs CaO diagram, showing clear
separadon and different trends of each type
(0.93-2.19, mostly 1.20) than Taupo Volcanic Zone
glasses (0.84-0.87) and are peralkaline. Glasses from the
Southern Pacific display high FeO and very low CaO(<0.4 wt 9o) and low MgO (<0.0S wt go) contenrs com-
pared to Taupo Volcanic Zone rhyolitic glasses (Fig. 3)
and are similar to pantelleritic and comenditic glasses(e.g. Bowden 1974).
. 
Most SPTZs display a great diversity in composi-
tions, often with SiO2 ranges > 15 wt go within a sample(Fig. 4). Fifteen of the 26 samples analysed have shards
that plot in more than one compositional classification,
using the scheme of Le Bas et al. (1986). The most com-
mon compositional range is trachyte to rbyolite, which
was found in ten of the samples (e.g. Fig. 4A). A few
samples contain a wider compositional range, including
basaltic shards in addition to trachytic and rhyoliti-
shards. Linear compositional trends are evident in some
of the SPTZs, but most also contain shards that plot
away from such trends, either forming goups or b;ing
scattered (Fig. a). A linear compositional trend could re-
sult from the eruption of a zoned magma chamber.
However, groups of compositionally distinct shards and
compositions tlat are scattered on variation diagrams
probably represent different eruptions.
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Fig. 4A-C. Examples of rhe compositional diversity of glasses
within SPTZs. lnes represent possible compositional trends. A
Four differenr SPTZs. All shards in E4 and some of those in D2
define linear trends. Shards in Bl and D5 form groups or are het-
erogeneous. B Analyses of layers assigned to tephra zone Cl @l-tani! Ash) by Huang et al. (1975) in four cores. C Analyses of
layers assigned to tephra zoneF2 by Huang et al. (1975) in three
Mixing of different eruptive products could occur via
bioturbation in sediments after deposition, especially in
slow sedimentation environments such as the deep-sea.
Different eruptive products could also be mixed by ice-
rafting. Extended ice sheets around Antarctica during
giacial periods (CLIMAP 1976) could receive fallout
from several eruptions over a period of time and from
different volcanoes as the ice sheets move. The ice sheets
could then 
€rry the tephra to Eltanin core sites and de-
posit it by melting. It is possible that both of these fac-
tors and magma zonation have contributed to the chem-
ical diversity in the samples. If the SpTZs were em-
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placed via ice-rafting, as we suggest below, then this
mechanism would have been a very important factor
controlling chemical diversity, especially for very hetero-
geneous tephra zones.
Between core correlations
Analysis of the glass shards allows us to test correlations
of the tephra zones between cores. Tephra zone C has
the highest abundance of glass in the Southern Pacific'
This zone has been correlated between a number of
cores and named the Eltanin Ash (Huang et al. 1975).
Analyses of shards from Iayers correlated as this zone
show chemical heterogeneity both within and between
cores (Fig. 4B). Two compositional trends are evident in
this tephra zone, possibly representing two different
eruptions. In addition, a number of shards plot between
these trends, especially in core E33-16, and may repre-
sent another eruptive event (Fig. 4B).
In two cores (El7-10 and E33-3), some shards from
tephra zone F2 form diverging compositional ffends,
while shards assigned to F2 from a third core (E27-4)
plot as groups away from these trends (Fig. 4C)' Such
chemical diversity implies multiple sources. Thus some
of the SPTZs correlated between cores by Huang et
al.(1975) do not reprbsent single, instantaneous erup-
tions, but instead represent concentrations of tephra
from multiple events. The chemical diversity of glass
within a tephra zone and between zones of similar age
limits the potential of these zones for widespread corre-
lation.
Volcanic sources
The eruptive history of the Taupo Volcanic Zone in the
last 0.5 Ma is reasonably well esmblished, and composi
tions are well known (e.g. Cole 1979; Froggatt 1983;
Wilson et al. 1984). However, the late Pliocene to mid-
dle Pleistocene silicic eruptive history has received less
attention. Recently, glasses in numerous tephras ranging
from 1.80 to 0.5 Ma in age, from localities 100 to
1000 km from source, have been analysed by electron
microprobe (Froggatt 1983; Froggatt et d' 1986; Nelson
et al. 1986; Shane and Froggatt 1991; Shane 1991). The
tephras come from a variety of sedimentary environ-
ments, including deep-sea cores, and include all of those
radiometrically dated and reported by Kyle and Seward
(1984). Glasses from these tephras are high-SiOr calc-
alkaline rhyolites, and <2.090 consist of calc-alkaline
intermediate and basic compositions. Late Pleistocene
lavas and ignimbrites of the Taupo Volcanic Zone dis-
play an identical compositional range (e.g Cole 1979).
These compositions are distinctly different from those
of the SPTZs (Fig. 3), which are alkalic, and indicate
that the Taupo Volcanic Zone could not have been the
source region.
Chemical analyses of rhyolitic glasses from the
Southern Pacific reported by Kyle and Seward (1984)
differ from those presented here Clable 3), particularly
J99
in their very low Na2O contents (<1.6 wt 9o). This led
to the interpretation that the glasses were calc-alkaline.
However, such Na2O values are atypical of rhyolites and
may have resulted from volatilization of Na under the
electron beam during analysis. We found a wider range
of gfass compositions (SiO2 42-77 wt 9o) than Kyle and
Seward (1984) (SiO2 69-79 wt 9o), but this was probably
due to the larger number of analyses we performed and
the number of different zones we obtained the samples
from.
The compositions of the SPTZs (Fig. 2) are similar to
compositions reported from late Cenozoic alkalic volca-
noes of the Balleny Islands, Scott Island, Ross Sea and
Western Antarctica (LeMasurier and Thomson 1990).
Rocks from the Balleny Islands are poorly dated, but
are known to include basalt, trachybasalt and basanite,
and those of the nearby Scott Island include mugearite
and phonolite (Johnson et al. 1982). These volcanoes
could have been sources for the non-rhyolitic glasses, es-
pecially in cores 827-3 and E274, which are less than
500 km distant (Frg. l). Miocene to Recent eruptions of
basanite, basalt, trachybasalt, phonolite and trachyte
are known from numerous volcanoes in the McMurdo
Volcanic Group in the Ross Sea region (Kyle 1990) and
from Marie Byrd Land in Western Antarctica (LeMasu-
rier 1990). Several of these volcanoes could have been
sources. Glassy fallout tephra in the Byrd Ice Core in
Western Antarctica are trachytic (Palais et al. 1988) and
similar to the most common glasses in the SPTZs (Fig.
5). The Byrd lce Core tephras are thought to be from
Mt Takahe and range in age from 150 to 30 ka (Palais et
al. 1988), which is in the age range of the youngest
SPTZs Oable l). The Byrd Ice Core is more than
350 km from the nearest source volcanoes, but this is
still considerably less than tbe distance from the volca-
noes to the Eltanin cores (> 1500 km)
Large rhyolitic eruptions have not been documented
from Antarctica; however, highly silicic lavas, including
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Fig. 5. Composition of SPTZ gJasses compared to contempora-
neous rocks and glasses from Antarctic volcanoes and the Taupo
Volcanic Zone. Analyses for Toney Mountain from LeMasurier et
al. (1990), Mt Waesche from LeMasurier and Kawachi (1990) and
Byrd lce Core from Palais et al. (1988)
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pantellerite, comendite and alkali rhyolite, have been re-ported from several late Cenozoic stratovolcanoes in
Marie Byrd Land. Compositions of these glassy rocks
are characterised by low CaO (<0.5 wt go), high alkali
and variable FeO contents (LeMasurier 1990), which is
also typical of rhyolitic glasses in the SpTZs (Table 3,
Fie. 3). Although radiometric dares are sparse, highly
silicic eruptions in the last 2 Ma are known from at least
two volcanoes: Tony Mountain (LeMasurier et al. 1990)
and Mt Waesche (LeMasurier and Kawachi 1990). The
compositions of rocks from these volcanoes match well
with the compositional range of SpTZ glasses (Fig. 5),
indicating they are possible sources.
Mode of emplacement
The wide distribution of tephra in the Southern pacific
requires exceptionally large explosive eruptions if all the
material was emplaced as fallout. This seems highly un-likely for the basanite, basaltic and trachybaialtic
glasses as these compositions are generally associated
with lo-w explosivity eruptions. Silicic plinian eruptions
could distribure repfua this widely. There is evidence for
explosive eruptions from silicic volcanoes in Marie Byrd
Land (Palais et al. 1988; Kyle personal communicarion,
1991), but these volcanoes are generally thought to be
ash poor (LeMasurier 1990), although there are few on_
land exposures to test this.
Some trachytic shards in SpTZs are coarse grained(up to 3 mm) in cores E33-16 and E9-ll considering the
distance (>1500km) to likely sources in Marie byrd
Land. Such shards are not likely to be emplaced via di-
rect fallout at this distance (e.g. Fisher 1964). All rhe
samples examined also contain coarse nonvolcanic de_
bris interpreted as being ice-rafted, so it is possible that
some or all of the glasses have been ice-rafted as well.
The shards display sharp, bubble-wall morphologies andlittle evidence of abrasion, but this does not discount
possible ice transport, as other documented ice_rafted
glass-.shards also display primary morphologies (e.g.
Ruddiman and Clover l9T2). Much of the tephra in thle
SPTZs could have originated from fallout on to floatine
ice sheets rather than the incorporation of debris int6
basal ice flows during transport over land. Thus the
shards could retain their primary morphologies. Surface
ocean currents flow away from the Antarctic coast and
Ross Sea in a northeasterly direction before reaching the
Antarctic Convergence (Huang et al. 1975). These cur_
rents could transport icebergs containing tephra to E/_
tanin core sites in the Southern pacific. Models for sea
ice distribution during the last glacial maximum indicate
the presence of ice sheets to latitudes in the vicinity of
60"5 (CLIMAP 1976), lower than the latirudes of Eiton_
in.core sites (Fig. l). These ice sheets could have pro_
vided an additional mechanism for transport of debris,
including tephra, during glacial periods.
. 
Ice rafting has been proposed to explain the disrribu_
tion of some dispersed tephra zones in-the Northern At_
lantic where they occur in glacial intervals of extensive
sea-ice development (Ruddiman and Glover 1972). The
age of each SPTZ (Table l) does nor match uniquely to
1_Slacial isorope stage; however, the chronology of theSPTZs is based on a small number of magnetic ieversals
and the assumption of constant sedimintation rates.
Twenty-three tephra zones are identified in the Southern
Pacific in the last 1.84 Ma with a fairly regular spacing
of ca. 0.08 Ma. This compares to 30 glacial stages recog_
nised for the same period (Williams et al. lggg) and
leaves open the possibiliry of the tephra zones being gla_
cially controlled.
Conclusions
Electron microprobe analyses of glasses from the South-
ern Pacific reveal many tephra zones are dominated bv
trachytic shards, similar in composition to those re_ported from Antarctic volcanoes. This is contrary toprevious suggestions that the glasses are rhyolitic ie.g.Huang et al. 1975) and thar they originated from tlie
Taupo Volcanic Zone in New Zealand, some 5000 km
distant (Kyle and Seward 1984). Seven rhyolitic tephra
zones are recognised, dated between 2.00 and >0.06Ma, but these have peralkaline (comendite) composi_
tions and are dissimilar to Taupo Volcanic'Zone talc_
alkaline glasses. Large stratovolcanoes in Marie Bvrd
Land are the closest alkalic provinces known to have
erupted rhyolitic magmas and therefore are the most
likely sources. The deep-sea cores provide a record of
explosive silicic eruptions from Antarcdca not previous_
ly documented from studies on the continent.
Many of the SPTZs consist of several eruprive
events, possibly mixed together by ice-rafting and bio_
turbation after deposition. Therefore, although tephra
zones correlated between cores may represent the same
or similar time intervals, they are not the products of
single instantaneous eruptions (cf. Huang lt al. 1975;
Kyle and Seward 1984). The occurrence of tephra in
deep-sea sediments aad knowledge of their onshore
source indicated here could provide insight to paleoo_
ceanic and sea-ice circulation in the Southern pacific
Ocean.
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6.4 CONCLUSIONS
1. Many early Pleistocene tephras in southern North Island have been transported by fluvial
systems and emplaced as catasftophic flood deposits. The sedimentation pattern in the East
Coast region was typified by slow fluvial/lacustrine deposition and subaerial exposure,
punctuated by rapid vertical accretion of volcaniclastic sediments following eruptions.
2. Reworked tephras in these depositional settings are commonly chemically heterogeneous,
consisting of multiple populations of glass shards of different compositions. Such deposits
probably arise during the post-eruption transport and erosion of new and pre-existing units in
the proximal volcanic regron.
3. Glass and mineral compositions of the tephras provide evidence for a variety of volcanic
activity, ranging from calc-alkaline basaltic andesites to rhyolites, in the TVZ during the early
Pleistocene.
4. The occurrence of coarse, fluvially transported volcaniclastic sediments and primary
ignimbrites in the East Coast region implies early Pleistocene ransport routes through the
present day main Axial Ranges, and thus substantial tectonic uplift in the last 0.7 Ma.
5. Widespread volcanic glasses in deep-sea sediments of the Southern Pacific Ocean are
peralkaline in composition, ranging from basalts and basanites through to comendites.
Although previously anributed to activity in the TIZ, some 5000 km distant, their compositions
are only compatible with sources in Western Antarctic and the Ross Sea region.
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Chapter 7
ISOTOPIC AGES OF TEPHRAS
T.l INTRODUCTION
Isotopic dating of early-middle Pleistocene tephras in New 7*aland has been based
almost entirely on the fission-track method using glass or zircons. Seward (L974) presented
glass fssion-track ages for a sequence of tephras in marine sediments of the Wanganui basin in
the range ca. 1.50-0.30 Ma. These ages became a basis to estimate ages for local stage
boundaries and the Plio-Pleistocene boundary in New Zealand (ca. 1.8 Ma). In the East Coast
region, Seward (1975) presented several ages for tephras in the range ca. 1.0-0.3 Ma for the
marine/non-marine sequence at Cape Kidnappers. Subsequently, track annealing in many of the
glasses was identified. Zircons, which are not prone to annealing at ambient temperatures, were
dated from several tephras as a check on previously determined ages (Seward L979).Ironically,
many of the zircon ages were in close agreement with the glass ages, in spite of the track
annealing problems in the latter. Few attempts have been made to independently verify these
ages. However, magnetostratigraphy for the sequence at Cape Kidnappers revea-led that the
ages (both glass and zircon) are anomalously young by as much as 50Vo (Black 1992).
Similarly, fission-track ages determined using the isothermal piateau method, which corrects
for annealing, are significantly older than the earlier ages deterrnined for several tephras in the
Wanganui basin (Alloway et al. 1993).
This study applies the a0ArFgAr single crystal laser fusion (SCLF) technique (York et
al. 1981) to feldspars from key tephras in an attempt to obtain high resolution ages. The method
involves the total fusion of individual crystals with the use of a continuous laser. The
advantages of the method are: (1) it can date feldspars which iue common in and easily
exuacted from the tephras; (2) analytical errors are typically much less than IUVo over the age
range being studied, and often less than 5Vo; and (3) an age distribution of single grains can be
determined allowing contaminant and aberrant analyses to be omitted (e.g. Deino & Potts
1990). This is particularly significant as many of the tephras have been deposited by fluvial and
nearshore processes. The SCLF method has been used successfully to date reworked silicic
tephras in sedimentary sequences in East Africa which contain both detrital and xenocrystic
contaminants (e.g.Deino & Potts 1990, Walter et al. 1991). Although the highest resolution
ages have been obtained on high-K sanidine and anorthoclase, the SCLF method can also
produce ages on other types of feldspar and hornblende.
Previously, the Ar/Ar SCLF method has not been applied to Pleistocene tephras in New
Zealand- However, Pringle et al. (1992) have used a similar technique utilising mini-bulk
feldspar separat€s from proximal ignimbrites in theTYZ, to obtain ages in the range 1.6-0.3
Ma- In the present study selected samples were dated using the SCLF method by R. C. Watter
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at the Institute for Human Origins in California, who inadiated the samples and collected the
Ar/Ar data. The individual crystal analyses were supplied to P. C. Froggatt and the author. The
presentation and inteqpretation of the data in this chapter is that of the author's.
7.2 SA}VIPLES AND TTfi 4OAr/39Er UETTTOO
Tephras were selected for dating on the basis of their widespread geographic
distribution and position relative to paleomagnetic reversal boundaries (Table 7.1). Several
samples of Potaka Tephra were selected as this tephra is particularly widespread (Chapter 8)
and occurs as a variety of different deposits including an ignimbrite and volcaniclastic
sediments. The selection was restricted to relatively coarse grained tephras.
Tephra samples (pumice clasts where available) were crushed and sieved to obtain the
size fraction >250;r. Feldspars in this fraction were purified by a frantz magnetic separator and
about 50 large, visually clear crystals were hand picked under a binocular microscope. Sanidine
is rare in the tephras, thus plagioclase feldspar was used for dating. EMA indicates the crystals
typically have K2O contents <0.7 wt % and classify mainly as andesine. The crystals were sent
to R. C. Walter (Institute of Humans Origins) for analysis. The samples were inadiated and Ar
isotopic data obtained using standards and corrections similar to that described by Deino &
Potts (1990) and Walter et al. (1991).
7.3 RESULTS
7.3.1 Ages
40erF9Ar SCLF ages and weighted means for each sample are given in Table 7.2.The
weighted mean is calculated using the inverse variance as a weighting factor and the deviation is
then recalculated around the weighted mean (e.g. Deino & Potts 1990). The weighted mean is
taken as the best estimate of the sample age considering the different analytical uncertainty
associated with each crystal. Sample age spectra are plotted as histograms in Fig. 7.1 &.7.2.
The histograms provide a visual representation which allows outliers or multiple populations to
be identified. Such analyses may then be rcmoved from the weighted mean calculation. The
analyses which are determined on low-K plagioclase produce weighted uncertainties of <107o
of the mean age, and is some cases <57o (Table 7.2). This degree of error is low compared to
that produced by the fission-rack method for New Tr.aland tephras of a similar age (e.g.
Seward 1979: Alloway et al. 1993). However, the precision is not as good as that produced by
the'l0Ar/39Ar method using sanidine or anonhoclase which typically have errors as small as 2-
3% (e.g. Walter et al. 1991). This greater uncertainty along with the relatively small number of
Table 7.2.40k139Ar SCLF analvses for New
Tn aland early Pleistocene tephras'
Vo Ar* ase + ?#o'
P o t alrn T e p hr a c o n e laliv e s,Eo293 11.195 34.212.130 9.716.977 94.6
rl.216 61.2Iz.Mt 14.213.899 53.8
Avg/SD
WtdMn/SD
s:o293t 18.801
13.724
I 3. 188
16.037
19.543
15.810
t2.469
r73 12.78r
10.275
r0.911
10.i53
ll.l49
t94 9.t66
9.620
10.062
10.223
I L232
232 9.388
1r.662
11.670
7.600
7.980
lt.727
05 il.9t2
17.851
15.0e1
14.886
16.660
14.479
12.630
14.498
22.212
14.406
r.r32 0.061
0.676 0.184t.715 a.B3
r.249 0.146
0.677 0.130
0.942 0.107
r.059 0.435
1.049 0.100
1.217 0.031
0.912 0.032
0.967 0.032
0.936 0.0390.9t2 0.041
0.985 0.043
1.003 0.034
0.990 0.106
1.002 0.044
1.106 0.106
0.886 0.0790.77r 0.1651.10i 0.051
0.991 0.lu
0.971 0.t44
1.029 0.05 6
1.303 0.17s
t.ll3 0.107tsa 0.2430.69r 0.195
0.685 0.082
1.035 0,342
0.907 0.133
0.856 0.079
1.102 0.107
0.992 0.071
t.259 0.107
r.240 0.072
1.104 0.053
1.092 0.110
1.0t4 0.059
0.862 0,038
1.084 0.058
r.205 0.056
1.063 0.04?
1.305 0.07 3
1.360 0.058
r.135 0.046
r.429 0.064
0.877 0.081
1.041 0.049
1.096 0.163
1.073 0.050
I.0u 0.011
12.688 31.1
r3.r72 54.213.591 42.r
t2.7r3 72.612.738 57.013.481 88.013.350 78.812.332 67.512.162 62.0133& 47.6
Avg/SD
Wtd Mn/SD
10j77 30.211.866 47 .017.869 35.815.753 t 1.873,077 30.716.959 26.4
t6.765 2t.8
14.336 49.615.319 16.311.349 23.419.115 18.0
Avg/SD
WtdMn/SD
Wtd MvISD (no outliers)
Pak 7.526 29.423.944 60.616.826 n.810.969 54.111.864 51.07.892 31.1t5.702 48.68.242 37.311.609 i3.0
7.590 9.6
Avg/SD
WtdMn/SD
318 24.654 33.726.934 43.29.694 y.612.u7 6510,489 98.3
t2.237 81.324.787 24.5t2.457 43.8
10.432 87.4
Avg/SD
wtd Mn/sD
Wtd MI1/SD (no outliers)
t crystals >400 p
0.736 0.034
0.922 0,042
0.903 0.M2
0.831 0.023
0.828 0.034
0.897 0.028
r.M2 0.032
0.846 0.034
7.074 0.036
0.754 0.034
0.883 0.110
0.E7 7 0.0 34
0.859 0.034
0.924 0.048
r.256 0.088
r.902 0.114
1.383 0.077t.9r2 0.073
1.091 0.077
1.262 0.075
0.663 0.099
t.436 0.t25
1.088 0.073
1.252 0.396
I.09E 0.10s
1.006 0.02t
1.068 0.093
1.490 0.070
0.799 0.082
r.5'14 0.069l.zr4 0.047
1.040 0.084
1.852 0.099
4.973 0.106
0.576 0.115
r.975 0.128
t.257 0.456
1.260 0.114
0.915 0.078
r.4t 0.109
r.397 0.094
1.591 0.104
1.911 0.053
r.753 0.057
0.722 0.092
1.485 0.070
1.595 0.046
1.421 0.360
r.535 0.11E
r.656 0.025
40.2
37.9
44.8
30.0
2;6.2
53.0
34.7
AvISD
wrdMr/sD
80.0
47.3
49.1
52.0
46.6
Avg/SD
WtdMr/SD
65.9
86.5
90.0
36.2
29.4
Avg/SD
WtdMtr/SD
29.8
55.2
60.1
59.6
59.5
46.2
Avg/SD
WtdMn/SD
30.0
27.8
s3.0
52.9
37.8
53.9
53.5
40.1
34.5
62.3
Avg/SD
WrdMn/SD
Analyses in italics are contanrinans or altered crystals
(see text).
Mean ages presented as simple average of all crystals(plain text); weigbted mean of all crystals (bold); and
weighted mean excluding outliers (italics).Pooled Wtd Mn/SD (no outliers)
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analyses, results in less defined peaks in the age spectra of samples in this study (Fig.7.1,
7.2).
Age data were obtained from 5 different exposures of tephra considered to be
correlatives of the Potaka Tephra (Chapter 8). Although much scatter and weakly defined peaks
are displayed by some of the age spectra, each sample produced a weighted mean close to 1.0
Ma and all ages overlap at I o (Table 7.2).The coarse grain size split (>400 pm) from Rewa
Hill (293) produced the age with the smallest associated enor (1.002+ 0.044 Ma) and forms a
tight single peak in the age spectra (Fig. 7.1). Smaller crystals in the range 250-400 pm from
the same exposure produce a very diffuse age spectra (Fig. 7.1) and a larger weighted
uncertainty but identical age (1.049 + 0.100 Ma). This suggests data from larger crystals have
a greater analytical precision, but smaller crystals can produce a correct age (within error
limits).
Crystals from Potaka Te$ra samples display a wide range in VoAr* (radiogenic Ar)
(Table 7.2). ln samples 194 and(293 (250-400 F), the VoAr* appears to display a positive
correlation with crystal age (Fig. 7.3), i.e. younger aged crystals have low VoAr+. This trend is
not evident in the other samples of Potaka Tephra, including the coarser fraction of(293. Such
age and composition relationships have been reported by Deino & Potts (1990) who consider it
to be the result of partial Ar loss in some crystals due to alteration. This may explain the
secondary peak in the combined age spectra for Potaka Tephra (Fig.7.l) at about 0.7 Ma.
Stratigraphic relationships suggest the age of Potaka Tephra is ca. I Ma (Chapter 8), which is
in accord with the main distribution of Ar/Ar age data and the weighted means (table 7.2), and
indicates ages of ca. 0.7 Ma are anomalous. On the same stratigraphic basis, a single crystal
with an age of ca. 1.7 Ma (Fig. 7.1) is also anomalous and possibly represents a detrital
contaminant or xenocryst. Removing these anomalous or outlier analyses produces a pooled
weighted mean of 1.001 t 0.011 Ma for Potaka Tephra (Table 7.2).
Of the other samples analysed, the Rabbit Gully Ignimbrite (262), tephra 128 and Rewa
Pumice all display single age populations and low errors in their age determination. Samples of
each of these tephras are relatively coarse grained. Tephra 09 (correlative of Kaukatea Tephra)
from Cape Kidnappers, produced an age with a large analytical error (1.098 t 0.105 Ma) due
partly to two crystals of ca. 1.9 Ma in age which are incompatible with the stratigraphic position
of the tephra (above the Jaramillo). These crystals are presumably contaminants. A weighted
mean of 1.006 t 0.021 Ma is obtained if these two outiers are omitted (fable 7.2).The sample
of Pakihikura Tephra and a tephra immediately below it (318) produced poor ages with much
scatter (Fig. 7.2). In the case of Pakihikura Tephra, this may be partly due to the fine grain
size. Both tephras display crystals with anomalously young ages (<1.0 Ma), incompatible with
stratigraphy which indicates they are older than the Jaramillo Subchron and Rewa Pumice (ca.
1.4 Ma). These crystals display relatively low %Ar* compared to the other crystals in the
samples and may have undergone alteration. If the two crystals <1.0 Ma are excluded from
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tephra 318, then a peak at ca. 1.6 Ma is evident in the spectra (Fig. 7 .2) with a weighted mean
of 1.656 t 0.025 Ma (Table 7.2). This is in accord with an isothermal plateau frssion-track age
of 1.63 + 0.15 Ma for Pakihikura Tephra (Alloway et d. 1993).
7.3.2 Comparison to previously determined ages
The Ar/Ar SCLF ages ,ue significantly older than ages determined by the fission-track
method using both glass (un-corrected for track annealing) and zircon (Table 7.3). However
they are consistent with the paleomagnetic polarity of the tephras. Alloway et al. (1993)
determined an isothermal plateau glass fission-track age for Potaka Tephra of 1.05 t 0.05 Ma
which is corrected for the effects of track annealing. This is in good agreement with an Arlfur
SCLF age of 1.002 t 0.044 Ma determined on large crystals for the same tephra exposure. As
suggesled by Black (L992), the early fission track ages are only about half of their true age
indicated by the Ar/Ar method. The cause of the anomaly in the zircon fission-track ages is
uncertain, but it may be due to systematic under etching and/or errors in irradiation doses. As a
result New Zealand Pleistocene chronologies based on these early ages must be significantly
revised.
Table 7.3 Comparison o1404r739Ar SCLF ages (Ma) with previously determined ages for
early Pleistocene tephras in New T.r-aland. Fission-track ages from Seward (1974; I975;1979),
except the isothermal plateau fission track (IPFT) age (Alloway et al. 1993).
Tepbra Glass fission-tack Zheonfission-track IPFI 404173941 5g1p Polarity
262
09
05
Potaka (293)
Rewa
0.32 r 0.07
0.85 r 0.10
0.61 r 0.06
0.74 r 0.09
0.877 r 0.034
0.56 r 0.16 1.0061 0.021
1.078 r 0.050
0.64 r 0.18 1.05 + 0.05 r.002 t 0.044
1.429 r 0.056
R
R
N
N
R
T.4IMPLICATIONS FOR NEW ZEALAND STRATIGRAPHY AND THE AGE OF THE
JARAMILLO SUBCHRON
7.4.1 Background on the calibration of the Geomagnetic Time Scale
The traditionally quoted age estimates for the Geomagnetic Time Scale (GMTS) are
based mainly on trUAr ages of basaltic bulk samples (e.g. Mankinen & Dalrymple 1979). These
ages are from individual emplacement events such as lava flows and domes rather than from
continuously deposited sedimentary sections. Statistical procedures are used to produce a best
age estimate for a reversal boundary from isolated depositional units of known polarity,
considering the accuracy of their ages: the chronogram method (Mankinen & Dalrymple 1979;
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Tauxe et al. 1992).The calibrated GMTS for the Plio-Pleistocene is summarised in Fig. 7.4.
Altemative ages for paleomagnetic reversals have been proposed on the basis of oxygen isotope
stratigraphies from deep-sea cores by assuming particular orbital periodicities are reflected in
the isotope cycles (e.g. Johnson 1979; Shackleton et al. 1990). These orbitally tuned
stratigraphies consistently produce ages for reversal boundaries that are 5-7Vo older than those
indicated by the IUAr chronogram method (Fig. 7.a). For example, [I/Ar data place the
Brunhes-Matuyama boundary atca.O.13 Ma, while orbitally tuned chronologies place it at 0.78
Ma. More recently, deposits dated by several methods have confirmed an age of ca. 0.78 Ma
for this reversal, including IVAr and fission-track ages for the Bishop Tuff in California (Izen
et al. 1988) and SCLF Ar/Ar ages on crystals from felsic rocks (e.g. Baksi et al. 1992, Spell &
McDougall 1992).
High-resolution Ar/Ar ages have also provided support for other parts of the orbitally
tuned calibration of the GMTS. For example, an age of ca. 0.99 Ma for the top of the Jaramillo
Subchron (Deino & Potts 1990; Tauxe et aI. 1992) and >1.98 Ma for the base of the Olduvai
Subchron (Walter et al. l99l). These ages have been obtained on silicic tephras interbedded in
continuously deposited terrestial sqluences in East Africa. This allows the position of the dated
unit to be directly related to the subchron it which it is contained, unlike many dome and lava
flow ages.
Spell & McDougall (1992) determined SCLF tu/Ar ages for two domes in the Valles
Caldera in New Mexico, from which the Jaramillo Subchron was originally defined. The ages,
0.915 t 0.004 Ma (intermediate polarity) and 0.973 t 0.010 Ma (normal polarity), are
inconsistent with orbitally tuned chronology for the Jararnillo Subchron (0.99-1.07 Ma). The
cause of this discrepancy is uncertain. It is possible that intermediate polarity dome may
represent a short lived excursion rather than the top of the Jaramillo Subchron. Altematively,
either or both of the domes may have been erupted during the less well known, younger
Kamikatsura Subchron (e.g. Champion et al. 1988). The stratigraphic order of intra-caldera
domes can be more complex than that of continuously deposited sedimentary sequences and as
the domes represent only short instants in time, their relationships to longer polarity intervals
can be speculative.
As well as refining the calibration of the GMTS, the high-resolution ages from
tenestrially deposited sequences provide independent support for orbitally tuned isotope and
thus climatic chronologies which are almost exclusively deep marine records.
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40Ar/39Ar ages for silicic tephras in New Tnaland: implications for the age of
the Jaramillo Subchron
Philip A. R. Shanea, Robert C. Walterb and Paul C. Froggatta
aResearch School of Earth Sciences, VicoriaUniversity of Wellington, PO Box 600,Wellington, New Tnaland
bGeochronology Center, Institute of Human Origins, 2453 Ridge Road, Berkeley, Califomiag47B
ABSTRACT
Several 404y39Ar ages have been obtained on low-K plagioclase from Pleistocene
silicic tephras in New Tnaland using the Single Crystal Laser Fusion method. This technique
has allowed us to avoid detrital contaminants which are common in the tephras as they have
been deposited in fluvial and coastal settings, and produce relatively high resolution ages for
this time interval. Data from several sections of the widespread Potaka Tephra provide a mean
age of 1.001 t 0.011 Ma near the top of a normal polarity subchron, interpreted to be the
Jaramillo. An age of 1.006 t 0.021 Ma was obtained for a reversed polarity tephra, which
overlies the Potaka Tephra. These tephras provide a temporal constraint for the transition from
norrnal to reversed. These ages and others ws have obtained are in accord with the orbitally
tuned chronologies for the Jaramillo Subchron (0.99-1.07 Ma) determined from deep sea cores,
and are older than expected from K/Ar data. The new ages for tephras also indicate that New
TnalandPleistocene sequences are significantly older than previously thought
1. Introduction
We report sn 404/39Ar ages for several widespread silicic tephras that occur near
paleomagnetic reversal boundaries in thick Pleistocene sequences in the North Island of New
Trealand (Seward 1974: Shane & Froggatt 1991, Shane 1991, Pillans 1992). Such ages provide
the potential for temporal constraints on climatic changes and eruptive records as well as the
paleomagnetic reversals themselves.
The source region for these tephras is the Taupo Volcanic Zone (lYZ), some 150-300
km from where the tephras are exposed. The TVZ has produced many large (>300 km3 of
magma) silicic eruptions in the last 2 Ma (Wilson et al. 1984; Pringle etal.1992), however the
numerical age chronology is largely unknown in both proximal and distal sequences. Previous
attempts to date the distal tephras have been based on the fission-track method using glass and
zircon (Seward 1974; 1975; 1979\. However the fission-uack ages have been shown to be
anomalously young from magnetostratigraphic and Ar/Ar studies (Pringle et aL. 1992; Black
1992).In the distal settings, the prominent tephras are often reworked, having been emplaced
as catastrophic flood deposits on fluvial braid plains (Shane 1991). Therefore grain-specific
techniques are required to avoid detrital and xenocrystic contaminants in both chemical
characterisation and isotopic dating. As low KzO (< 0.7 wt%o) plagioclase is the ubiquitous
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mineral in these tephras, whereas sanidine is sparse or absent, a dating technique that can
produce reliable ages on the former is required. We used the Single Crystal Laser Fusion
(SCLF) method (e.g. Walter et al. 1991) to obtain several a04y3941 ages from key tephra
localities.
We have established a Pleistocene stratigraphic framework using paleomagnetism, and
the geochemistry and lithologic character of interbedded tephras, which allows correlation
between sedimentary basins in the southern North Island of New Tnaland (Fig. l). Our Ar/Ar
age data has implications for the chronology of the Jaramillo Subchron and New Tx,aland
Pleistocene.
2. Tephrostratigraphy
We have recognised several important tephra horizons in basins of the East Coast and
Wanganui regions (Fig. 1). The Potaka Tephra (Chapter 8) is particularly widespread in
southern North Island. It represents a water-laid, coarse volcaniclastic unit which was
deposited in an estuarine setting throughout much of the Wanganui basin. Originally referred to
as Potaka Pumice in the Rangitikei Valley (fe Punga 1952), Seward (1976) correlated it to the
Kaimatira Pumice Sand exposed along the Wanganui coast where it is contained within the type
section for the New Zealand Castlecliffian Stage (early-middle Pleistocene) @eming 1953).
In East Coast sections (e.g. Mangatewaiiti and Mangatewainui), we have identified the
Potaka Tephra as a thick (up to 30 m) catastrophic flood deposit which was emplaced on to a
fluvial braidplain (Shane 1991; Chapter 8). Further north, the tephra represents a non-welded
ignimbrite overlain by coarse remobilised volcaniclastics in the Mt Gordon Beds at Cape
Kidnappers (Kidnappers A of Black (1992)). This ignimbrite can be traced inland some 40 km
to a number of exposures including a thick fluvial sequence at Makaroro River (Fig. 1). At each
exposure, the Potaka Tephra has a recognisable glass composition which differs from other
interbedded tephras (Fig. 2).
At several sections (Fig. 1), we have found another tephra stratigraphically above
Potaka Tephra" which displays a distinctively different glass composition (Fig. 2). We refer to
this tephra as Kaukatea Ash, as it is compositionally similar to the tephra of this name in the
Wanganui area (Seward 1976; Shane & Froggatt 1991). There, the Kaukatea Ash closely
overlies the Kaimatira Pumice Sand (=Potaka Tephra). Thus we have a framework of two
closely spaced, distinctive tephras in several sections. In addition, beneath these tephras we
have identified a tephr4 named Pakihikura Pumice in the Rangitikei Valley (Ie Punga 1952), in
several sections (Fig. 1,2) thus providing another stratigraphic conuol poinl
A series of fluvially emplaced tephras occur above the Potaka Tephra in the Cape
Kidnappers sequence and have been referred to as Kidnappers C, D, E and F (Black 1992).
These tephras are closely tied to a magnetostratigraphy where reversals of the Brunhes-
Matuyarna and Jaramillo Subchron have been located (Fig. 1).
50Vo CaO
SOVo FeO Kro
Fig.-2. Ternaly plot of the normalised CaO,FeO and K2O cont€nts of 3 widespread tephras
used to correlate sections (Ftg. 1). Each analysis represents a sample site and Consists 6f a
mean.of-10-?0 gl*t shar-d compositio-ns.determined by electron microprobe. Eacl tephra is
chemically distinguishable as well as being recognised by lithologic cliaracter and stratigraphic
position.
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3. Magnetostratigraphy
Early fission-track ages and magnetostratigraphy (Seward 1974) placed the Potaka
Tephra within the Brunhes Normal Chron. However, recent studies have shown tephras we
consider to be correlatives of Potaka Tephra, to be overlain by reversed polarity strata at Cape
Kidnappers @lack 1992) and Wanganui coast (Tumer & Kamp 1990). Using alternating field
demagnetisation techniques we have determined a normal polarity for several exposures of
Potaka Tephra including the primary ignimbrite. In strata immediately above the Potaka Tephra,
including the Kaukatea Ash, we obtained a stable reversed polarity (Fig 1). Thus we conclude
from several sections that the Potaka Tephra occurs near the top of a short normal subchron
representing the Jaramillo (Black 1992; Turner & Kamp 1990).
We consider the paleomagnetic transition from normal to reversed to occur a short
distance above the Potaka Tephra. In the Mangatewaiiti section, a l0 cm paleosol with root
structures is developed into the top of the tephra (Fig 1). Fluvially deposited sandy mudstone
immediately overlies this paleosol and contains rare pumice clasts of identical chemistry to the
Potaka Tephra. These sediments are reversely magnetised. As depositional rates are rapid in
these sequences (Shane l99l) and the tephra shows no sign of discolouration, weathering or
clay formation, we consider the paleosol to represent a relatively short time period, perhaps at
the most a few thousand years by comparison with recently developed soils in the region. Also
our studies of volcaniclastic sequences suggest that reworking of ephra up section, although
common, is not prolonged on a scale of lOa years. Therefore, clasts of reworked Potaka
Tephra in reversed polarity sediments indicate a close temporal spacing between the
geomagnetic polarity transition and the eruptive evenl
4. Ar/Ar ages
Individual plagioclase crystals were hand picked from crushed tephra samples and dated
using the SCLF 40erF9Ar technique, similar to that described by Deino & Potts (1990). For
each sample we obtained data on 5-10 individual crystals. Microprobe analyses of plagioclase
from these tephras and others indicate most crystals are andesine or labradorite with K2O
contents <0.7 wt % (Shane 1991). Age data are presented as a weighted mean and standard
deviation (e.g. Walter et al. 1991) (Table 1). For the combined mean age for Potaka samples,
and for sample 318, we omitted anomalously young analyses with low radiogenic Ar which
may result from alteration (Deino & Potts 1990), and old detrital or xenocrytic analyses. We
tested the remaining analyses using chi-square statistics to check if they belonged to a single
population.
5. Discussion
5.1 Implicatioru for the age of the Jaramillo Subchron
Table 1. SCLF4OArF9Ar ages forPleistocene tepbras in New Zealand
sample Tephra Locality Cs/K
762 Kidnappers D (ienimbdte) Cape Kidnappers 12.95
Cape Kidnappers 14.82
40Ar/3eAr age (Ma)
0.877 + 0.034
1.006 r 0.021
n
10
9009 KaukateaAstr
Potalacorrelni,res:
so 293 PotakaTephra Rmgitikei
Wanganui coast
Mangatewainui
Makroro
173 Potaka Tephra
194 PotakaTephra
232 PotakaTephra(igninbrite)
005 Potaka Tephra (ignimbrite) C4e Kidnappers
Potaka pooled meant
128 un-named
Rewa Rewahrmice
318 un-named
Mangatewaiiti
Rangitikei
Oroua
1.049 r 0.100 6
1.002 r 0.044 7*
1.029 + 0.056 5
0.907 + g.tlg 5
1.084 + 0.059 6
1.073 r 0.0s0 10
1.001 + 0.011 21
t.237 *Q.069 6
1.429 + 0.056 6
1.656 + 0.025 7
12.91
15.37
11.05
10.06
10.00
15,46
7.37
11.46
16.06
Analytical method similar to Deino atrd Potts (1990).
Ages represent a weighted mean and 1o (e.g. Walter et al. l99l) determined on n crystals of plagioclase.
*rerun on large crystals >4fi) pm.
tanomalously young analyses witb low radiogenic Ar and dehital coli4minants omiued
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Chronologies for the geomagnetic time scale are commonly based on the'chronogram'
method using IVAr bulk sample age data on (mainly) basala (e.g. Mankinen & Dalrymple
1979). Such age data are obtained from single emplacement events, lava flows and domes of
known magnetic polarity, rather than from continuously deposited sedimentary records. Using
this IVAr data, the Jaramillo Subchron has been determined to represent the interval0.91-0.97
Ma. Based on orbitally tuned stable isotope chronologies from deep-sea cores, Johnson (1982),
Shackleton et al. (1990) and others have proposed that several Plio-Pleistocene paleomagnetic
reversal boundaries are older (5-7Vo) than indicated by Xl/Ar ages. Subsequent ArlAr age data
on high-K feldspars have provided independent support for the orbitally tuned chronologies
(Walteret al. 1991; Tauxe etal.1992; Baksi etal.1992; Spell & McDougall 1992). However
only a few isotopic ages have been determined from sedimentary sequences with defined
paleomagnetic boundaries.
Shackleton et d. (1990) determined that the Jaramillo Subchron representred ttre interval
0.99-1.07 Ma based on astronomical calculations. This is in accord with an Ar/Ar single crystal
fusion age of 0.99210.039 Ma for a tephra at the top of the subchron in a sedimentary sequence
of the Olorgesailie Formation in Kenya (Tauxe et aL. 1992). However, Spell & McDougall
(1992) have suggested an age of 0.915-1.010 Ma for the subchron using Ar/Ar data from two
domes in the Valles Caldera, New Mexico, where the subchron was originally defined. Our
data from rhyolitic tephras in New Tnaland, support the orbitally tuned chronologies
(Shackleton et al. 1990). An age of 1.00 Ma for the Potaka Tephra (normal polarity) at the top
of the Jaramillo Subchron is in good agreement with an age of 0.99 Ma for the paleomagnetic
transition. The chronology of Mankinen & Dalrymple (1979) or Spell & McDougatl (1992),
would place the tephra near the base of the subchron and thus be overlain by an interval of
normal polarity: a situation incompatible with the sequences we have examined (Fig. l).
Similarly, an age of 1.006 t 0.021 Ma for the reversed polarity Kaukatea Ash, above Potaka
Tephra, constrains the timing of the normal to reversed transition at about 1 Ma. Although some
of our Ar/Ar ages have larger enors (Table 1) than those reported for high-K feldspars [e.9.
Walter et al. 1991), we can confidently place the tephras within a continuously deposited
magnetostratigraphy (Fig. 1), which is consistent only with the astronomically derived age for
the Jaramillo Subchron.
5.2 New Tzalan^d Pleistocene chronologies
New Zealand has many long, high resolution records of the Pleistocene, both marine
and non-marine, where the sedimentation is thought to be climatically controlled [e.g. Pillans
1992; Black 1992; Turner & Kamp 1990). Most of these sequences have little or no isotopic
age control and chronologies are commonly based on the interpretation and number of climatic
cycles. Our data for Kaimatira Pumice Sand (=pstaka Tephra) at the Wanganui coast provides
an age consftaint (ca. 1 Ma) for near the base of the Castleclifhan type section and confirms that
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the lower part of the sequence represents the Jaramillo Subchron. Ages for tephras in the Cape
Kidnappers sequence constrain the base at about I Ma, comparable to that of the Castlecliffian
type section. An age of 0.877 t 0.034 Ma for CK D tephra near the middle of the sequence,
confirms the overlying paleomagnetic reversal (Black 1992) represents the Brunhes-Matuyama
(0.78 Ma). These ages are consistent with magnetostratigraphy and further support the
contention that early fission-track age determinations are anomalously young (Black 1992).
Similarly our age data for Potaka Tephra and Rewa Pumice in the Rangitikei sequence, and
sample 318 immediately below Pakihikura Pumice in the nearby Oroua section (Table 1) are
nearly twice as old as previous age estimates for ttrese tephras (Seward 1976; L979). However,
a recently determined isothermal plateau glass fission-track age for Potaka Tephra (1.05 t 0.05
Ma) (Alloway et al. 1993) is in accord with our Ar/Ar data for the Rangitikei exposure. Thus
previous chronologies must be treated with caution and significant revisions to the New
Te,aland Pleistocene stratigraphy are required. The recognition of key dated tephra horizons is
critical to future studies as is shown here for the Potaka Tephra which marks a paleomagnetic
reversal boundary as well as tying sequences to the local Stage type section.
The sections we have studied contain particularly long sequences of the Jaramillo
Subchron. At Mangatewaiiti and Mangatewainui, this interval is about 150 and 120 m thick
respectively, representing just 80 ka. Such sequences reflect the rapid subsidence and the
voluminous supply of detritus at an active convergent plate boundary. The sections provide a
yet unstudied high resolution record of paleomagnetic and climatic changes within the Jaramillo
interval.
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7.5 CONCLUSIONS
1. Early Pleistocene tephras may contain old detrital or xenocrystic contaminants and crystals
with low Ar*, which produce anomalously young ages. The latter may be due to alteration. The
Ar/Ar SCLF method allows these crystals to be recognised and omitted from age
determinations.
2. ArlAr SCLF analyses of plagioclase provide high resolution ages for New Tnaland tephras
and indicate the tephras arc up to twice as old as previously determined. This necessitates major
revisions of New TaalandPleistocene stratigraphy.
3. The Ar/Ar ages are in accord with magnetostatigraphy and with recenfly determined fission-
track ages on glass using the isothermal plateau technique.
4. The widespread Potaka Tephra has an age of ca. I Ma. This age and the position of the
tephra at the top of the Jaramillo Subchron provides support for the orbitally tuned calibration
of the GMTS, which indicates the subchron reprcsents the interval 0.99-1.07 Ma.
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Chapter 8
STRATIGRAPHY AND CORRELATION OF KEY EARLY PLEISTOCENE
TEPHRAS
8.1 INTRODUCTION
In the years since early Pleistocene tephras were examined in the Rangitikei Valley and
their potential for correlation recognised (e.g. Te Punga 1952; Fleming 1953), several studies
have named particular horizons and attempted to identify them elsewhere in the Wanganui
basin, East Coast basins, and in deep-sea cores (Lillie 1953; Seward I975 1976; Watkins &
Huang 1977; Kyle & Seward 1984). The use of glass chemistry as a tool for correlation has
invalidated many of these early correlations that were based mainly on age data (Froggatt 1983;
Shane & Froggatt 1991).
The integrated use of glass chemistry, paleomagnetism and Ar/Ar ages in this study has
allowed previous correlations to be refined and new ones made. Most of the named early
Pleistocene tephras are named from exposures in the Wanganui basin (e.g. Seward 1976).
Many of these tephras are not widespread in the southern North hland, and thus are only of
local significance in dating. A greater frequency of tephras are recorded in the East Coast
region, mainly in non-marine strata, and are previously un-named.
This chapter exarnines the character and distribution of tephras found to be widespread
in the southern North Island and also discusses the status of some other less widespread
tephras which have been previously studied or have been isotopically dated. Where a
widespread tephra is correlated to a previously named exposure in.the Wanganui basin, this
name is used in this study, with minor corrections to eliminate grain size implications (after
Froggatt & Lowe 1990).
8.2 PAKIIilKURA TEPHRA
8.2.1 Inuoduction and previous work
In the Rangitikei Valley, Te Punga (1952) used the name Pakihikura Pumice for a
volcaniclastic sequence exposed in a bluff cut by the Pakihikura Stream. This unit was
considered (Fleming 1953, Seward 1976) to be the equivalent of a sequence of tephras
collectively called Makirikiri Tuff, which was traced throughout the entire Wanganui basin.
Seward (1976) amended the definition of Pakihilorra Pumice to reprcsent the lowest tephra in a
seguence exposed in a road cut of what is now Highway 43 (12U362356), a shorr distance
from the bluff described by Te Punga (1952). Fission-track ages of 1.06 + 0.16 Ma (glass) and
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1.06 t 0.18 Ma (zircon) (Seward 1979), and 1.26 t 0.L2 Ma (glass) (Boellstorff & Te Punga
1977) have bern determined for this tephra.
Fleming (1953) considered the Makirikiri Tuff (and hence the Pakihikura Pumice) to be
the panial lateral equivalent of the Butlers Shell Conglomerate, at the base of the Castlecliffian
type section. Subsequently, the age of Pakihikura Pumice has been considered to provide
temporal age control for the base of the Castlecliffian stage (Seward 1974; Boellstorff & Te
Punga 1977). However, more recently, tephras of the Makirikiri Tuff are considered to be
absent in the CastlecMfian type section (e.9. Pillans 1992) owing to the presence of a major
unconformity at the base of the Butlers Shell Conglomerate.
Here the tephra exposed in the road cut of Highway 43 (Pakihikura Pumice of Seward
1976) is referred to as Pakihikura Tephra, as the unit is not characterised by a pumiceous
lithology. The name Pakihikura follows the first published name given to the unit (Te Punga
1952). This tephra is not the lowest tephra in the sequence, but it does have a distinctive glass
chemistry (Shane & Froggatt l99l) allowing it be correlated to other sequences (Table 8.1).
8.2.2 Stratigraphy
Lithological columns of sections containing Pakihikura Tephra are shown in Fig. 8.1.
At the road cut of Highway 43 in the Rangitikei Valley, the Pakihikura Tephra consists of at
least 1.5 m of trough cross-stratified ash with occasional pumice lapilli up to 5 cm in size. The
unit displays a channel geometry, cut into volcaniclastic sediments deposited in an estuarine
setting, as indicated by flaser bedding. Te Punga (1952) classified the strata as Upper
Rangitikei Formation. The Pakihikura Tephra is recognised by field character and glass
composition in a nearby bluff cut by the Pakihikura Stream, where it enlers the Rangitikei
River. There it is a 0.6 m massive ash interbedded with sandy sediments displaying flaser beds.
In the western part of the Wanganui basin, the Pakihikura Tephra occurs in a road cut near the
Turakina River, interbedded in fine, muddy marine sediments. The tephra is not recognised at
the Wanganui coast or in volcaniclastic sequences along the Wanganui River. However, a
tephra of similar glass chemistry occurs at a lm thick current bedded unit in an isolated road cut
of Smiths Road near Kai-iwi. This exposure is considered !o be the base of the Makirikiri Tuff
by Fleming (1953), however the lack of stratigraphic control makes the correlation tentative. In
the eastern part of the Wanganui basin, the Pakihikura Tephra is exposed in the Oroua River,
interbedded in a fluvial sequence. The tephra overlies a paleosol with in situ tree stumps and
consists of 0.5-1.0 m of fine ash. Its base is massive, while the upper part is finely laminated
and cross-stratified at its top. At Oroua, the tephra has been emplaced as an overbank deposit
within a fluvial system. The sequence is now part of a tight, south plunging syncline.
Pakihikura Tephra is also found in the East Coast region, where it occurs in the lower
part of the Mangatarata Formation. At Mangatewainui Stream, Manawatu River and Makaroro
Rangitikei Manawatu Mangatewainui
t41
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r38
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328
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326
331
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137-R
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L34
132
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Fig. 8.1 Lithological colurnns for sequences containing Pakihikura Tephra. Numbers
refer to megascopic tephras. Lines show correlation. R= reversed and N= normal
polarity paleomagnetic site.
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River it consists of a finely bedded ash 0.3-3.0 m thick interbedded in carbonaceous muddy
sediments or volcaniclastic sediments, and usually overlying a paleosol or lignite bed. At
Makaroro, the tephra occurs near the base of a volcaniclastic sequence defining a gently east
dipping monocline.
8.2.3 Chemical characteristics
Pakihikura Tephra is found in a stratigraphic sequence with several other tephras (Fig.
8.1), but can be identified as it is chemically distinctive (Fig. 8.2). The tephra belongs to the
high-Ca group of tephras (Chapter 4) and thus on variation diagrams it plots away from most of
the ottrer tephras in stratigraphic proximity (Fig. 8.2). In trace element composition, Pakihikura
Tephra is characterised by relatively low abundances of many incompatible elements, such as
La, Ce and Y (Fig. 8.3, Table 8.1), compared to other tephras,
Using EMA data, compositions of each of the Pakihikura Tephra correlatives can be
compared using similarity coefficients (Borchardt et al. l97l).The resulting SC values of
>0.94 suggest close chemical similarity for each of the correlatives (Table 8.2). Similarly, a
selection of trace elements produce SC values >O.90 (mostly >0.94, Table 8.2).
Sample 174 from the Smiths Road exposure consists of two compositionally different
glass shard groups (Table 8.1). The larger group is chemically similar to other Pakihikura
Tephra correlatives. The presence of different glass types suggests depositional mixing of
different eruptives.
8.2.4 Paleomagnetism and age
The Pakihikura Tephra and enclosing sediments are of reversed polarity (Iable 8.3). At
each of the sites sampled, the specimens display moderate to severe normal overprinting. As a
result mean polarity directions are highly scattered reflecting differing degrees of success in
removing the overprint. However in all cases, the specimens display a trend toward a reversed
direction during demagnetisation.
The Pakihikura Tephra occurs beneath the Jaramillo Subchron in the Mangatewainui
and Rewa Hill sections, in a long interval of reversed polarity strata and is therefore older than
1.07 Ma. Rewa Tephra occurs above Pakihikura Tephra at Rewa Hill, and has an ArlAr age of
ca.1.46 Ma (Chapter 7). As the Olduvai Subchron has not been identified in these sections,
the Pakihikura Tephra may be younger thanl.77 Ma. Ar/Ar ages on plagioclase crystals from
the Oroua exposure range from 0.574-1,.975 Ma (Chapter 7); suggesting loss of Ar for the
younger age determinations. Therefore, Pakihikura Tephra is considered to be in the age range
1.46-1.77 Ma significantly older than indicated by previously published fission-track ages. An
Ar/Ar age of 1.656 t 0.025 Ma has been determined for tephra 318 (=136, Fig. 8.1), which
s
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Fig 8.2. Glass composition of Pakihikura Tephra and other tephras
in close stratigaphic proximity, determined by EMA. A Sequence
along Highway 43, Rangitikei valley (data from Shane & Froggatt
1991). B Oroua River and C Mangatewainui stream. Pakihikura
Tephra is circled in each case.
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Table 8.2. Similarity Coefficients comparing tephras considered correlatives of the Pakihikura
Tephra. Those for major and minor elements are calculated on Si, Al, Ti, Fe, Mg, Ca, Na and
K. Those for trace elements are calculated on Ba, La, Ce, 7-n,Zr, Nb, Rb, Sr and Y.
Major and minor elements:
293
293 I
328
t74
182
r37
245
148
165
Trace elements:293 l
182
t37
245
148
165
+30m*
-0.2m
+3m
-/m
-17m
328 r74 r82
0.96 0.96 0.97t 0.94 0.97I 0.95
1
0.94
I
section
Highway 43
Oroua
Oroua
Mangatewainui
Makaroro
Mangatewainui
165
0.95
0.98
0.93
0.96
0.95
0.98
0.96
I
0.95
0.90
0.96
0.96
0.94
1
Ogs n
r73194104854384193
r37
0.94
0.96
0.97
0_94
I
245
0.94
0.97
0.94
0.95
0.96
I
148
0.94
0.97
0.96
0.96
0.97
0.94
I
0.97
0.92
I
0.95
0.94
0.96
1
0.93
0.94
0.94
0.94
I
Table 8.3. Faleomagnetic data for Pakihikura Tephra and enclosing sedimena
position lithology
Pakihikura Tephra
mudstone
mudstone
mudstone
mudstone
mudstone
decl.
175
193
169
254
34r
r92
incl.
29
69
66
78
78
52
* site distance above (+) or below (-) tepbra
@5 = c:rrcle of 95Vo contidence, n= number of specimens.
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occurs immediately below Pakihikura Tephra in the Oroua section. A recent isothermal plateau
fission-track age on glass of 1.63 t 0.15 Ma (Alloway et al. 1993) for the exposure in the
Pakihikura Stream bluff is consistent wittr the stratigraphy presented here.
8.2.5 Implications
Te Punga (1952) suggested Pakihikura Tephra occurs at the base of the Castlecliffian
stage as Nukumaruan macrofossils occur below it, but typical Castlecliffian species occur
above it, in the Rangitikei valley. The age of the tephra (ca- 1.63 Ma) is considerably older than
the base of the Castlecliffian type section (0.99-1.07 Ma), which occurs in the Jaramillo
Subchron (Turner & Kamp 1990). As the base of the Castlecliffian type section is an angular
unconformity, the Pakihikura Tephra could occur within the interval missing and thus
Castlecliffian faunas referred to by Te Punga (1953) extend further back in time than that
represented at the type section.
In the East Coast region, from Dannevirke to Makaroro River, the Pakihikura Tephra
occurs above the transition of marine to non-marine facies (Fig. 8.1). This suggests the sea
retreated from the region prior to ca. 1.63 Ma, signi-ficantly earlier than in the Wanganui basin.
The transition occurs at a greater stratigraphic distance beneath the tephra in more southerly
sections (Fig. 8.1), suggesting more rapid sedimentation rates and/or earlier marine regression
in the south of the basin.
8.3 A WIDESPREAD EARLY PLEISTOCENE TEPHRA (POTAKA TEPHRA, I MA) IN
NEW ZEALAND: CHARACTER, DISTRTBUTION AND IMPLICATIONS
(a manuscript submitted to New 7*alandJournal of Geology & Geophysics)
Abstract At about I Ma, a large eruption in the Taupo Volcanic Tnne of North Island, New
7*alarrd produced an extensive silicic ignimbrite now found up to 200 km from source and a
fall out ash up to 600 km distant. The eruptive, collectively referred to as Potaka Tephra, is an
important marker horizon and temporal control point in many early Pleistocene sequences,
which otherwise lack numerical age control. The tephra is identified at many localities using
multiple criteria including lithology, mineralogy, glass and mineral chemistry,
magnetostratigraphy and isotopic ages. It occurs near the top of the Jaramillo Subchron and is
immediately overlain by a Normal to Reversed transition. Potaka Tephra is found in both
marine and terrestrial facies, and on both major islands of New T.,r,aland.Its identification
allows correlation of (1) mid shelf, glacioeustatic cyclothems on the western side of North
Island with fluvial and lacustrine facies on the eastern side of North Island and (2) the only
known middle Pleistocene marine sequence in South Island with extensive sequences in North
Island. Stratigraphic position and chronology suggest Potaka Tephra was erupted during
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oxygen isotope stage 27 . The distribution of Potaka Tephra indicates rapid uplift of the main
Axial Ranges in central North Island and progradation of coast lines in the last I Ma
8.3.1 Inroduction
Numerous silicic tephras are interbedded in Pleistocene strata of the North Island of
New Zealand. They have the potential to provide a numerical chronology and be a correlation
tool for thick, high resolution Pleistocene sequences which are thought to be climatically
controlled (e.g. Pillans 1992). Although the stratigraphy of eruptive events is well known for
the last 50 ka (Froggatt & Lowe 1990), less is known about the tephras in the interval
extending back to ca^ 2Ma (e.g. Seward,I976; Nelson et al. 1986; Shane & Froggatt l99l).
This paper reports on a large, rhyolitic ignimbrite-producing eruption, which occurred about I
Ma ago. The source vent is uncertain as the lephra has not been recognised in proximal areas of
the Taupo Volcanic Zone (T\lZ) (Wilson et al. 1984). However, ignimbrites of similar age are
known from the Mangakino caldera (Wilson et al. 1984; Pringle at al. 1992).The widespread
tephra has been previously referred to in many localities and by various names, including
Potaka Pumice (Te Punga 1952), Kaimatira Pumice Sand (Fleming 1953) and Kidnappers Tuff
(Kingma l97l). It is referred to here as Potaka Tephra. This name does not have grain size
connotations and follows the first published name for the tephra (Te Punga 1952), for
exposures in the Rangitikei Valley. A type locality has not been defined, but reference localities
are described here, covering a range of tephra facies and depositional environments (Iable 8.4).
The ignimbrite is identified some 200 km from possible source vents and the fallout
ash up to 600 km. The eruptive is found in a variety of sedimentary facies, both marine and
terrestrial, and on both major islands of New Tnaland (Fig. 8.a). This paper demonstrates the
correlation of the tephra between different exposures using stratigraphic, chemical and
paleomagnetic methods, and discusses the significance of its distribution, age and
magnetostratigraphic position to the New Zealand Pleistocene.
8.3.2 Distribution and character of Potaka Tephra
Potaka Tephra is widespread in the southern North Island. Localities of the tephra that
have been identified and correlated by various criteria including glass chemistry $able 8.4) are
shown in Fig. 8.4. Lithological columns of key localities are shown in Fig. 8.5.
RewaHilI
Approximately 10 m of stratified and cross stratified ash, lapilli and pumice blocks are
exposed in a road cut at Rewa Hill, near the Rangitikei River (Fig. 8.4), within early to middle
4 NORTH/ ISLAND
).,, 4o's.
SOUTH
ISLAND l80o
Smiths Rd f - Rewa Hill
; 
.Air Hill
Fig. 8.4 Map of southern North Island showing localities of Potaka Tephra. Shaded area
represents the main Axial Ranges.
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Pleistocene Upper Rangitikei Forrnation (Te Punga 1952), and has been referred to as Potaka
Pumice (Seward 1976). Pumice blocks are conspicuously large (up to l0 cm in size) compared
to other tephras in the section, and contain hornblende and biotite phenocrysts up to 2-3 mm
long. The tephra overlies well sorted, stratified sands, with mud-drapes suggestive of an
intertidal setting. Its base is an undulating ripple surface cut into the sands. The lowerrnost 0.5
m of the tephra unit consists of a laminated, cross stratified fine white ash which possibly
represents reworked, initial fallout. This is overlain by several units of cross-stratified and
current bedded ash and pumice, interbedded with non-volcaniclastic sands. Trough cross beds
of 0.4-0.5 m amplinrde, often bipolar directional, are the most common sedimentary structures
in the tephra. Occasional rip-up clasts of mudstone and greywacke and fragments of charcoal
also occur. Erosion surfaces and channels with up to 2 m relief occur near the top of the unit.
The sedimentary structures are suggestive rapid of deposition and prolonged reworking in a
near shore and/or estuarine environment.
Wanganui coast
The Potaka Tephra can be traced intermittently as a mappable formation, some 60 km
west of the Rewa Hill section to near the Wanganui coast (Fig. 8.a). At these more westerly
exposures, the coarse volcaniclastic formation has been referred to as Kaimatira Pumice Sand
(Fleming 1953). Seward (1976) made the tentative correlation of Potaka Tephra to Kaimatira
Pumice Sand and traced the unit through out much of the Wanganui basin- At Kaimatira bluff
on the west bank of Wanganui River, the tephra consists of ca. 20 m of coarse, fossiliferous,
cross stratified ash and lapilli overlain by stratified ashy sands- Fossil assemblages include
intertidal and subtidal species (Fleming 1953). The whole unit unconformably overlies
fossiliferous marine mudstone. The Potaka Tephra also outcrops at the Wanganui coast, type
section for the early-middle Pleistocene Castlecliffian stage. There it represents a 5 m bed of
pumice blocks (14 cm maximum size) in an ashy sand matrix with fragments of charcoal and
other coarse fossiliferous debris.
Cape Kidnappers
On the East Coast of the North Island, the Potaka Tephra is found in non-marine facies
(Fig. 8.5). At Cape Kidnappers (Fig. 8.4), the tephra has been referred to as Kidnapper Tuff
(Kingma L97I) and Kidnappers-A (Black 1992).Its base is a 0.5-1.5 m unwelded ignimbrite
which overlies a paleosol developed on eolian dune sands at the top of the Maraetotara Sands
(Kingma I97L; Black 1992). An in situ, chaned fossil tree stump protrudes into the base of the
ignimbrite and charred, flow-oriented logs are contained in the top of the unit indicating high
temperature emplacemenL The base of the ignimbrite is weakly laminated and composed of fine
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lapilli and lithic clasts. Most of the flow unit is massive, poorly sorted and almost entirely
vitric. Maximum clast size is 2 cm. Immediately overlying this unit is ca. 6 m of cross stratified
fluvial volcaniclastic sediments, consisting of graded and sorted ash and pumice. In contrast to
the underlying ignimbrite, clast sizes reach 6 cm and are thus likely to have been derived from
more proximal exposures of coarse ignimbrite. At least four depositional episodes are recorded
in the volcaniclastic unit, each separated by a paleosol, suggesting prolonged reworking after
the eruption. The episodic nature of the deposits suggests they may have resulted from floods.
The Potaka Tephra unit is overlain by fluvial conglomerate and sands of the Mt Gordon Beds
(Black 1992) at this section.
Other East Coast sectiotts
The Potaka ignimbrite phase can be recognised at several exposures in the East Coast
region, up to 50 km inland from Cape Kidnappers (Fig. 8.4). It is thickest (4 m) at
Mangaonuku Stream, where it has been emplaced on to fluvial gravels. The most southerly
exposure of ignimbrite examined, and thus most distal from source, occurs in the Makaroro
River. There it is 1.5 m thick and occurs in a easterly tilted sequence of fluvial conglomerate
and mudstone. The ignimbrite at Makaroro contains flow oriented charred logs, up to 1.5 m in
length and 0.2 m wide. Some logs show evidence of in situ combustion which has formed
crystal rich gas escape pipes. At this exposure, the ignimbrite has been emplaced on to a
subaerially exposed surface. The ignimbrite is overlain by conglomerate and no associated
volcaniclastic unis are found above it
Further south in the East coast region, at localities more distal to source, the Potaka
Tephra is recognised in the predominantly fluvial and lacustrine Mangatarata Formation (Lillie
1953; Shane 1991) (Fig. 8.5). In the most southerly exposures (Mangatewaiiti and
Mangatewainui) the tephra consists of up to 30 m of fluvially deposited cross stratified and
laminated ash and lapilli. Pumice blocks are up to 15 cm in size and contain the characteristic
large hornblende and biotite phenocrysts. The sequences is well exposed in the Mangatewaiiti
Stream, where the tephra overlies lignitic mudstone, on a previously vegetated surface.
Although multi-depositional, the tephra was emplaced rapidly as indicated by cross
stratification, scour and fill structures, and convolute and deformation structures associated
with dewatering during depositional compaction. Rip-up clasts of a variety of lithologies and
charcoal also occur. The top of the tephra is marked by a paleosol with root structures. Rapid
vertical accrction on a 30 m scale in an overbank setting implies the deposit reprcsents avery
large scale catastrophic flood event (e.g. Shane 1991).
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The Potaka Tephra occurs as a thin (10 cm) pink-white, fallout ash in fluvial sediments
exposed by the Leader River in North Canterbury, South Island (Fig. 8.4, 8.5). The tephra is
interbedded with lignitic paleosols within a sequence of sandy mudstone alternating with
conglomerate, which contain pollen, insecta and sub-fossil avifauna- Marine sediments beneath
the sequence contain early Pleistocene (Castlecliffian) faunas (G. Wanen pers. comm. 1991).
The thickness of Potaka Tephra at this locality, some 600lon from source, is comparable to that
of the widespread 22 ka Kawakawa Tephra found at localities in North Canterbury and
elsewhere in the South Island (Kohn 1979; Campbell 1986). This thickness probably reflects
both the initial fall out and subsequent local reworking, but does point to a very explosive
eruption.
8.3.3 Glass chemistry
Petrographically, the Potaka Tephra is composed of clear glass shards (80-90%) and
plagioclase crystals (lG.ls%). Both the ignimbrite and fallout ash are characterised by large
green hornblende and biotite phenocrysts (>90% of mafic fraction), with minor components of
hypersthene and Fe-Ti oxides.
The major oxide composition of glass shards from Potaka Tephra exposures were
determined by Electron Microprobe Analysis (EMA) (Table 8.5). Mean glass shard analyses
have a Si02 content of about 77 wt% and a total alkali content of about 7.5 wLVo, indicative of
a calc-alkaline rhyolite. The glass composition is broadly similar to those of middle and late
Pleistocene tephras erupted from the TVZ (Froggatt 1983; Nelson et al. 1986; Shane &
Froggatt 1991). The mean composition from each exposure is very similar within variation
limits (Table 8.5), consistent with them representing a common eruption. If individual shard
compositions are examined separately, a limited compositional zonation in the samples is
evident (Fig. 8.6). Shards from different stratigraphic heights in the exposures form a linear
trend on variation diagrams suggestive of pre-eruptive zonation in the magma chamber.
However the trend with high FeO and CaO in the base of the unit is the reverse of most zoned
eruptives, which are usually more silicic at the base (e.g. Hildreth 1981). This zonation is
evident in exposures of fluvially deposited tephra as well as the ignimbrite phase. It is also
found in the thin fallout ash at lrader River, some 600 km from source. This suggests the
compositional variation is not the product of mixing of different eruptions, but reflects variation
in the main eruptive phase. In the ignimbrite, shards of a variety of compositions are present at
different stratigraphic heights suggesting thorough mechanical mixing during emplacement.
However, samples from the base of the ignimbrite are generally dominated by shards of higher
FeO and CaO contents (Fig. 8.6b) and Na/K ratios >1. Large pumice clasts from the top of the
volcaniclastic units and matrix from the top of the ignimbrite are characterised by higher K2O
contents (Frg. 8.7). The segregation of compositions is most evident in the volcaniclastic
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Fig. 8.7 Individual glass shard analyses of
Rewa Hill section, showing variation in Fe
Potaka Tephra at the
and K contents.
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Fig. 8.8 Glass shard analyses of different tephras in close
stratigraphic proxinity to Potaka Tephra ar the Mangatewaiiti
section. Tephra positions shown in Fig. 8.5.
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deposits, which indicate the initial eruptive phase is more FeO and CaO rich (Fig. 8.6a, c). This
chemical signature makes Potaka Tephra distinctive, as most New Zealand Pleistocene tephras
are chemically homogeneous (e.g. Froggatt 1983; Shane & Froggatt 1991).
The Potaka Tephra can be easily distinguished from other tephras in close stratigraphic
proximity, solely on the basis of major oxide composition (Fig. 8.8). Other tephras are also
chemically distinctive, allowing correlation. They form tie lines above and below the Potaka
Tephra horizon which produces a stratigraphic framework (e.g. Fig. 8.5). To further
characterise different samples of the tephra, bulk separates of fresh glass were purified by
electromagnetic methods and analysed by XRF for a number of trace elements (Table 8.6).
Again the similarity in analyses of different samples is consistent with a single eruptive evenl
The compositional zonation in the eruptive (especially in major oxide contents) makes numerical
comparisons of sample compositions of little value in correlation tests. However, discriminant
function analyses of the compositional data indicates that each sample of Potaka Tephra be
distinguished from samples of other widespread Pleistocene tephras (Shane & Froggatt unpubl.
data).
8.3.4 Fe-Ti oxide chemistry
Fe-Ti oxide compositions are sensitive to the conditions of the magma at the time of
eruption (e.g. temperature) and therefore have the potential for characterising a particular
eruptive event. Fe-Ti oxides were extracted from several exposures of Potaka Tephra and their
major oxide composition determined by EMA (Table 8.7). The spinel phase have ulvospinel in
the range 3I-34 mol. Vo. Crystals from the base of the tephra are generally higher in TiO2 and
lower in Fe2O3 content, compared to those from the top and from large pumice clasts (Fig.
8.9a). They form a compositional trend which is seen in both the ignimbrite and volcaniclastic
deposits, and reflects the compositional trend in ttre co-existing glasses, suggestive of a zoned
magma chamber. This distinctive zonation strongly supports the equivalence of different
exposures. Insufficient ilmenite analyses were obtained to determine eruption temperatures.
However, Potaka Tephra can be distinguished from o0rer tephras in the sections on the basis of
Fe-Ti oxide compositions (Fig. 8.9b).
8.3,5 Paleomagnetism
Oriented specimens were collected from several sections to detennine the paleomagnetic
polarity of the Potaka Tephra and the enclosing sediments. Cube-shaped specimens of fine ash
were cut with a knife and placed in 6 cm3 plastic boxes which were oriented in the field. Cores
were drilled into the more consolidated enclosing sediments. Specimens were measured and
demagnetised sequentially with a Molspin spinner magnetometer and in alternating fields of 0-
Table 8.7. Fe-Ti oxide compositions determined by EMA for correlatives of the Potaka Tephra.
r2456810
sio2 0.08(.07) 0.1s(.0s) - 0.12(.0s) 0.11(.03) 0.09(.04) 0.11(.03)Al2O3 1.42(.08) 1.s1(.06) 1.43(.10) 1.45(.07) 1.49(.09) r.4(.07) r.42(.2r)Tio2 10.43(.50) 11.09(.07) 10.69(.52) 10.52(.40) 11.22(.67) 11.6s(.45) 11.48(.74)Fe2o3 46.N(7.24) 45.rs(n) 4s.ffi(.62) 46.23(1.49) M.99(r.29) 44.11(.98) 44.67(r.s9)FeO 39.17(.60) 40.02(.22) 39.28(.6s) 39.68(.68) 40.02(.s4) 40.68(.89) 40.M(.s4)Mno 0.46(.07) 0.54(.08) 0.49(.04) 0.4s(.02) 0.59(.04) 0.4s(.08) 0.48(.06)MsO 0.s7(.0s) 0.60(.02) 0.s7(.13) 0.60(.03) 0.59(.10) 0.58(.09) 0.60(.19)CaO - 0.02(.02) 0.02(.02) 0.01(.01) 0.01(.02)Total 97.W(92) 99.09(.34) 98.06(1.0O 98.80(.99) 99.05(.26) 98.84(.83) 99.21(.81)
7o ulvosp. 0.31(.01) 0.32(.02> 0.32(.01) 0.31(.01) 0.33(.02) 0.34(.01) 0.32(.01)
n187947277
Site numbers as in Table 8.4.
Analyses presented as means and standard deviations on n crystals and determined by a Jeol 733 Superprobe using
a 12 nA curent at 15 kV and a 4rm beam diameter.
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Fig. 8.9 (A) Composition of Fe-Ti oxide crystals determined by EMA from Potaka Tephra
at the Rewa Hill section. Black boxes are crystals from the basal ash, open boxes are
crystals from punice clasts near the top of the tephra. (B) Composition of Fe-Ti oxide
crystals from 3 different prominent tephras in the Rewa Hill section.
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50 mT. Natural remanent magnetism intensities of the tephra are mainly in the range 0.2-3.0
mAm-I, being grcatest in the coarser grained specimens. Median destructive fields are typically
10-20 mT. Paleomagnetic site measurements of Potaka Tephra and sediments in close
proximity to it (Table 8.8) show various degrees of directional scatter (cgs) reflecting the
success of overprint removal and the ability of the sediments (often coarse grained) to hold a
remanent magnetism. [n sites with little scatter (C[95<13o), specimens display relatively high
stability during demagnetisation and usually a single component magnetism (Fig. 8.10a). Those
with greater scatter (>13"), contain specimens with partial overprints which remain after
demagnetisation. These specimens have a two- or multi-component magnetism (Fig. 8.10c). In
most cases, a normal viscous overprint is removed or partially removed during demagnetisation
in fields of 5-20 mT. In spite of the poorer site statistics, the polarity of these latter sites is
determinable from their behaviour during demagnetisation.
Data from several sites reveal the Potaka Tephra is of normal polarity and that it overlies
normal polarity sediments. Reversed polarity sediments occur above the tephra at several sites
(Table 8.8). Therefore, Potaka Tephra is located close to a paleomagnetic transition. At the
Mangatewaiiti section, where exposure allowed a site to be sampled just 20 cm above the
tephra, it is shown to be immediately overlain by reversed polarity sediments. At this section,
the top of Potaka Tephra is marked by a paleosol, which presumably represents the time of the
paleomagnetic uansition. A ransition from normal to reversed at the top of the Potaka Tephra
was also recorded by Black (1992) at the Cape Kidnappers section. A long normal interval of
130 and 90 m at Mangatewaiiti and Mangatewainui, respectively, occurs below the Potaka
Tephra (Fig. 8.5). At each of these three localities the normal interval is considered to be the
Jaramillo Subchron (Shane 1991; Black 1992). Turner & Kamp (1990) suggested the
Kaimatira Pumice Sand occurs near the top of the Jaramillo Subchron at the Wanganui coast,
but did not present the polarity of the tephra itself. Thus from several sections the Potaka
Tephra is shown to occur near the top of a normal polarity subchron interpreted to be the
Jaramillo.
8.3.6 Isotopic age
Several exposures oftephra, here considered to represent the Potaka Tephra, have been
dated by the fission-track method. Using glass, this method has produced ages in the range
0.60-1.10 Ma (Table 8.9). The presence of reversed polarity sediments above the tephra
indicates many of these ages are too young (also see Black 1992). Recently, plagioclase
crystals from exposures at the Wanganui coast, Rewa Hill, Makaroro and Cape Kidnappers
have yielded an age of ca. LMa(15%) (Table 8.9), using the single crystal laser fusion method
(R. C. Walter pers. comm. 1992). This age is in close agreement with an isothermal plateau
fission-track age determined on glass of 1.05 t 0.05 Ma from the Rewa Hill section (Alloway
Table 8.8 Paleornagnetic data fsrPotaka Tephra and e,nclosing sedinents.
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Potaka Tephra, shown on orthogonal component plots. Individual AF steps are in mT.
Horizontal components are shown as open dots. Unit axes in mA/m. (A) Potaka Tephra at
Mangatewainui displaying a stable uormal magnetisation. (B) A tephra 5 m above Poraka
Tephra at Mangatewainui displaying a stable reversed magnetisation. (C) Mudstone 20 cm
above Potaka Tephra at Mangatewaiiti showing reversed polarity and the removal of a
viscous overprint. (D) Normal polarity mudstone beaneath Potaka Tepbra ar Mangatewaiiti.
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er al. 1993). Identical Ar/Ar ages were determined for the ignimbrite phase and the
volcaniclastic sediments supporting their equivalence. The Ar/Ar ages are in accord with the
magnetostratigraphy, which suggests the Potaka Tephra occurs within the Jaramillo Subchron
(0.99-1.07 Ma, based on astonomical chronologies of Shackleton et al. (1990). Details of the
Ar/Ar data are to be presented elsewhere.
8.3.7 Discussion
S trati g raphi c impli c artow
Magnetostratigraphy for several new exposures of Potaka Tephra in the East Coast
region and Ar/Ar ages indicates the tephra occurs in the Jaramillo Subchron and is significantly
older than previous age estimates (ca. 0.60 Ma) (Seward 1974; Seward et al. 1986; Shane &
Froggatt 1991). This means that sequences which contain the tephra and were previously
thought to represent the Brunhes Chron (e.g. Rewa Hill sequence), instead represent the
Jaramillo Subchron, an increase in age from younger than 0.78 Ma to the interval0.99-1.07
Ma.
Traditionally, marine invertebrate macrofossils have been used to subdivide and classify
Pleistocene strata in New 7-eaLand (Fleming 1953; Beu et aL. 1987; Pillans 1992). However,
this has been hindered by the lack of widespread age-indicative bioevents, and does not allow
correlation of non-marine strata. The widespread occurrence of Potaka Tephra shown here,
provides a tie line between many Pleistocene sections of different sedimentary facies, both
marine and non-marine, and in both major islands, over a distance of 600 km (F19. 8.4). Thus
it is a key marker horizon in the Pleistocene. For example, the Potaka Tephra directly correlates
the base of the marine Kai-iwi Group (Fleming 1953) of the Castlecliffian type section at
Wanganui coast to the lower part of the alternating marine/non-marine Kidnappers Group
(Kingma 1971) at Cape Kidnappers, and to the top of the non-marine Mangatarata Formation
(Lillie 1953) in the East Coast. This provides direct correlation between climatically contolled
cyclothems deposited on a shelf (Wanganui coast, Beu & Edwards (1984)) with fluvial and
lacustrine sequences deposited on land. Strata underlying the Potaka Tephra in the I-eader River
repres€nt the only known early-middle Pleistocene (Castlecliffian) marine sediments in the
South Island (G. Warren pers. comm. l99l). The occurrence of Potaka Tephra allows direct
correlation of these sediments to the more extensive sequences in the North Island. Potaka
Tephra gives an temporal control point of ca. 1 Ma to all of these sequences and indicates the
position of the Jaramillo Subchron, in which it is contained. The tephra is also important as it
occurs close to a paleomagnetic transition from normal to reversed (Fig. 8.5). Thus the position
of Potaka Tephra adds substantial temporal control to the New Zealand early Pleistocene.
The presence of Potaka Tephra in sequences provides an opportunity to test the
possible diachroneity of fossil bioevents. For example, first appearance of the marine mollusc
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genus Pecten, occurs 30 m above the tephra and also above the Brunhes-Matuyama boundary
(0.78 Ma) (Turner & Kamp 1990) at the Wanganui coast. However, at Cape Kidnappers, the
genus occurs below the tephra in the Maraetotara Sands (Kingma 1971).It also occurs below
the tephra in the Leader River on the eastern side of South Island (G. Warren pers. comm.
1991). \\us Pecten makes an appeilance some 2O+3OO ka earlier in the East Coast region.
Potaka Tephra is contained within sequences of unconformity bounded cyclothems at
the Wanganui coast and Rewa Hill. These cyclothems are considered to represent high sea level
stands corresponding to odd numbered oxygen isotope stages (Beu & Edwards 1984; Pillans
1992). At periods of low sea level, the coast in the Wanganui area regresses several tens of
kilometres offshore, exposing the shelf. During subsequent transgression,low stand sediments
are eroded producing an unconformity. Therefore the presence of Potaka Tephra in shallow
near-shore marine sediments suggests the eruption occurred during a high sea level stand. As
the tephra occurs near the top of the Jaramillo Subchron, the eruption may correspond to
oxygen isotope stage 27, using the chronology of Shackleton et al. (1990). This is consistent
with the presence of reversed polarity sediments immediately above the tephra. If a period of
normal polarity did occur after the deposition of the tephra, but was not preserved in the
sequences examined, then the eruption may have occuned in stage 29.
Palcogeography
The correlation of the Potaka Tephra provides insight to the paleogeography of the
southern North Island at ca. I Ma, as it demonstrates the temporal equivalence of different
sequences. Its emplacement as an ignimbrite in the East Coast region, some 200 km from
possible sources in the T\IZ, requires lowland passageways though the area of the present Main
Axial Ranges (Fig.8.a) (Shane 1991; Black 1992). The ranges are now up to 1700 m in
elevation and separate depositional basins from the TVZ. The presence of pumice clasts up to
15 cm in size in fluvially deposited Potaka Tephra at Mangatewaiiti and Mangatewainui (250
krn distant from TVZ) suggest river transport from areas more proximal !o the source volcano.
These deposits were not derived from the distal ignimbrite, as it is fine grained with maximum
clast sizes of just 2 cm. Thus river catchmens drained to the East Coast region from TVZ (e.g.
Shane 1991). Today, major river syslems in the TVZ flow to the north and south. To the east,
the Main Axial Ranges form a banier. This points to substantial tectonic activity in the last I Ma
in the central North Island and the formation of a linear mountain range which now sep:lrates
the depositional basin into a East Coast region and the Wanganui basin.
The Potaka ignimbrite was emplaced over a distance of at least 50 km radially to the
TYZin the central East Coast region, i.e. it was not confined to a single valley. Its distribution
and the associated facies, suggest much of the region was lowlands comprising of river braid
plains and freshwater swamps and lakes. At the most easterly exposure, at Cape Kidnappers,
the ignimbrite overlies dune sands on top of near shore sediments, and thus indicates the
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paleocoast line. The emplacement of the tephra on to paleosols with in situ tree stumps and the
presence of logs in the ignimbrite, suggest the region was forested at the time of the eruption.
In contrast, the western side of the North Island (Wanganui basin) was a shallow
marine shelf at I Ma. The Potaka Tephra was carried by rivers and deposited along at least 60
km of coast line, in an estuarine setting. The distribution of the tephra is tangentid to the
present coast line (Fig. 8.4), and up to 40 km inland from it, reflecting subsequent regression
due mainly to tectonism. Overall, the distribution of Potaka Tephra suggests significantly
gentler relief in much of the souilrern Norttr Island at I Ma compared to the present.
The temporal position of Potaka Tephra (l Ma) is also of interest as it occurs close to
the change in the amplinrde and frequency of climatic cycles as indicated by oxygen isotope
chronologies, at about 0.90 Ma (Williams et al. 1988). Increased cycle amplitudes in the
isotope records of the last 0.90 Ma coincides with a change in the cyclic nature of alternating
fluvial conglomerate with mudstone and marine facies in the Cape Kidnappers, thought to be
climatically controlled (Black 1992). Conglomerate units are thicker above the stratigraphic
position of Potaka Tephra, perhaps reflecting more pronounced glaciations and devegetation in
highland areas supplying the coarse detritus. This change to coarser and thicker conglomerate
facies at this time is widespread in the East Coast region, occurring in the Makaroro section,
and elsewhere. The coarse detritus supply may have also been enhanced by increased uplift of
basement in the last I Ma Further studies using climatic indicators such as pollen from sections
containing Potaka Tephra may ultimately provide a very detailed environmental record of the
early and middle Pleistocene.
8.4 KAUKATEA TEPHRA
8.4.1 Introduction
Kaukatea Ash is a name originally given by Seward (1976) to a 4 m thick fine ashy
tephra exposed in the valley of Kaukatea Stream, near Wanganui. The tephra is contained in
marine sediments of the Lower Kai-iwi Siltstone of the Kai-iwi Group, about 14 m above the
Kaimatira Pumice Sand (=pstaka Tephra). Seward (1976) determined a fission-track glass age
of 0.57 t 0.08 Ma for the tephra. Here, the unit is referred to as Kaukatea Tephra to avoid the
implication of grain-size. The tephra can be correlated to several other exposures by its major
and trace element glass chemistry (Table 8.10), paleomagnetism and stratigraphic position
above the Potaka Tephra.
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8.4.2 Stratigraphic characteristics
The Kaukatea Tephra can be correlated via its stratigraphic position and chemistry to an
exposure along Longacre Road (5180), near Kaukatea Stream. The Longacre Road site
provides an easily accessible reference locality for the tephra. There, it consists of a I m thick,
cross-sftatified and laminated coiuse ash, contained within shelly marine sands.
In the East Coast region, at Mangatewaiiti and Mangatewainui Streams, the Kaukatea
Tephra correlative occurs 1.5-3.0 m above the Potaka Tephra- The sequence is well exposed in
Mangatewaiiti stream, where the tephra (5240) is contained within fluvial sediments. Its base is
irregular with a local relief of ca. 0.50 m on top of a paleosol with in situ tree stumps. The
paleosol is developed on weakly suatified sandy mudstone. The lower 0.50 m of tephra is
mainly massive and contains fossil plant fragments. Above the basal ash are two sets of
desiccation cracks and gammate structures developed into the tephra, suggesting at least two
periods of subaerial exposure and non-deposition. This is overlain by at least 1.5 m of
horizontally laminated ash. In Mangatewainui Stream, the base and the top of the tephra (S196)
is not exposed, but at least 3-4 m of finely laminated and bedded tephra occurs. At both these
sections, the tephra has been emplaced by fluvial processes into an overbank setting.
Deposition has involved at least 3 events, possibly floods. The finely laminated top of the
tephra, composed of fine sand and silt sized particles suggest deposition into a still-standing
body of water, such as a small lake. Such a feature is likely to be ephemeral, as the tephra
represents the product of a rapid depositional event on a previously vegetated surface.
The Kaukatea Tephra also occurs at Cape Kidnappers. It is correlated to sample 9
(Kidnappers B) of Black (1992). This tephra (ca. 20 cm thick) is a hard, massive, coarse ash
overlying a paleosol and contained within fluvial, cross-stratified sandy mudstone. The tephra
occurs within the Mt Gordon Beds, above the Potaka Tephra. In total the Kaukatea Tephra can
be correlated over a distance of about 150 km in the southern part of the Nonh Island.
Each of the Kaukatea Tephra correlatives are chemically similar, with SCs in the range
0.92-0.97 for major oxides from EMA data and 0.90-0.95 for trace elements from XRF data
(Table 8.10), supporting their equivalence.
8.4.3 Paleomagnetism and age
At Mangatewaiiti, Mangatewainui and Cape Kidnappers, specimens collected for
paleomagnetic studies from the Kaukatea Tephra reveal a stable reversed polarity (Iable 8.11).
A weak, viscous normal component was partially removed in specimens from Mangatewaiiti
and Cape Kidnappers. Differences in mean direction between sites probably reflecs the degree
of overprint remaining after demagnetisation rather than indicating any real difference in original
field direction. Sandy mudstone beneath the tephra at Mangatewaiiti is of reversed polarity,
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while the underlying Potaka Tephra is of normal polarity. Thus the Kaukatea Tephra occurs a
short distance above a paleomagnetic reversal boundary, interpreted to be the top of the
Jaramillo Subchron. This position is inconsistent with the fission-track age determined for the
tephra (ca. 0.57 Ma) by Seward (1976). Ar/Ar age data from plagioclase in the Cape
Kidnappers exposure give an age of ca. 1 Ma (Chapter 7).
Table 8.11 Paleomagnetic data for the Kaukatea Tephra
si tc
Mangatewaiiti
Mangatewainui
Cape Kidnappen
Polarity
The position of Kaukatea Tephra makes it an important marker horizon which identifies
the top of the Jaramillo Subchron, and can be found close to the widespread Potaka Tephra,
thus producing a stratigraphic framework. Its occurrence indicates the equivalence of parts of
the Kidnappers Group, Mangatarata Formation and Kai-iwi Group.
8.5 STATUS OF SOME OTHER TEPHRAS
8.5.1 Mangapipi Ash
Seward (L976) referred to several tephras exposed by the Mangapipi Stream, near
Highway 43 in the Rangitikei valley Q2A3553M), as Mangapipi Ash. These tephras occur
stratigraphically between Pakihikura Tephra and Rewa Pumice. At least 4 tephra beds (2G100
cm) are exposed, separated by lignite layers and interbedded with carbonaceous mudstone. In
respect to the lignite beds, this sequence differs from the rest in the Rangitikei valley which is
mainly marine. The tephra exposure in Mangapipi Stream can be projected up dip to the top of a
bluff cut by the Pakihikura Stream where it enters the Rangitikei River (n4345355). There,
two tephras (330 and 329), each overlying lignitic paleosols, are exposed 5 and 20 m
respectively, above the Pakihikura Tephra (328) (Fig. 8.1). These tephras presumably
represent part of the Mangapipi sequence. They can be correlated to a pair of tephras (138 and
140) exposed in the Oroua River, on the basis of glass chemistry and their stratigraphic position
above Pakihikura Tephra (Fig. 8.1). Other than this occurrence at Oroua River, the distribution
of Mangapipi Ash is unknown as several tephras, both above and below Pakihikura Tephra in
the East Coast region, have similar glass chemistries and lack distinguishing lithologic
characteristics. However, this does suggest a series of chemically similar eruptives at a similar
suatigraphic level are widespread in the southern North Island.
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Seward (1976) determined a fission-track age of 0.88 t 0.13 Ma on glass from the
upper most bed at Mangapipi Stream. Shane & Froggatt (1991) determined a reversed polarity
for the enclosing mudstone. Stratigraphy determined here, indicates the tephras occur beneath
the Jaramillo Subchron and close to the Pakihikura Tephra (ca. 1.63 Ma).
8.5.2 Rewa Pumice
Rewa Pumice (Seward 1976) is a 1.5m thick, coiuse ash and lapilli unit, exposed by
Highway 43 at Rewa Hill in the Rangitikei valley (T221348317). In this sequence, Rewa
Pumice is the next major volcaniclastic unit beneath Potaka Tephra. Rewa Pumice is current
bedded and cross-suatified. It is enclosed in volcaniclastic sediments which display large mega-
flaser beds and couplets of coarse sand and fine mud beds, suggestive of an inlertidal
paleoenvironment. The tephra has not been recognised in any of the other sections examined
here.
Shane & Froggatt (1991) inferred a reversed magnetic polarity for sediments
immediately underlying Rewa Pumice. Although the sequence is severely overprinted, the
declination of specimens move toward 180" during demagnetisation and away from a normal
polarity (Chapter 3). Seward (I976) determined a fission-track age of 0.74 t 0.09 Ma on glass
for the tephra. An fu/Ar age of 1.429 t0.056 Ma on plagioclase was determined by the SCLF
method (Chapter 7). This age is consistent with a reversed polarity for the tephra.
8.5.3 Un-named tephra in Mangatewaiiti Stream (128)
A tephra (128) with a coarse crystal rich base and consisting of ca. 0.5 m of
horizontally stratified ash and fine lapilli is exposed in Mangatewaiiti StrEam (U231817L66).
The tephra overlies a lignitic paleosol developed on carbonaceous muddy sands. Above the
basal ash bed, up to 3 m of fluvially reworked, laminated fine ash and sand is exposed. The
crystal rich base may represent the initial fallout ash. The tephra can be correlated to another
exposure (190) in Mangatewainui Stream to the NE, by its glass chemistry and
magnetostratigraphic position. In Mangatewainui Stream, the tephra is a 2 m thick cross-
stratified and convolute bedded coarse a^sh and fine lapilli unit, which is horizontally statified at
its top.
The tephra occurs a short distance beneath a normal polarity interval, interpreted to be
the Jaramillo Subchron (0.99-1.07 Ma) in both sections (Chapters 2 and 3). An Ar/Ar SCLF
age of L.237 t 0.069 Ma determined on plagioclase from the tephra at Mangatewaiiti is
consistent with ttris magnetostratigraphic position.
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8.5.4 Rabbit Gully Ignimbrite
A 20-50 cm thick, partially welded ignimbrite within the Rabbit Gully Beds (Kingma
l97I) at Cape Kidnappers (Kidnappers D of Black 1992) NV211556650) is informally referred
to as the Rabbit Gully Ignimbrite. The ignimbrite overlies a thin (10 cm) ash bed and is overlain
by redeposited volcaniclastic sediments, within beds of fluvially deposited conglomerate. The
ignimbrite contains abundant pumice clasts (up to 4 cm in size), both dark and light coloured.
These clasts are often flattened by post-depositional compaction and welding. Accidental ejeck
and rounded greywacke pebbles ingested into the flow during emplacement are also common.
Part of the ignimbrite exposure is disrupted: displaying a wavy base and pinching-out along
strike. Ash beneath the unit displays convolute structures suggestive of subaqueous deposition
and dewatering.
Although the ignimbrite has not been correlated to other sections, it is significant as it
occurs close to the Brunhes-Matuyama boundary and has an Ar/Ar SCLF age of 0.877 t 0.034
Ma (Chapter 7). This age provides temporal control to near the top of the sequence of abundant
tephras in the early-middle Pleistocene in southern North Island, and to the Kidnappers Group.
It also indicates that pyroclastic flows had lowland routes to the East Coast region from the
TVZ, as recently as ca. 0.88 Ma.
8.6 CONCLUSIONS
l. Pakihikura (1.63 Ma), Potaka (1.00 Ma) and Kaukatea (ca. 1 Ma) are 3 widespread early
Pleistocene tephras which can be correlated between basins of the Wanganui and East Coast
regions on the basis of lithology, geochemistry, paleomagnetism and isotopic ages.
2. Potaka Tephra was emplaced as a pyroclastic flow up to 250 km from source into the East
Coast region, and further as a catastrophic flood deposit. Associated fallout ash is found up to
600 km distant in the Irader River in north Canterbury.
3. Potaka Tephra and Kaukatea Tephra mark the top of the Jaramillo Subchron, and correlate
the marine sequences of the Wanganui coast and Rangitikei valley, with fluvial and lacustrine
sequences in the East Coast region.
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Chapter 9
AN INTEGRATED TEPHRO. AND MAGNETO- STRATIGRAPITY FOR THE
EARLY PLEISTOCENE, AND SOME IMPLICATIONS
9.l CORRELATION
A stratigraphic framework has been developed using magnetostratigraphy and the
geochemistry of tephras which allows correladon bet'ween the Wanganui basin and basins in the
East Coast region (Fig. 9.1). Three particularly widespread tephra horizons are recognised:
Kaukatea Tephra (ca. I Ma), Potaka Tephra (1 Ma) and Pakihikura Tephra (1.63 Ma). These
provide time planes through different facies (both marine and non-marine) and between
different basins. Non-marine sequences can now be tied directly to marine sequences where
stage boundaries were originally defined, and in turn the non-marine sequences with abundant
tephras can provide isotopic age control to the stages. As well, many other tephras are
interbedded in these sequences (Fig. 9.1) and will provide further potential for correlation and
age control. The Kaukatea Tephra and Potaka Tephra occur above and below, respectively, the
top of the Jaramillo Subchron (ca. 0.99 Ma) and thus are important markers of this reversal
boundary in the sequences. The age of the Pakihikura Tephra (1.63 Ma, Alloway et al. (1993))
suggests it occurs above the Olduvai Subchron (1.77 -1.95 Ma) and thus explains the lack of a
normal polarity interval in the lower parts of the sequences examined. As indicated by Alloway
et al. (1993), the Pakihikura Tephra occurs close to the international Plio-Pleistocene boundary,
defined as being a short distance above the top of the Olduvai.
Potaka Tephra occurs near the base of the Castlecliffian type section. It thus provides
direct temporal control and is a marker horizon for the base of the stage, as defined at the
Wanganui coast. Its occurrence in the East Coast region correlates the top of the Mangatarata
Formation in the Dannevirke area, and the base of the Kidnappers Group at Cape Kidnappers,
to the base of the Castlecliffian stage. Potaka Tephra is therefore particularly important to local
stratigraphy due its widespread distribution in non-marine strata which typically lack bioevents.
Based on the occurence of Potaka Tephra at the top of the Mangatarata Formation, most of this
formation is older than the Kidnappers Group. However, the two sequences overlap in time, as
strata of Mangatarata Formation at Makaroro River overlie the Potaka Tephra. The Kidnappers
Group represent the interval ca. 0.5-1 Ma (Black 1992). As Pakihikura Tephra (ca. 1.6 Ma)
occurs in the lower part of the Mangatarata Formation, but the Olduvai Subchron is not
recognised, this formation represents the interval from I Ma (Potaka Tephra at top) to ca. 1.6-
1.7 Ma. Thus combined sequences in the East Coast region provide a high resolution record
containing tephras, between 0.5 to 1.7 Ma. A similar continuous record is exposed in the
Rangitikei Valley, although it contains fewer tephras.
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The type sections for New Tnaland Pleistocene stages (Castleclifhan and Nukumaruan)
are separated by an unconformity of unknown duration (e.g. Pillans 1992). Although the
Potaka Tephra occurs in the Castlecliffian part of the section, tephras in the top of the
Nukumaruan part cannot be correlated to any of the prominent tephras elsewhere in the basin.
This suggests that tephras in the sequence close to Pakihikura Tephra and below Potaka Tephra
elsewhere (Fig. 9.1), may be included in the time interval of the unconformity. This would
imply the interval from ca. I Ma to at least 1.7 Ma is missing from the Pleistocene stage type
sections: a significant problem if stage classifications are to be used elsewhere.
9.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR BASIN DEVELOPMENT
The correlation and geochronology of the tephras provide insights to the history of
sedimentation and paleogeography of the southern North Island. During the Pliocene fully
marine conditions occurred throughout the Wanganui, Wairarapa and Hawkes Bay regions
(e.g. Fleming 1953; Lillie 1953; Kingma 1971). In the Hawkes Bay region and the eastern side
of the Wanganui basin (e,g. at Oroua), a gradational change from shallow marine to non-marine
facies is recorded beneath the Pakihikura Tephra (Fig. 8.1). This transition probably reflected
the sedimentary infilling of the basins from increased sediment influx, rather than tectonic
induced regression, as there is a lack of significant disconformities or angular unconformities in
the sequences. As the Pakihikura Tephra is dated at ca. 1.63 Ma, and the Olduvai Subchron
(1.77-t.95 Ma) is not recorded in these sections, the marine to non-marine transition may have
occurred atca.1.7 Ma. Further to the west, in the Wanganui basin, at Rangitikei and Turakina,
the Pakihikura Tephra is contained within marine sediments, suggesting a paleocoast between
these sites and the Oroua sertion. However, a brief change to non-marine conditions above the
tephra at Rangitikei is recorded at the level of the Mangapipi Ash. In the East Coast region from
Mangatewaiiti to Makaroro, a fluvial and lacustrine paleoenvironment persisted, un-intemrpted
at least until ca 1 Ma (age of Potaka Tephra). This terrestrial paleoenvironment continued to ca-
0.5 Ma further north at Cape Kidnappers. There, marine conditions occurred before the
eruption of Potaka Tephra, and 3 minor marine transgressions are recorded in the interval 1.0-
0.5 Ma (Black 1992). These marine incursions at Cape Kidnappers probably reflected a sening
close to the paleocoilst, and a balance between subsidence and sedimentation allowing the
preservation of glacioeustatic high ,sea level stands.
Early Pleistocene conglomerates are rare in sections in the Dannevirke area and in the
Wanganui basin at Rangitikei and further west. However, beds of fine greywacke
conglomerates occur near the level of Pakihikura Tephra at the Tukituki and Oroua sections
(Chapter 2). Thus local Mesozoic greywacke basement was exposed close to the site of the
present main Axial Ranges at ca. 1.6 Ma. Conglomerates become more common in the
sequences of the East Coast at the level of Potaka Tephra and above (<1 Ma). This increase in
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coarse deuitus may reflect increased tectonic uplift in the area of the main Axial Ranges and/or
more pronounced erosion due to devegetation linked to climatic cooling (e.g. Black 1992).
Major fluvial and pyroclastic transport routes from the TYZ to the East Coast and through the
main Axial Ranges, persisted to at least as recently as 0.8 Ma, as evidenced by the emplacement
of the Rabbit Gully ignimbrite at Cape Kidnappers. Therefore much uplift must have taken
place in the last 0.8 Ma.
In contrast to the late Pleistocene and Holocene lectonic regime of uplift and terrace
formation in the East Coast and Wanganui basin regions, subsidence dominated from before
1.7 Ma to at least 0.5 Ma. The isotopic ages of the early Pleistocene tephras allow average
sediment accumulation rates to be estimated (Table 9.1) and indicate deposition was rapid (>
0.4 rn/103 yr). The actual sedimentation rates are highly variable as both flood deposits and
paleosols arc present in ttre sections. However, the average accumulation rates reflect the rate of
basin subsidence for these time intervals. Accumulation rates are fast at sites distal to the
present location of the Main Axial Ranges, e.g. at Cape Kidnappers and Rangitikei, and slow at
Makaroro, the section closest to the ranges (Table 9.1).
Table 9.1. Average sediment accumulation rates for stratigraphic intervals between tephras with
isotopic ages (Pot= Potaka, Pak= Pakihikura)
section
Cape Kidnappas
Mangatewainui
Mangatewaiiti
lvlakaroro
RewaHill
tephras
128-Pot
Pak-128
128-Pot
Pak-Pot
Rewa-Pot
Pak-Rewa
time interval thickness accumulation(Ma) (m) rate (m/103 yr)
Pot-Rabbit Gully 1.004.88 ln 1.03
r.24-1.00 ru1.63-t.24 177.5
1.24-1.00 165
1.63-1.00 to7
1.43-1.00 r391.63-1.43 250
0.52
0.46
0.69
0.17
0.32
1.03
9.3 ERUPTTVE CHRONOLOGY
The onset of frequent volcanism recorded in sequences of the southern North Island,
i.e. the first appearance of abundant tephras, occurs a short distance below the Pakihikura
Tephra (ca. 1.6 Ma) (Fig. 9.1). This is equivalent to the age of the oldest ignimbrite thought to
have been erupted from the Mangakino Caldera: Ignimbrite A (1.603 X0.022 Ma) @ringle et
al.1992). Thus the distal tephra sequences may be a record of the onset of volcanism in the SW
part of the TVZ. Prior to this, large scale rhyolitic volcanism is known to have occurred in the
more distant Coromandel region (Skinner 1986) and this may explain the sparse occurrence of
tephras below the tephra sequence at the level of Pakihikura Tephra. Exposures of an ignimbrite
Table 9.2. Number of tephras, their character and possible enrptive events in the main sections
examined in this study.
secEon
Mangatewaiiti
Mangatewainui
Oroua
Rewa ttil/Rangitinei
Makaroro
Tukintki
Manawanr
Pohangina
Cape Kidnappers*
9
13
8
9
7
3
2
7
7
3
3
3
4
3
7
I
0
2
correlatives in more than one section
TUTAL
# consist of a single or dominat compositional population of shards
@ consist of amultiple ompositional pqulations of sbrds or are reworked layers
tcalcutated by subtracting comelatives ftom tbe tpbras with homogeneous elasses
* Cape Kifuappers tepbrasre, resentgrotrps associarcd with aprticulaenrption
glass composition
homogeneou# mixed@
unique
correlatives,eruptiveeventst
6
10
5
5
4
I
1
7
5
7
51
3
J
3
2
1
0
5
3
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referred to as Rocky Hill by Pringle et al. (1992) have yielded an age of 0.955 + 0.025 Ma, and
this ignimbrite is considered to be the youngest erupted from the Mangakino Caldera (e.g.
Wilson et al. 1984, Wilson 1986). This age is close to that of the Potaka Tephra (ca. I Ma),
and thus the distal sequences in the East Coast region may be a relatively complete eruptive
record of the Mangakino Caldera-
In spite of the temporal similarity between the distal tephras and Mangekino
ignimbrites, precise correlations are not yet possible due to geochemical alteration of the
ignimbrites. Also, some of ttre distal tephras may be unrecognised in the Mangakino area iN un-
welded ignimbrites and fallout ash are generally poorly preserved there (e.g. Wilson 1986).
9.4 NUMBER AND FREQUENCY OF ERUPTIVE EVENTS RECORDED IN DISTAL
SEQUENCES
The complete eruptive record of the TYZfor the early-middle Pleistocene is difficult to
precisely determine for several reasons including: (l) small and less explosive eruptions may
not be recorded in distal sequences; (2) the sequences are not completely exposed; (3) the
chronology for some sequences is uncertain; (4) many tephras are chemically similar and occur
stratigraphically close, making correlation uncertain; (5) many tephras have been reworked to
produce new stratigraphic horizons in the same sequence; and (6) the differing preservation
potential of various sedimentary facies.
To assess the number of different eruptive events in the study sections, the glass
chemistry and stratigraphic position of each tephra were examined. Different eruptive events are
identified as tephras having unique geochemistry and/or stratigraphic position. Further, the
tephra must have a homogeneous glass composition or contain a distinctive dominant glass
population, to be considered to represent an eruptive event. Therefore tephms consisting of
multiple glass populations of different compositions are excluded and considered to represent
the products of depositional reworking. A summary of tephras in the major sections classified
according to this scheme is summarised in Table 9.2. For Cape Kidnappers, 7 different tephra
groups are recorded following Black (1992). Each group is considered to represenr mulriple
reworking events of an initial eruption. In all of the sections examined, correlatives of Z
different tephras can be found in more than one section (see Fig. 9.1). This leaves a total of 51
different tephra horizons. This number is tentative due to the factors outlined above. In
particular, further correlations may be possible with additional chronological conrol.
The time interval represented by the sections extends from about 0.5 Ma (the top of the
Cape Kidnappers section) to about L.77 Ma, on the assumption that the Olduvai Subchron
(1.17'L.95 Ma) is not present in any of the sections (Fig. 9.2). Many tephras are presenr in
only one section and thus multiple sections of the same time interval provide a better record.
Most of the sections represent the inlerval from I Ma to 1.77 Ma,excluding Cape Kidnappers
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and the Pohangina section (see Chapter 3). In this interval of ca. 0.77 Ma,39 differcnt tephras
were found. This gives an average frequency of 1 event per 20 ka. A more conservative
estimate of frequency can be obtained from the two long, closely spaced, parallel sections of
Mangatewaiiti and Mangatewainui. Correlation between the sections is well constrained, thus
avoiding the possible multiple counting of tephras that may be correlatives. These two sections
csntain 19 different tephras in an age range of 0.77 Ma at an average frequency of 1 per 40.5
ka. However, the disribution of tephras in this time interval is not uniform as most eruptive
events are recorded at the level of Pakihikura Tephra (1.63 Ma) or immediately below it (Fig.
e.2).
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Appendix I
ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSES OF GLASS SIIARDS IN EARLY
PLEISTOCENE TEPHRAS
Technique
Samples of ash or pumice clasts were crushed and wet sieved to obtain the 60-250 p
size fraction. Glass in this fraction was purified with the use of a frantz magnetic separator,
mounted in epoxy resin and polished. Individual glass shards were analysed by a Jeol 733
Superprobe at the Analytical Facility at Victoria University using a procedure similar to that
described by Froggatt (1983). Operating conditions included a current of 8 nA at 15 kV and a
20 p beam diameter. Analytical standards were measured frequently for monitoring and
calibration. Typical standard analyses obtained in the period spanning 1990 to 1993 and
detection limits are as follows:
SiOZ
AJzoz
TiO2
FeO
Mgo
CaO
Na2O
Kzo
CI
Total
n
EMA
74.es(.37)
10.42(.23',)
0.17(.04)
3.40(.16)
0.02(.02)
0.1s(.os)
s.29(.32)
4.45(.14)
0.31(.0s)
e9.15(.51)
30
KN- 18
I
74.60
10.53
0.18
3.45
0.01
0.15
5.68
4.39
0.37
99.36
EMA
50.80(.30)
12.28(.25)
4.rs(.r2)
13.23(.3r)
5.03(.12)
e.1e(.20)
2.8r(.14)
0.82(.04)
98.30(.6s)
34
VG-A99
2
50.94
12,49
4.06
13.30
5.08
9.30
2.6
0.82
98.65
DL
0.07
0.06
0.07
0.11
0.06
0.05
0.09
0.05
0.05
KN- 18: comenditic obsidian, |rfxiyasha, Kenya.
VG-A99: basaltic glass, Makaopuhi, Hawaii (USNM 113498i1)
1: analysis from Nielsen and Sigurdsson (1981)
2: analysis from Jarosewicb et aI. (1980).
DL= typical detection limit; n= number of analyses.
Analyses of the early Pleistocene glasses are recalculated to l00%o on a volatile-free
basis with the difference being expressed as water, due almost entirely to hydration (e.g-
Froggatt 1983). In this appendix each analysis represents a single shard with the mean and
standard deviation shown on the last two lines of the analyses columns. Where shards of
different composition ilre rccognised, they are presentcd separately from the main population.
$tO2 Al2O3 TlO2 FcO MtO CrO Nr2O K2O Cl r.tcr
120 Mrnsstcmiiti Sn U23l82515G817153
0.38 o.2 0.04 0.17
76 tL6L 0.22 r32
75.14 t2.99 0.15 2.2E
0.03 0.ll 0.15
0.07 0.94 4.26
0.14 l.t3 4.17
116
0.36 0.04 1.43
4.ll 0.18 63.t2 0.16 8.19
3.73 0.19 5.8
3.79 0.13 6.t7
3.67 0.2t 5.63
4.18 0,2 5.153.8 0.15 4.63
3.84 0.2 7.12
4.05 0.8 5.72
3.gz 0.19 5.15
3.86 0.19 5.67
0.17 0.o4 0.76
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4.39 0.17 5.%
4.t3 0.D 6.16
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tzt 4.s 3.48 0'17 6.25Ll2 4.5r \A Ol9 6.13
l.l5 .1.37 3.,tt 0.15 5:ll
Lt6 4.n 3.66 0.lr s.il
0.0e O.2 O.l2 O.Gt 0..|5
O12 t.tS a.06 O2l /+.1/t
ofl 3.79 1.6 0.2 !.9
012 l.7S ,1.17 0.15 Ll2
0J9 t.n +2t 0.18 La
o1? t.t 4.lt 0.19 Lo
0.06 0.(B 0.09 0.(n 0.88
293 Pskihikw Pumicc, Chslt$heFHuntG{Tille Rd T2?J162157
0.17
0.2
0.2
0.23
o.2
024
021
o22
o22
0.15
o2l
0.o3
4.13 3.01
1.25 t.2l
4.v L94
1.2 28t
4.tt 3.08
,+.49 Lgt
4.n ?.v
4.31 3.31
4.8 L942a Lrz
4.29 3.04
0.1 0.19
.54
.5
.42
.,|8
5
.6
.63
.55
.#
-55
.52
0.16 5.8
0.19 4n
o.zt 5.4!
0.21 5.19
0.2t 6lr0.2 6980.u 7.55
0.18 7.t70.8 5.06
0.17 5.r0.2 5.r5
0.03 1.04
19 Kei-iwi/Bruruwick Rd R22fr78503
3.15 0.16 5.13
3.53 0.19 &21
t.1 0.14 t.42
3.45 0.13 7.U\n 0.15 1.tz
3.6 0.15 t.45
1.52 0.13 6.04
3.5 0t9 9.t4
3.X 0.16 7.63.5r 0.13 7.33
3.42 0.15 1.Xt
0.13 0.92 1.46
4.9:l 0.25 
'4.554.86 0.18 4.14
4J6 0.21 4.ll
1.6 0.34 5.01
4.79 0.2. 1
15t O.n. 4.65
,1.93 O.tz \n
1,9 0.U 3.36
4.&t o.u r.n
4.96 0.21 3.Al
4AZ O.B LU2
ol4 0.0{ 0.62
3.86 0t7 4.6
3.58 0.19 3.09
3.9,t 0.19 t.t3J O.zt 3.dt
4.15 (t15 7.n
3.?9 0.17 /t5t
4.(l5 0.1t 6.1
3.t 0.2 5.+5
3.72 0.21 L79
3.75 0.19 tJ
3.&l o.lt 5.0r
0.1? o.g2 1.95
t.g 0.15 6.19
3-:5 o'15 5.n
4.01 0.17 +n
tr3 0,16 s.v2
165 0.lr 4.4
3.06 o.ta \n
t.67 o,zt 8.19
3.17 o.lt 5.58
3,&5 0.t7 4,3
3.91 O.13 5.O(
3.6 0.16 S.'14031 oql Lzt
drs 0.6 1.6
3.9t 0.23 t.U9.n o.xt 1.7
3.t5 o.xtr 3.45
1.O 0.2 3.93.8 0.4 +S
4.14 0.2 4.4t
0.13 l.lt 4.s
0.08 0.8r 3.91
0.13 l.l 3.95
o.tz l.l4 3.88
0.t 0.t5 3.4
0.15 1.01 3J2
0.09 1.04 3.n
0.1l 0.94 !.79
0.13 0.n 3.91
0.13 1.08 3.7r
o.tz l.0l 3.t3
0.o2 0.r 0.17
0.16 l.r8 4.2
0.16 1.04 1.t2
0.15 l.r2 4.x
0.14 l.q3 4.c7
0.17 l.16 4.4t
0.15 t.l5 1.8
o.lt l.l8 4.18
0.14 1.08 4.14
0.lt t.l 4-?l
0.16 t.tz 4.n
0.02 0.6 0.09
0.09 0.G 4.ll
o.Ct O.l4 /t6
0.05 0.66 3.t
o.cr, 0.72 3J2
0.07 0J4 4.X2
0.06 0.6{ 1.t7
0.06 0.?6 4.u
0.05 0,e 3.95
0.05 012 4.t1
0.06 0.7 4.ol0.0t 0.6 0.lr
0.1 l.ll 4.ztt0.07 Lat 4.6
0.ll t.ot 4.62
0.17 1.05 4.6:r0.0t LqI 4.3t
0.15 1,0{ 4.65
0.r7 r.o 4.60.ll r.l3 4s
0.12 l.ot 4.fl
0.04 0.(x 0.09
0.08 134 3.860.o LB 3.8
3.88 0.n 6.4
4.2 0.Zl 7.6
3.9 o.It 5.83
1.62 0.2E 3.66
4.42 0.U 61t
1.% O.X 4.4
3.trJ 0.21 \n
3.48 0.29 4.3
3.71 O.B 4.71
3.5r O.B 7.14
3.E5 0.U 537
0.29 0.0J L.v
1.49 0.17 4.6
!.17 o.Xt 5.8
3.7t O.2 4.43
3.49 0.2 4.U
3.55 0.2 7.29
3.O O.l7 6.,1E
3.45 0.21 4.93
3.4t Ol8 5.n
3.31 0.18 5.1
1.19 0.19 5.38
0.ll 0.o2 0.9r
1.9 0.8 7A1
4.19 0.21 6.61
4.lt o.u 6.4
4.88 0.n 9.6
4.?5 0.lr 7:16
1.2 0.8 S.n
4.2 0.8 7Sl
4.U2 0.r5 4.t9\m o.x 4:12
1.8 O.Zt 668
o.n o.gj 1.62
3.59 0.2 652358 0.r9 5.09
33 0.2 7.75
3.51 0.2 4.04
3.15 0.16 3.51
t.29 0.17 4.n
3.65 0.19 6B
3.r 0.2 5.8
3.51 0.19 5.12
0.15 0.02 1.4
3.rc 0.2 5.68
3.:18 0.16 6.52
195 Matrbiar lgninbrite (brrc)
77-26 tL4r 0.r4 l.l2
7r.0r l23l 0.1 1.09
76.59 tt.n 0.14 r.1
17.5 tL17 0.ll 1.06
76.t7 tL56 0.14 1.08
77.7t 12.4 0.t2 l.O7
77.05 l25l 0.1 t.1t
77.tt tL62 0.12 0.93
77.62 t23S 0.16 t.tz
77.79 tL42 0.1 I
77.?A l2j.t 0.12 1.070.4,:t on 0.o2 0.(r'
297 reh bolcr Mrtrhim Igninbritc
29t (ignimbrils). McCoy Rd
77.55 t2l 0.1 l.u
77.85 tLfr' 0.14 1.07
77.5t tLz8 0.0r t.x2
n3 l2z 0.13 t29
77.X rL2t 0.1 t2S
77.n l11r 0.12 t.u
77.U tln 0.09 rO2
Tt.Lz l2t3 0.1 134 0.1 t2A \n r.2L ol9 5.4
76.n t2s4 0.15 135 0,08 t.?t 3.98 3.49 017 5.Zl
77.69 tL38 0gl 136 0.1 l.l9 3.r 3.8 0.16 4.7177t 1251 0.12 l2li 0.1 1.3 3.99 3.1{ 0.17 6..11
77.y rx65 0.0t 135 0.ll l.l9 3.6| t.lt 0.2 7.9
77.U 1139 0.1 tn 0.07 LXt 3.91 3.Of Ol4 tn)
77.79 rL37 0.13 LU 0fi7 l.16 3.96 3.r5 0.C 1.ll
77.25 rL6 0.08 132 0.r2 l.l9 3.94 3.3 0.2 4.9
77.39 rL54 0.l l r32 0.09 1.23 3.8t t.zt 0.17 5.80.3 o.tt 0.03 004 0s2 0.06 0.11 0.15 0.04 1.2
3o7 trib. to Pobmgin Rivs TUA59993
74.t2 13.6t 0.19 L2t 0.ll t.u 1.19 3.e 0.21 5.6
14.25 13.41 0.21 23 0.12 l.zt 1.31 ?.79 0.X 4.36
74.02 13.46 o.lt 2s6 0.13 1.3 4.r5 9.52 0.2 3.3
74.49 13.3t 0.13 XU 0.13 t.2t +A 3.56 0.19 3.7
7!.& ll:73 0.19 2.n 0.16 l.l9 ,1.63 3,98 0.18 625
71.15 14 0.16 LT 0.1'l l2t 4.t3 3.99 0.19 7.61
73.91 13.51 0.18 Z8 0.13 t.25 1.62 1.75 O.2t 5.6
0.,|{t O.U 0.0. 0.0{ o.m 0.(x 0.21 0.2 0.03 1.65
76.59 r2-4,|. 0.13 135 0.06 0.69 4.ll 1.15 0.19
76.55 LL42 0.ll l/{5 0.06 0.69 {.(B 454 0,1974.n 13.38 0.09 1.89 0.13 093 {.55 4.6 0.21
75.11 t3.m oJ2 1.71 0.1 0.99 1.y {.6 0.n
308 trib. to Pohenjinr Rivct T24459993
74.18 lt.Sl 0.13 2.2 0.1,+ l.l8 +n 3.61 0.21 5.66
75A rL92 0.16 r.94 0.U 1 4.32 3.9 0.8 L}t
75.12 t2.n 0.14 2.VI 0.08 1.03 4,n 4.r3 0.r7 276
76.92 rL1 0.ll 0.82 0.09 012 3.62 +n 0.t8 6.4t
75.01 r3.E 0.19 r.92 0.08 0.93 456 3.81 O.?S &9J
76.n n-$ 0.ll 151 0.0? 0.61 4v ,t l5 0.21 t.54
76.18 Lz-t/. 0.1 li9 0.08 0.82 1.U 4.08 0.lt 3.n
74.41 1359 0.15 2.18 0.t l.l ,1.6E 3.6 0.17 5J2
77.16 12"75 0.1 1.06 0.0t l!7 t:ll 3.9,1 0.14 t.1S74.n 13.37 0.16 l.9l 0.13 l3t 4.55 3.65 0.3/t 6.gl
75.55 13.05 0.14 |ir 0.1 0.95 1.13 3.99 o2l 5.,1
l.Cl 036 0.03 0.4t o.m 0.17 0.39 0.4 0.06 LE
3{D bib.lo Pohmgine Rivcr TUl45999t
76.04 lZ85 0.rl 130 0.O7 0.t2 
'1.r9 4.43 0.2076.1t 13.09 0.lo l.l7 0.r0 t.t7 t.vr 4.15 0.15
74.92 t1.12 0.13 a05 o.il 0.9r 4.5r 1:15 0.8
77.15 tLS5 0.0r 1.28 0.05 oJr 4.m 4.O3 0.1r
74.85 13.23 0.O8 t.t3 0.17 t.l6 {54 3.90 0.8
310 tib. lo Poh$ginr Rivcr T241459994
15.70 13.06 0.t1 t37 0.09 0.89 4.n 3.6 0.t9 &71
71.11 r3.5r 0.25 L26 0.r8 l3l 1.62 3.53 0.21 1.9
3ll hib. !o Pohmgim Rivcr 7241459994
74.81 1335 0,15 Ln 0.16 l.l4 4.6 3.31 0.21 4.55
71.39 13.,14 0.16 2.1 0.13 1.09 4.85 3.n 0.21 /1.86
74t t332 0.2 L28 0.14 t.t4 4.O 3.y 0.18 3r
74.2 r3J9 0.r5 L29 0.12 r.ll +n 354 0.8 6.02
74,17 13.46 O.2 L45 o.lit 1.08 4.73 3.4 o.lt 4.96
71.37 13.'19 0.16 2.2 0.08 l.16 
'1.94 3.1 O.2l 1I71.64 13.,t 0.16 2.16 0.12 l.?3 1.61 3.i11 O.Xl 4.7
14.$ 13.38 0.17 Lzl 0.15 l.t 4.7 3.al 0.2 432
71,2 l3J3 0.t4 2.3 0.t7 l.O9 4.87 3.5 0.19 4.6t
74.U 13.{t 0.r2 235 0.u l.l8 4.911 3.45 o.Xl +n
74.6 13.'!t 0.16 LE 0.13 l.l3 ,0.?t 3.al 0.2 a.5t
o.B 0.08 0.o3 0.09 0.03 0.05 0.t2 o.fi 0.Q 065
312 trb. to Pobrngine Riva TU1459991
75.11: l3.ll 0.15 1.93 0O7 0.89 ,1.36 3.93 0.19 l.U
74.58 r3.U 0.23 Ztg 0.15 l.lt {J5 3J6 0.lr {.01
7S.O 13.t6 0.16 Ltl 0.1 l.o2 4.:Ii 3.&{ Olt 2SS
71.il 13.3t 0.ll Lo' 0.15 0.96 {.64 3.9t 0.17 4.n71.6 1353 O.l7 2.2 0.09 l.l 
'r53 :I54 Ol9 6n?.t.ll 13.35 O.2 22I 0.r4 l.lt 4.8t 3.6t o2l Z8l
74.59 l33a 0.r7 Lt6 0.15 t.VI 4.n 35t 0.2 152
74.72 ltil, 0.17 2^lt 0.12 l.O5 ,1.5t t:15 0,19 1,2
o.1 0.14 0.o{ 0.n 0.03 0.r 0.2 0.17 0.01 L.B
77.t6 t231 0,06 l3l 0.06 0.95 t.n 3.$ Ol5 1.%
77.71 tL32 0.06 l.l2 0.13 0.92 t.$ 4.08 0.12 4.8
313 bib. b t-cr&r Riva, N. Cmtcrhry
77.09 tL?l, O.l3 t.U 0.r5 0.9{ 3.90 \n O.n 7.42
77.19 lLIt 0.t6 135 0.14 1.06 3.il 3.'' O.X 4.15
71.45 tLn 0.16 l3r 0.12 0.93 3.?6 3.79 o.Tt 60{
77.63 1224 0.13 l.l.l 0.12 l.O5 3.72 3.7t 0.1t 4.5
77.76 lLzl 0.13 1.09 0.o7 0.t8 3.90 l:fz O.B ,{.99
7?.93 17.t7 0.t2 0.97 0.06 0.8r \n 3.83 0.8 55
??35 tLU 0.12 Llg 0.09 0.89 3.83 t.6 0.23 1:t1
??.r8 1L2t 0.d, 1.15 0'05 09{ 3.79 3.6r O.n 5.7677.$ tLfi O.08 tgz 0.06 0.?5 3.O 4,n 0.29 7.Q
126
77.n 12.31 0.15 0.94 0.06 0,?l 3.61 4.C 0.X 4.6t
77.5t rL97 0.11 t$ 0.08 0.86 3:tO 4.ll 0.19 5.n
Tl.2r rLx 0.15 r33 0.09 l.m 3.68 3.95 0.23 4.93
n.4t LLm 0.17 rz) 0.13 0.99 3.& 3.91 0.n 4.05
77.51 l2.v 0.13 tos 0m 0.&l 3.72 4.Ol 0.33 t.33
77.70 t2"18 0.09 to3 0.09 0.80 3.65 4.ZI 0.25 6.4
77.5t t13l 0.16 1.06 0.09 0.90 9.7t 3.98 0.20 6.9
n.$ rLn 0.13 l.t3 0.09 0.90 3.7s 3.90 0.25 5.70
0.a 0.r, 003 0.13 0.03 0.10 0.09 0.n 0.03 r.29
3lf Ls&r Rivcr, N. C$tcrbury
n9L tz:I 0.09 r.05 0.r2 0.t7 3.6E t.E2 0.2ti 4.6
n.1 tL29 0.17 1.21 0.1 1.06 3.79 9.6 0.2r 5.3
nJ tLtT 0.2t t.lt 0.ll 0.99 4.01 tIt 0.3 8.16
77.51 rL29 0.t6 l.l7 012 0.95 3.73 tJg 0.8 4.85
n.72 1t.99 0.14 r.u 0.14 | ).e \79 0.6 4.4
n.sg tl.?i 0.17 t.lg 0.1 0.95 3.86 3.65 0.u 5:15
n1 nn 0.14 t.26 0.08 0.9r t.g \n o.TL 4.74
TL71 12"06 0.14 l.lt 0.15 l.l 3.61 t.tz 0.n 5.08
77.77 lZ16 0.09 r24 0.0t 0.95 t.9 3.9r o.2A 4.9
n.9 tzt7 0.14 t.2 0.12 0.?5 3.58 4.2r O.X 5.?t
n.8 lzlit 0.12 l.16 0.12 0.78 3.65 4 0.n. 5J3
7r.09 tzn 0.t2 0.99 0.u 0.8 3.68 3.71 0.2 3.t
n.$ l2l8 0.1 135 0.09 0.90 3.6 3.53 0.n 7.A
n.w tL29 o.lt tJ2 0.16 o.Et 3.6 3.67 0.21 t.v3
nJ tL2t 0.t4 l.lt o.lt 0.9{ 9.7 t.79 0.u 5.050.a 0.1 003 0.09 0m 0.1 0.t2 0.17 o.cl 1.2
315 Orotr Riva T2261752
11J6 13.86 0.21 1.82 021 t.65 3.U 1.4 0.n 7.79
75.71 13.14 0.n l.4l 0.28 l.t 4.S 3.v 0.2 5.72
7t.57 13.38 0.29 tJ O2L 1.9 t.vz 3.A 0.25 5.t
ls.n n.46 0.17 tsz 032 1.38 4.O 3.gt 0.2 5.9
71.U 13.9 039 1.79 02t 1.56 3.96 3.5 0.31 5.62
74.09 t3.95 0.3 L09 0.3 1.6.' 4.v !.m O.U &94
75.75 13.15 0.19 l.,ll 0r{9 1.43 4.11 1.2 O.U 5.7
71.t9 13.51 0.3 rt 0.25 r.5 4.16 3.52 0.17 6.6
74.6t t!.6 0.I3 1.9 0.21 L.g2 4.14 \A 0.18 6.75
75-m 13.51 0J,{ t12 02t 154 4.Al !.n O.B 6.50.6a 032 0.08 0.r2 0.0r 0.1 0.15 0.17 0.05 r.l8
75.8 13.4 0.O8 l.t9 0.0t 0.v2 3:12 4.67 0.15 5.65
316 Ororr Rivq T):U622l63
7t.?6 14.14 0.I2 247 0.13 t.3 47t 3.43 0.U 752
73.16 t4.E 0,29 L74 0.16 l.l4 4.e t.42 0.16 7.6
73.U 14.15 0.18 2.65 O21 t.2l 4.6'1 3..1t 0.2r 6.63
73.11 13.98 0.19 L4t 0.25 l.29 1J5 3.55 0.17 6.28
73.29 l/t.14 026 256 0.14 l.2t 4.61 3.55 O.U 7.38
73.16 14.13 0.18 2.4 0.21 t.n 4.88 1.42 0.25 7.83
7t.32 14.03 o.At L43 021 l.l5 4.@ \n 0.53 5.5t
73.14 V.Al o.Xt L12 0.17 1.3 4.49 3.4r 0.1t 7.t2
73.49 l4.ll 0.15 LOt 0.ll Ln 4.9 3.t8 0.2t 5.v
73.!5 l4.lr O.Z3 L46 o.lt t.26 4.61 3.5 0.U 6.Et
olt 0.0t 0.04 0.2 0'05 0.09 0.t2 0.16 0.ll 0.n
74.43 13.:t6 0.15 1.9? 0.ll 0.96 4.21 1.53 0.25 7J4
320 Mstiitiri Tufi, Mang*ipom M S22IO994U
71.U 13.54 0.2 Lls 0.1,1 0.$4 4.71 3.t 0.16 &78
76.6 tL92 0.16 1.4 0.1 0.63 3.75 4.ll O.Xl 6.{l
71.4 rt.1t 0.2 LX 0.0t 0.94 4.72 3.n 0.X 6J3
733 13.33 0.26 l.r2 o.lt o.yl 4.15 9.92 o.Ll 735
76.45 rL49 0.22 1.62 008 0.7 4.X 3.U 0.A 5.09
76.91 tL82 0.15 Ln 0.2 1.13 t.6 3.6t 0.r7 608
75.1t t3.t2 0.t3 l.7t 0.1 I 433 4.01 0.17 6.06
76,67 t3.t 0.t2 r.23 0.15 t.n 3.O 3.63 0.18 5.61
7157 13.53 0.13 237 0.09 t.@ 4.6 3.11 0.U 7.1
75.6t rl2 0.17 t17 0.t2 0.% 1.x2 3.7 0.2 65
o99 0J 0.05 o/.2 o.Ot 0.2 O.l4 0.29 0.04 o.TL
:IXt MrLiriliri Tutr, Wsgrnui Rivcr T22663390
71.v 13.25 OZI 1.9? 0.16 0.tS ,188 3.5 An 5.99
7431 13.54 0.16 2.3 O.l2 0.98 4.', 3./t 0.21 4.75
74:t5 13.14 037 Ltg 0.18 1.06 4.81 3.5 0.21 4.98
71.55 t3f, 0l,1 Ltl 0.1 Lm {il 3J O2l 5.29
74i1 lt.y 023 2-rS 0.1,1 0.98 1.72 3.8 0.21 J.25
0.16 0.1? 0,07 o.l4 004 0,0 o.15 ots 0.01 0.54
32f Mskiritiri TulX, Wmgrnui Rivcr T22863390
75.23 13.14 0.22 2.t 0.14 0.99 4.3 3.65 0.8 1,7
74.49 13.52 024 2.0t 0.t l.o5 ,1.61 t.7 0.2 3.5474.fi 13.44 0.17 226 0.09 0.n 459 tJ O.n 3.96
71.93 t3.41 O.n LA3 0.ll o.tr 4.19 t.61 0.8 L78
75.18 tt.tz 0.25 1.98 o.lt 1.14 4.35 3.61 0.6 3.16
75.16 13.04 0.17 Lrg o.lt | 1.6 t.{t o.x t.Tr
75.1 13.06 0.18 2.t 0.0t 0.99 1.9 t:Ir o.2r 3.ll
71.4 13.28 0.18 Ln 0.15 t.A 4.63 tn 0.t9 LX
71.89 13.25 021 2.13 0.11 l.0l 1.52 !.6 0.n !49
0.33 0.r9 004 0.1 0.02 0.0r 0.13 0.09 0.gl 0.63
315 WriFru A8t\ R.rngititd Rivcr T22153390
75,67 13.85 0.15 rfl 0.ll 0.85 l.# .155 0.16 7.3
75.4 t1.71 0.17 159 0.1 0.8:t 3.5 4.51 0.18 6.76
't5.18 1t.62 0.15 la:t 0.16 0.95 3.,16 1.9 0.17 6l
75.56 13.65 0.r5 t.6 0.15 0.92 3.dt 4.X 0.2 &6
75.22 lt.r,!t 0.12 tA7 0.19 0.9 3J't 436 0.17 6.2s
75.f7 135' O.r2 Lts o.fl l.0l t.U 4.16 g2l 5.98
7553 13.{6 0.09 152 0.r3 0.X t.9 4.61 (}18 7.n
75.t5 l3.il,r 0.15 ta 0.u 0.96 t.a +2 an 7.71
75.82 13.54 0.r5 152 0.09 I 3.68 il.6 0.15 5.94
1S.n B.n 0.15 157 0.14 093 t.n 4$ 0.16 5.X
75.6t 13.61 0.14 1.49 0.12 0.93 t.X 4.38 o.lt 6.54
0.2 0.t6 orn 0.1 0.o4 005 0.17 0.2 0.02 o.at
326 Reryitikci Riva 7181t354155
75.11 13.13 0.17 1.86 0.17 0.9,1 .15 3.n 0.8 L17
745 lt.U 0.n 1.98 0.22 t.02 /t.15 ,Ll3 0.3t LB
76.25 13..19 0.14 152 0.0t 0.71 1.2t 3.96 O.Xl 5.4
76.39 ILTL 0.11 tis 0.06 06 1.O 1.X 0.2 5.21
74.4 13.13 0.8 l.t 0.t5 lo5 4.32 3.U O.n 4.9
75.96 13.03 0.12 lA7 0.09 0.63 
't.3 4.3 0.1? 60976.2t 1283 0.1 1.48 0.04 0.69 
'l.l +n 0.2 6.0175:'3 t3.21 0.ll 1.7 0.(B 0:12 1,16 3.99 0.6 7.8
76.y 1294 0.15 l./t 0.16 0.75 
'1.35 3.tl 0.14 5.474.75 13.53 0.2 l:14 0.r5 0.9 1.72 3.6 0.6 &14
75.58 !3.21 0.16 1.64 0.12 0.81 43 4.U2 0.U 5.3t0.7r 036 0.c' 0.2 0.06 0.16 0.2 0.u o.o 1.75
327 Ringititci Rivsr T22154355
74.64 13..18 o.lt 2.22 0.18 l.l2 a.6l 3.34 0.21 S.tl
74.55 1X.62 O.2l 2.1 0.18 l.l ,1.38 3.9 0.15 3.0t
71.42 13.64 0.r9 2.09 0.2 t.26 1.6 t.% 0.19 4.n
71.t7 13.79 0-17 Lrr 0.1r r.u 4.4 
'n 
0.19 611
71.62 13.39 0.1,1 L21 4.2 Ll? 1fi 3.9 0.17 /t.Ct
74.75 13.59 0.22 Lls O.l7 |.lt 4.114 333 o.lt .t 3t
?/1.38 13.71 0.15 2 0.17 l.l2 {.tl 1.5 0.1? 5.r9
71.56 1352 0.21 L22 0.12 t.2l 4# 3.45 0.25 6.tt
71.29 t3.62 0.r7 2frt 0.19 r37 +n 3.n 0.6 6.09
71.49 13.6 o.rt Zr7 0.r7 t.2 4J6 3.45 0.2 5.0:r
0.r8 0.t2 003 0.12 0.08 0.09 0.16 0.17 00d t.09
32t Patihitun Punicc, Rrngitikrj P.jvq 711A39155
77.t7 rL46 0.ll 132 0.09 l.l4 {.o4 9.X O.2 5.u
77.97 la35 0.14 r.2r 0.ll r.u 3.r 299 0.2 5.2r
77.39 lLf4 0O9 l..t 0.13 1.0,t a.ls 3 0.16 {.tTts tL52 0.ll 1.2 0.11 l.l3 3.96 333 (}14 66t
77.34 tL61 0.t5 135 0.1 l.ll t.92 t.tz 0.09 5.9{
't1.ot rL65 0.13 t.2t 0.r7 l.l8 4.05 133 au 7.t3
77 3 ra43 o.lt t32 0.t l.rr 3.89 1.4 0.8 4.e
77.32 tL43 0.15 137 0.08 1.25 4 3.n o.lt 555
7?.25 rZ4 0.la t.2 o.tt t36 4.16 \a 0.13 6.38
7?.4 12"58 0.ll 1.13 0.ll 1,2 /1.14 3.19 0.ll S.B
77.t9 r15l 0.13 l.n 0.ll l.l8 it.ot 3.6 0.16 5.61
o.x o.lt 0.03 0.09 0.s3 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.05 0.t
329 Rrngititci Rivq "I:22t354355
74.32 13.49 0.2 2gl 0.15 1.03 1.72 35,1 0.19 3.86
71.26 13.6 0.2 2.8 0.19 l.l3 ,1.9 3.31 0.lt .1.9
74.05 t1.47 0.22 2.n 0.17 t.O? 4.88 3.65 0.2r 4.7t
74.29 13.56 022 2M 0.2 t.t2 1.74 3.6 o.Xt 3.S
71.61 l3..tt 0.U Ll1 0.15 Lll 
't.rtlt 35 0.17 s.yl713 13.51 0.16 239 0.19 1.19 1.74 3.il 0.21 
'071.19 13.53 0.18 2.ll 0.16 1.1 
'1.8 33 O.B 5.6?4.01 1t.82 024 Lt1 0.19 l.ll 4.7r 3.51 0a 5.7
743 lt.Sl o2l LXI 0.17 l.tl 1.71 1.47 0.21 ,t.98
o.2t 0.r2 0.03 0.r2 0J)2 0.0{ 0.r{ ol4 0.m 0,7t
755' 13.14 0.t7 l.t 0.15 0.9a a.a} 3.6 0.26 6X75.r B.n 0.18 1.55 0.13 0.t7 a.53 168 0 619
33ll Rrqitilci Rivcr T22It9355
74.6t 13.3 0.21 Ltt 0.14 0.97 1.O 3.75 0.D 4.2t
74.99 13,47 0.ll 1.79 0.07 0.98 4.5' t.t2 0.19 6.51
74.9 l3.ll 0.17 1.95 0.13 I 4.r, ?.7a 0.15 .1.4
74.9 13.05 0.x2 L8 0.19 l.ll +7a :I6t ol8 4.41
74.74 13.33 0.17 t98 0.13 1.06 {.69 t.?2 sut 4.tt
74.t1 13.13 0.t L23 0.06 lO8 4.88 355 0.15 3.53
7a.t B.n 0.15 t.98 0.2 1.05 4.86 351 0.16 tB
75.17 r3.(B O,2 1.96 0.05 0.95 1,gt tD 0.U 1.76
71.9 13.21 0.16 2"03 0.12 1.03 1.Tl 3.dt O.lt ,f.J6
o.u 0,15 0.0t 0.16 0^(r 0.05 o.il 0.r7 0.8 0.9*
14J 13.4 024 234 0.18 r.n 4.9 1.t3 0.? 3.82
331 Pekihihm Su TnrtSgtSS
76,9 12,15 0.00 1.68 0.08 055 4.ll 1.4 0.2 4.68
76.11 |LTS 0.1,1 r.92 0.ll O.n 4X2 3.5t O.lL 6.53
75.92 tL6, 0.21 LU 0.0E O:t2 !.72 4.4 0.19 3.qr
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75.42 lLgS O.U r.98 0.14 I 4.3t 3J 0.2 ,1.(F
75.82 13.01 0.0? 1.87 0.t2 1.05 +n \s 0.14 5:12
76.t2 12"16 0.28 Ln 0.1 0.99 4.6 3.2 0.18 5.86
75.5t t285 0.lt 1.9 0.12 l.(x 4.49 3.68 0.16 3.X
n rL2r 0.15 l5t 0.1 0.? 4.8 t.94 0.2r 4.m
76.r rL69 0.17 1.86 0.ll 0.89 4.2 t.gz 0.19 4.760.53 033 0.gl 0.14 0.02 0.17 au 0.43 o.ci 1.15
333 lrraryrr4eiiti Sn u23l810172
n.76 tzl 0.2 l 0.13 0.t4 3Js 3.93 0.6 4.13
n.92 1t.93 0.15 0.89 0.17 0.83 3.t 4.ll 0.2 3.5
n39 lt.9 0.16 lza 0.2 1.1,+ /tl6 3.51 O.% 4.vI
n.tt tL45 0.11 t09 0.13 0.83 4.4 4 0.21 4.08
7t.01 ll.9l 0.1 L.Ls o.lt 0.t2 1.u 3.t5 o.xt 3.58
n.$ la35 0.t9 1.04 0.t3 0.8 339 4.ll 0.18 1.4
n.6 t25l 0.16 l.,t ort l.l 3.55 3.n 0.2 L42
76.59 lail 02t r.u 0.12 0.9 3.tr 3.89 03 3.n
76.# 13.03 0.17 13 0.18 1.09 lJt ln 0.8 5.Gl
n3 tL:l/. 0.17 Lls 0.14 0.93 3.8:t 3.89 0.8 3.99
05!t 0.4 0.05 0.16 0.04 0.1{ 0.16 0.19 0.04 0.81
?5.09 13.56 023 lJ8 0.16 l.16 4.9 3.:19 0.n 5.7
33a ManSrtdeiiti Sn U2980E172
n.ss tLlg 0.ll 132 0.19 l.g' t.7s 3.6 0.17 5.6
76.73 13.55 0.19 0.9 0.07 0.E6 3.4t 4.gZ O./l 4.42
Tr.68 12 0.19 1.04 0.06 0.8E 3.56 4.35 0.4 7.6
76.45 13.39 0.13 l.oE 0.15 1.08 3.64 t.vl 0.16 4.58
77.n rzt3 0.L7 1.09 0.r5 l.lr 7.72 3.68 0.18 5.16
75.t9 rL6, 0.2t t2t 0.r5 r.09 3.78 3.72 0.8 t.r7
76.91 t2.53 0.22 139 0.12 I 3.93 3.64 0.6 5.t
77.t4 t2.16 0.14 l3t 0.2 l.0l 1.t2 3.36 019 5.72
n 37 tLt6 0.n t.2 0.19 t.tfl 3.63 4 0.14 614
n.55 ILSS o.lt l.l 0.19 l.0t 3.7 t52 0.21 t.4
n.zr rLSt 0.18 l.l7 0.15 t.m r.73 3.n 0.2 5.01
0.45 052 0.05 0.17 0.05 0.09 0.18 0.3 0.04 l.l8
3!5 L:edcr Rivcr, N. Cardc$ury
n.67 r2-6t 021 0.99 0.07 1.6 3.6 t.47 0.25 4.t4
7t.2t ll.9l 0.13 1.2 0.r2 0.99 9.62 3.5 0.25 6.2
7S.A 11.93 0.0r 1.0d 0.r2 0.t2 3.5 3.t8 0.3t 4.il
n.68 r2J8 0.21 r.r7 0.0r 0.x t.76 3.3r o.2 S.zf
7t.o 11.75 0.16 L.zt 0.12 1.02 4.01 3.34 0.4 7.gl
n.it t2l6 0.ll Llg 0.1 1.6 3.89 t.32 0.2 644
n.$ u,tt 0.21 1.2 0.00 0.zl t.v 4.zt o.B 4.91
n.u lzll 0.19 126 0.14 0.88 3.89 lO o.N 4.25
76,72 t3.92 0.21 t.l 0.12 l.o 3.8i1 3.61 0.25 \n
71J2 rLn 0.1? r.r5 0.11 0.9t 3.78 3.59 0.% 5.8
0.,1S 0.{5 0.05 0.09 O.m 0.12 0.17 0.31 0.6 1.06
336 DufrRd U2l/Oll54,l
n.4t ra56 0.07 l.l4 0.u r.25 ?:t4 3.{9 0.2 5.16
n.76 tz.A 0.16 l3 0.ll l.l3 3.6 3.1 0.16 5.21
nt6 tLt2 0.1 1.4 0.07 l.t8 3.46 9.6? 0.r9 611
76j5 tL6/. 0.18 t3r o.cr, r.B t.U 3.42 0.31 5.96
76.8r rL6:t 0'I]r, rjs 0.15 l.I} 3.8!i t.tz 0.19 66
76.39 lL93 0.U r54 0.08 r.X 3.91 3.4 0'19 ?.11
76.t2 t259 0.19 tJ3 0.14 1.28 4.08 t.zL 0.15 lA
n.ag 12"68 0.15 t!2 0.u Lu 3i9 134 019 5.61
0.4 0.12 0.06 0.13 0.03 0.6 0.lr 0.1t 0.6 1.0E
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Appendix 2
TRACE ELEMENT ANALYSES OF EARLY PLEISTOCENE TEPHRAS
Samples of ash or pumice were crushed and wet sieved to obtain the 60-250 p size
fraction. Glass was purified with the use of a frantz magnetic separator. Powders for analytical
purposes were obtained by milling in a TEMA tungsten carbide swing mill for 60 s. Four g of
powder was pressed into boric acid backed pellets and analysed using a Philips PWl404
automatic sequential x-ray spectrometer at the Analytical Facility of Victoria University. The
procedure, operating conditions and detection limits are described by Palmer (1990). Analyses
m ppm.
ID Sc V Cr Ba
L28380763
i30880678
131750770
t34290614
136680770
t37330766
138 8 9 I 889
139 10 18 4 833
140760776
141850859
148691790
151590746
t52850786
t548195653
158790742
159 9L7 4 708
160780745
161 7 20 7 681
165570802
1661070786
L734927L4
180764673
182450715
183992723
185 4 19 5 718
185460730
t92 822 9 666
195384729
196871682
230460729
23t371738
2324101734
233360746
234781705
239270765
2409707t2
24t372739
242760694
243 l0 17 | 749
24556t734
247970700
249270733
250450734
252952729
257460748
293540741
Rewa 8 lt 2 655
Pota 4 7 0 760
Potb 2 6 0 742
La Ce Nl Cu
2753014
26540153263t12
2239516
2857010
233904
2860110
2755415
2962011
2961015
2344116
26503L2
3059019
27552933 61 0 16
2754221
30 61 I 11
2448417
244t014
2962012
2750322
275519
2t3927
2756011
254418
2649111
2143315
26450t2
2654013
264706
264606
254506
264704
265407
2649016
245205
254918
265307
295708
22 41 0 8
284909
254806
264804
31 61 0 15
254904
213915
254918
2851014
254806
Th U YAs
134327
ll 3 37 4
t7540t2
1l 3 15 3
t23376
t23205
t44386
1233s5
t2 340 6
13 3 40 6
ll 3 20 4
1332't5
13 4 40 6
13 4 30 5
16 4 38 1l
1243313
13 3 39 8
t23277
12 3 18 5
124406
141257
123345
tl 2 19 5lt 3 38 7
13 4 24 5
143235
9 226 2
13 3 23 5
t24344
t43244
t44245
13 323 5
t44246
t2 3 31 4
L43256
t233t4
133234
t23344
t23366
ll 3 18 5
11 3 35 6
13 4 23 5
13 4 24 5
t24375
15 3 26 5
L23196
10 430 5
134245
13 3 24 6
Zn Zr Nb Ge Pb Rb
45 194 9 15 19 130 76
56 258 9 15 L7 104 100
52 263 I I 16 25 159 67
79 rl5 6 15 17 101 161
70 284 ll I7 20 118 rO238 110 5 15 n lt9 87
67 272 t2 16 2t 120 90
65 246 10 16 20 116 t2066 307 1 I 16 20 ll8 94
69 303 I I 16 21 120 96
43 113 6 t4 l8 ll9 91
46 180 8 15 19 119 93
67 303 I l l8 20 120 89
56 2t6 l0 16 22 135 100
56 275 l0 16 24 r43 92
52 276 l0 18 20 t22 138
69 287 I l 16 20 t22 85
60 227 l0 16 r7 ll3 154
39 107 5 14 r7 119 92
72 283 l0 17 20 116 95
40 r52 8 t2 l8 t34 84
58 2L9 10 14 20 lll 80
45 116 7 t4 t7 116 86
72 286 I I 15 18 109 98
45 118 9 14 18 t29 8l
38 141 8 14 16 138 63
56 199 8 16 16 99 167
65 tr7 8 13 19 l3l 67
63 2t3 I I 16 19 tL7 88
44 130 8 13 19 t26 7r
44 120 8 t4 19 134 63
45 r29 8 13 19 130 66
43 115 7 t4 r7 t32 64
55 275 ll 15 20 ll9 81
40 tt7 8 14 19 138 69
48 216 l0 13 2t I 16 92
43 119 9 13 18 l3l 68
56 2t3 1l t4 19 n5 75
67 364 r0 r7 20 t20 87
39 107 6 13 16 ll8 85
63 239 9 15 19 105 103
43 r23 9 14 l8 130 67
43 t25 9 14 18 136 64
62 222 t2 15 2t 110 69
41 119 I 14 18 t37 64
37 tL2 5 13 16 118 88
57 226 9 15 t7 100 L42
37 r54 8 15 L7 135 78
39 l3l 8 13 t9 t27 72
Sr
Sanple ID as in Appendir I
Rewa= Rewa Pumice, Rewa Hill; Pot a= Potaka Tephra top and Pot b= Potaka Tephra base, Rewa HiIl.
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Appendix 3
FE.TI OXIDE ANALYSES OF EARLY PLEISTOCENE TEPHRAS
EMA method as in Appendix l, except for a 12 nA current at 15 kV and 2 p beam
diameter. Analyses represent individual crystals. Mean and standard deviation in bold.
# trotal Fe as FeO, * analytical total, t total for Fe expressed as Fe2O3 and FeO, ulvo = ulvospinel
SiO2 AIZOr TiO2
t2t
o.l2 t.42 12.180.08 L.3 t2.450.07 l .25 t2.tl0.06 l.3l t2.290.14 1.42 I1.630.07 1.35 t2.610.08 I .31 Lz.tl0.08 I.49 t2.t50.09 1.36 t2.t90.03 0.0t 0.29
131
0. r 6 1.37
0.14 I .51
0.14 1.3
0.1 1.41
0.14 1.40
0.03 0.0 9
l8.09
l 8.55
18.24
18.09
It.24
0.22
0.1 2.83 t4.970.19 1.95 9.13
136
0. l9
0. l5
o.22
0. l5
0.16
0.0 3
0.18 1.96 17.58
0.14 r.2 t5.62
t73
0.14 1.45 10.99
0. 17 1.61 I 1.01
0.15 1.56 11.09
0.2 L.46 l1.l
0.17 1.51 11.09
0.15 1.48 11.19
0.04 t.49 I 1.170.15 1.51 11.09
0.05 0.06 0.07
t94
0.1
0. t3
0.08
0. l3
0.07
0. l6
0.ll
0.03
0.11
230
0.1
0.05
0.04
t.32 I l.34
t.34 ll.l6
1.28 l l.l6
1.35 I l.02
1.39 rr.26
1.37 tI.26
1.34 I1.20
0.04 0.ll
1.9 13.13
1.42 Lr.74
l.45 tt.52
t.44 I 1.94
FeO#
79.84 0.38
80.91 0.53
79.98 0.31
78.09 0.37
77.8 0.34
80.26 0.42
79. t 8 0.37
80.89 0.38
79.62 0.39
l.lt 0.07
75.24 0.64
7 5.53 0.45
75.26 0.62
75.02 0.4
7 5.26 0.53
o.2t o .t2
73.44 0.3681.25 0.64
7 4.97 0.87
7 4.83 0.92
7 5.44 0.82
75.1 I 0.88
75.09 0.t7
0.26 0.04
74.18 0.72
77.53 0.61
80.71 0.54
80.02 0.64
80.13 0.52
80.98 0.5
80.91 0.53
80.66 0.61
81.11 0.41
t0.65 0.54
0.42 0.0t
81,67 0.56
19.84 0.41
81.06 0.44
79.65 0.5
81.37 0.54
81.4 0.42
80.t3 0.4t
0.87 0.06
78.44 0.49
79.97 0.53
81.31 0.47
80.7 0.5
Mso CaO total*
0.66 0 94,6
o.52 0 95.80.64 0 94.36
0.59 0.02 92.73
0.67 0.03 92.02
0.62 0 9s.33
o.7 0 93.75
0.76 0 95.73
0.65 0.01 94.29
0.07 0.01 l.3t
0.59 0.19 96.27
0.59 0 96.78
0.49 0.03 96.08
0.54 0 95.55
0.55 0.06 96.17
0.05 0.09 0.51
3.13 0.03 94.86
l 0 94.15
0.56 0.03 96.41
0.49 0 96.22
0.58 0 96.72
0.55 0 96.33
0.55 0.01 96.42
0.04 0.02 0.21
l.u o 95.74
0.48 0.02 95.6
0.63 0.01 94.480.6 0.01 94.06
0.56 0.08 94.08
0.59 0.03 94.85
0.6 0 94.81
0.62 0.01 94.7 |
0.59 0 94.81
0.60 0.02 94.54
0.02 0.03 0.3 5
0.54 0.03 95.56
0.56 0 93.45
0.53 0 94.55
0.49 0.04 93.17
0.52 0.03 95.170.51 0 95.1 I
0.53 0.02 94.50
0.02 0.02 0.9t
32.07 46.38
3t.32 47.35
3L.67 46.7 6
31.58 46.61
31.66 46.7 t
0.31 0.41
99.48 0.52
99.91 0.53
99.25 0.52
98.72 0.5299.34 0.52
0.5 0 0 .01
MnO FeZOZ FeO totalf ulvo
43.t3 41.04 98.92 0.35
43.63 4r.67 100.2 0.35
43.42 40.91 98.71 0.35
4r.77 40.51 96.91 0.36
42.32 39.72 96.27 0.3s
42.97 4t.6 99.64 0.36
42.9 40.57 98.05 0.35
44.t 4t.2 100.2 0.35
43.03 40.90 98.60 0.35
0.73 0.64 1.45 0.00
.46 r 8.35
.49 18.34
.4 t8.26
37.25 39.92 98.6 0.42
48.48 37 .63 99.02 0.27
3t.44 46 .7 L 99 .6 I 0.52
31.3 46.67 99.36 0.52
31.82 46.81 99.91 O.52
31.69 46.6 99.5 0.52
31.56 46.70 99.60 0.52
0.24 0.09 0.23 0.00
32.22 45.L9 98.99 0.5
36.86 44.36 99.29 0.45
45.4 39.86 99.02 0.32
44.87 39.65 98.68 0.32
44.72 39.89 98.57 0.33
45.27 40.24 99.4 0.32
45.27 40.18 99.35 0.32
45.1 40.08 99.24 0.32
45.45 40.22 99.36 0.32
45.15 40.02 99.09 0.32
0,27 0.22 0.34 0.00
45.68 40.57 100.2 0.32
45.t4 40.22 98.96 0.32
45.4L 40.2 99.1 0.32
44.45 39.65 97.63 0.33
45.55 40.38 99.7 4 0.32
45.3 40.64 99.66 0.33
45.26 40.28 99.21 O.t2
0.44 0.36 0.t9 0.01
4t.I7 4t.4t 99.24 0.38
43.89 40.48 98.77 0.34
45.28 40.56 100.0 0.33
44.22 40.91 99.65 0.34
I .34 18.3
t.42 lE.3l
0.0 7 0.0 4
1.03 0
0.61 0
0.67 0
0.58 0
95.1 t
94.36
95.47
95.22
0.07 r.47 l 1.57 80.83 0.410.07 1.43 I 1.56 78.68 0.42
0.13 |.47 I l'99 80.27 0.33
0.06 t.46 I 1.52 80.03 0.4
o.t2 t.5l 11.88 80.07 0.35
0.18 1.53 l l-96 80.09 0.41
0.09 1.46 1t.74 t0.22 0.420.05 0.04 0.20 0.73 0.07
44.78 40.54 99.52
43.02 39.97 96.99
43.59 4 I .05 99 .2
44.22 40.24 98.54
43.57 40.86 98.92
43 .42 4t .O2 99. I 5
44.00 40.63 98.97
0.71 o.37 0.t7
47.67 38.34 98.93 0.29
44.82 39.59 98.09 0.32
45 .24 39. I I 97 .92
46.32 39.54 99.05 0.31
46.13 39.59 98.9 0.31
45.32 39.87 99.r O.32
47.29 39.06 99.04 0.29
46.11 39.30 9t.72 0.31
t.o7 0.51 o.49 0.01
39.39 42.92 99.39 0.41
39 43.63 100.3 0.42
35.64 43.43 97 .7 0.45
38.56 43. l I 99.05 0.42
37 .46 43.93 99.86 0.44
38.27 42.69 98.27 0.42
37.87 43.98 100.2 0.43
37.59 44 100.1 0.44
38.39 43.29 99.41 0.42
3E.02 43.44 99.37 0.43
1.09 0.4E 0.90 0.01
44.2 40.36 98,69 0.33
45.05 40.02 98.45 0.32
43.58 4r.r7 99.79 0.35
44.03 40.42 98.71 0.34
44.1 I 4l .18 100.2 0.34
43.65 41.65 99.97 0.35
44.45 44.4 98.94 0.33
42.76 40.24 97.23 0.35
43.98 41.1t 99.00 0.34
0.68 r.42 0.97 0.01
43.39 4r.28 99.45 0.35
44.36 40.03 97.87 0.33
43.51 40.51 98.19 0.34
45.13 40.01 99 0.32
43.69 40.03 97.99 0.34
43.02 40.5 98.1 I 0.35
46.6 39.85 99.37 0.31
45.91 39.68 98.52 0.31
42.42 40.62 97.92 0.35
44.4L 40.67 99.67 0.34
44.30 40.32 9t.61 0.33
t.37 0.4t 0.70 0.02
45.63 40.01 99.38 0.32
46.46 39.49 99.r9 0.3
43.34 40.61 9t.9 0.35
44.92 40.19 99.23 0.33
46.09 39.29 98.66 0.31
43.t6 40.74 99.18 0.35
45.32 39.79 98.79 0.32
44.99 40,O2 99.05 0.33
r,29 0.54 0.26 0.02
49.09 37.24 98.04 0.25
0.67 0 95.01
0.52 0 92.69
0.63 0 94.83
0.64 0 94.1I
0.62 0 94.55
0.63 0 94.8r
o.62 0.00 94.560.05 0.00 0.t2
o.42 0.43 94.14
0.61 0 93.58
0.63 0.02 93.390.54 0.02 94.42
0.52 0.06 94.26
0.64 0.01 94.57
0.38 0.03 94.27
0.53 0.0t 94.09
0.10 0.r5 0.44
0.69 0 95.43
0.65 0.07 96.39
0.8 0.06 94.t3
0.7 4 0 95.2
0.8 0.02 96.1
0.75 0.04 94.44
0.83 0 96.450.88 0 96.31
o.77 0.02 95.55
0.77 0.02 95.560.07 0.03 0.E5
0.59 0 94.28
o.47 0 93.96
0.64 0.02 95.41
0.63 0.04 94.3
0.59 0 95.75
0.53 0 95.6
0.6 0 94.49
0.52 0.02 92.95
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Appendix 4
COMPOSITION OF' GLASS SHARDS F"ROM THE SOUTHERN OCEAN
This appendix contains the composition of glass shards from deep-sea sediments
sampled in Eltanin cores collected from the Southern Ocean (see section 6.3). P. Froggatt
analysed sarnples EITltD-20f,8271+L58,E33[6-lll,B33[6-300, E33l3-006 and 83313-94.
Analytical methods as in Appendix 1. Sample identifications = Eltanin cnrise/core number-
depth (cm) frorn top of corre.
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Abstract Unconformity-bounded, Iate Miocene to Recent
sedimentary s€quences produced by flucurating paleoceano
graphic conditions on tbe northwestern Chatham Rise bave
been sampled in a series of piston<ores from exposures at
wide, mid-bathyal, oblique to slqre, curent-scour channels
and from submarine canyons at the head of the adjacent
llikurangi Trough. The biostratigrapbic ftamework for rhese
mostly hemipelagic sequences is based on foraminiferan and
nannofossil dating of the cores. Volcanic glass-rich borizons
(tephra), with glass shards of calc-alkaline rhyolitic compsi-
tion, occur commonly in late Opoitian to Haweran (late
Pliocene 
- 
late Pleistoene) sedirnents. Altbough the physical
oceanography and sedimentary processes of the region are
unfavourable for preserving megarcopic tephr4 five chemi-
cally and stratigraphically distino tuffaceous horizons are
recorded in Pteistocene cores, implying at least five discrete
eruptions. Two late Pleistocene uffaceous horizons are
conelatod tentatively with layer E (c.0.27 Ma) and layer D
(= Mt Curl TeptrC c. 0.35 Ma) in several southwestem hcific
deepsea cores. Oher uffaceous horizons contain two or more
chemical popnlations of glass shards that have been mixed and
reworlred by extensive bioturbation and cunent winnowing,
duing periods of very slow sedimentation. Distances of 46f
6m fxn betrreen the core sites and source vents in the
Coromandel Volcanic Zone (early Pliocene) and Taupo
Volcanic Zorc @leisocene) imply very explosive uuptions.
Keywords late Neogene; sedimenhry sequences; seismic
reflecrion; curents; cores; biostratigraphy; glass chemistry;
rhyolitic tephr4 Chatham Rise
INTRODUCTION
The gently dipping (1{o) norrbwesr slope of the Chatham
Rise extends for 80 km frosr Mernoo Bank on the rise crest o
tbe southen part ofthe Hikurangi Cbannel about60 trr offthe
northeastem South Island coast (Frg. 1). Tbe region lies within
the broad zone of deforrration associated with the New
7,ealmd plate boundary, and is undergoing extensional
faulting, which resumed in the late Neogene after a priod of
Paleogene and eady Neogene quiescence (I-ewis et al. 1986;
Wmd et al. 1989). The slope lies north of Mernoo Saddle-
the 580ttt deep dep'ression between the Chatharn Rise and the
South Island-and has been the site of a complex, pliocene-
Pleistocene sedimentation history, involving the waxing and
waning of regional-scale, mid-bathyal currents sweeping
obliquely across the slope (Barnes 1992). High-resolution
seismic profiles and piston cores reveal $at numerous,
unconformiry-bounded, Pliocene-Pleistocene sequenc€s on
the slope are the rcsult of altemating, climatically inlluenced
episodes of current erosion, with sediment drift aggradation
andhemipelagic sedimentation. Tbe cores were obnined from
a number of stratigraphically diffaenr se4uences exposed at
the seabed in areas of late Quatemary cunent scour.
Volcanic ash (tephra) is common in Ptiocene-Pleistocene
deepsea sediments elsewhere in tlre Souhwest. Pacific, at
sites up to llm kn east and southeast of volcanic centres in
central New Tealand (Mnkovich 1968; Warkins & Huang
1977; Froggatt er al. 1986). Tephras have been correlated
between cores, and with tephras exposed onshore in New
Zgaland, by inagrating magnetosratigxaphy, fission-track
ages, and chemical finger-prinring (Watkins & Huang 1977;
Froggau 1983; Froggatt eral. 1986; Shane & Froggau l99l).
The cores of Pliocene-Pleistocene sediments from the
northwest Chathan Rise slope also contain a significant
amotmt of volcanic glass in tuffac€ous horizons.
This paper briefly outlines the late Neogene sequence
architecture of the nortbwe.stern Chatham Rise slope, and
Fesents he biosratigraphy and sedimentology of tbe cores.
We also present here tbe chemistry of various glass-rich
(tuffaceous) horizons and identify tbe likely source region oi
tbe eruptions. We discuss the sedimentary aryects of volcanic
glass accumulation and reworking in this deepse4 ornent-
swept environment, and attempt to correlate tuffaceous
bdzons (within lhe biosruigraphic fiamewort) with tephra
in othu deepsea cores md with onland sequences neser the
sour@.
DEEP.SEA PLIOCENF-PLEISTOCEI\IE
SEQUEFICES: PRODUCTS OF ALTERNATING
CURRENT SCOT]R AND DEPOSMON
The regiornl, late Quaernary sedimentary processes of tbe
nortbwestern Chatham Rise slope and southem Hikurangi
Trough have been examined by 3.5 kHz echocharacter
napping (Barnes 192). The llikurangi Trough is a sink for
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voluminous turbidite deposits. The turbidites have been
channelled through canyons on tlte north Canterbury con-
tinental slope and in eastem Cook Strait, and fed into the
Hikurangi Cbannel in he axis of the trougtr @g. 2) (I-ewis
1980; Herzer 1981; Carteret al. 1982; Barnes 1992).
On tbe North Cbatham Slope north of Mernoo Saddle,
there are four associations of echotypes representing different
late Quaternary sedimenury processes (Fig. 2). Ther include:(l) large, elongae areas of cunent-scoured and winnowed
seallooc (2) severat coalescing sediment drifts between and
downslope of current-scoured areas; (3) several steep,
inegular areas of the lower slope east of the sediment drifu,
resulting from combined alongslope current activity and
downslope mass-wasting process€s; and (4) areas of pre-
dominantly hemipelagic sedimentation on the mid and upper
slope. The mid-bathyal currents are inferred to be pre-
dominantly Antarctic lntermediate Water (AIW) rhat rises
south of the Chatham Rise, becomes enrained within the
Subropical Convergence Zone, flows northward through
Mernoo Saddle, and then diverges down and acros the North
Chatham Slope. The flows and associated seabed erosion are
thought to have been intensilied during greriods of lower
glacio-eustatic sea level (Barnes 1992).
From high-resolution seismic-reflection profiles, 12
mappable sedimentary sequences (c. 1040 m thick) above a
regional eady Pliocene onlap surface (L) are recognised(Fig.2, 3). Tbe sequence boundaries are represented by
New ZealandJournal ofGeology and Cieophysics, 1992, Vol. 35
Fig. 1 Regional physiography
and location of the study area.
T\Z', Taupo VolcanicZone; CYZ,
Coromandel Volcanic Zonel
STCZ, Subtropical Convergence
Zooe. Tbe bold line witb teetb
marks the plate-boundary deform-
ation front of tbe offsbore
Hikurangi margin and onshore
Alpine Fault.
erosional unconfonnities and onlapping seismic reflectors.
Sequences are refened to as numbers I to 13, and their
boundaries by letten A-L and LM. Most of the sequences are
exposed at the seafloor in areas of late Quaternary current
scour (Fig. 2). It is this favourable exposure that enabled
several sequences to be sampled using conventional piston-
coring equipment-
Stratigraphically below surface L there is a downslope-
thickening sequence of strong, parallel to downslope
diverging reflecton overlying a mid-lower slope wedge of
weaker reflectors (Frg. 3A). Tbe boundary (LM) between
these two sequences, shown below to be of late Miocene age,
is exgnsed in the axis of Pukaki Canyon close to the position of
core S87l (F g. 2). A packet of strong, parallel reflectors
below this lower wedge has been traced in airgun profiles to
the Canterbury shelf, where it repres€nts the Oligocene Amuri
Limesrone (t ewis et al. 1986; Wood et al. 1989).
The Cenozoic sequences on the slope are characteristjc of
the Chaham Rise, thickening downslope and being erosion-
ally truncated on the rise crest, whicb bas experienced a long
history of erosion and nondeposition (Cullen 1980; Wood et
al. 1989).
CORING AND LABORATORY METHODS
Fifteen cores from fte noflhwest Cbatham Rise slope were
collected in 1988 and 1989 using a modifred Kullenberg
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Flg.2 Regional late Quatemary sedtnentary processes of the nortrwestem Cbatham Slope and southern Hikrnangi Trough, with geological
mip of exposed seismic sequences and active faults in areas of seafloorerosion. Positions of pison cores examined in this surdy are indicated'
New Zcaland stage symbols: Wo, Opoitian; Wp, Waipipiau Wn, Nukumaruan; Wc, Cas0eclifftan; Wq. Haweran.
piston corer on R.V. Rapuhia. Sampling sit€s were chosen
after shipbmrd interyretation of seisrnic prohles, and they lie
in water depths ranging from 411 to 2830 m (Fig.2). The cores
are 69 mm in diameter and tbey range from l.l to 3.2 m long.
A Shipek Grab sample was collected also ftom each sitc. At
site 5871, only a sample from the core head was recovered.
ln the laboratory, cotes were split, photographe4 and
described wet. One-half was retafuEd for reference. Slices of
represenative lithologies were X-ray radiographed for
examination of fine-scale sedimenury structure, and 38
samples (2-4 representative samples from each core) were
laken for grainsize and carbonate analyses. Grainsize was
E fjl?HflffiiyeL* I s€dim€nrdrift
CuneRt scoured and
wnmwed seafroor
Comuned ojnont€ntrollsd
s€dimonhlion ard nEss
wasling prccsssss
+ Lare ouatsmary cilnenr fiow fl mffit.:"$f'
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Uncon- NZ.
lormity Staoe
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,r1
l. l*r'n.
He wo
Sequence
l-l'
lJ'?
eH:
EIi,
" Nlr
a Piston core
Bdetemdned by the pipene method, and CaCO3 by vacuum
gasometric analysis. In addition, sand kactions wereextracl,ed
from all corcs at 100-300 mm intervals and examined so that
microscopic tuffaceous horizons could be idendFred for
analysis. Forcomprisons with relevant tephras in otberdeep
sea cores and nearer the source, the glass chemistry ofshards
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Flg. 3 Exaurples of seismic po-
files of the northwest Chathrm
Slope sbowing seismic s€quences,
faule, and major sedimentary fea-
tures. Positions of profiles are
plotred in Fig. 2, and statigaphy
is summaised in Fig. 7. A, Airguo
pofile l: B, Interpretcd 3.5 kHz
profile 2. C, Int rpreted 35 kltz
profile 3. D, Int€rp,reted 35 kHz
pofile 4.
ftom 25 tuffaceous borizons in 8 cores was analysed by aJool
733 elecron microprobe. Methods and sundards for ttre Jeol
733 are described by Froggatt (1983). For microprobe
operating conditions we used an 8 nA currentat 15 kV and a
20 pm beam diameter. To deternine ages, the fonminiferal
fauna of 12 cores were analysed" along with the calcareous
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nannofossil flsa of 6 cores. The foraminifera mioofossil dau
are archived on New Zealand Fossil Record File(SEA2l74lfL,
f3-€; SE42I75/R 4; SV2176|A-3). An anempt was made to
establish a rnagnetostratjgraphy of ttre cores using a Molspin
Spinner Magnetometer. However, the natural remnant
magrctisation intensities of pilot samples fiom five cores were
too low o provide rcliable data after stepwise cleaning by
sundard alrernating field methods.
SEQT]ENCE LITHOLOGIES
Lithological characberistics
Cores are shown in Fig.4-6, and their s€quenc€ stratigrapby
appears in Fig. 7. Cores were recovered from tbe cresn of
lower slope sediment ddfts (U645, U651, U653); from areas
of mid-batbyal curent erosion (J640-U643, U646, U650,
U652, U654, U661) and tubidity curenr erosion (t1649,
S87l); and from winnowed seafloor on the upper slope of
Menroo Bank ru647).
The cores typically consist of unconsolidated to well
compacted" greyish olive to greyrsh green mud with mino
amounts of sand (prg. a, 5). Different cores bave different
proportions of rcrrigenous deritus and planktic microfos.sils.
Sand fractions consist of variable amounts of glaumnite, clear
glass shards, foraminifers, radiolarians, iron sulphides, and
terrigenous denitals.
For ease of description, we recognise four lithofacies on
the basis of texture and sedimentary structure, tiat are
independent of age: (1) homogeneous mud; (2) laminated
sandy mud; (3) mottled silts and muddy sands; and (4) car-
bonate sandy muds and muddy sands. In additior\ cemented
horizons characterise some buried erosion surfaces. Conucn
between facies are mostly gradational bur some are sharp.
Ilomogeneous muds
These are the finest grained and most abundant se<liments,
rqnesenting 73Vo of total core recovered. Even in caefully
cleaned core splits, they appear to be almost completely
structureless, greyish olive, light olive grey or dusla yellow
green muds (Fig. 5A-B, 5D, 5D. Howevo, X-ray radiographs
show that tbey are not always homogeneous (FiS. 6A). The
texture is prcdominan0y clay with slightly le.s silt and very
minor sand (l{?o sand), although a few samples analysed are
almost pure silt (>807o silt), and one is a muddy sand (617o
sand). Carbonate conrenr is moderately low (5-20%).
Bioturbation is thorough, destroying primary sedimentary
structure. B.rite-fiIed polycbaete wtrm tubs may be abun-
dant (Fig. 6A), and some consolidated samples are bored
where they are exposed at rbe seabed by erosion (Frg. 5D).
Lamimted sandy muds
Creyish olive or light olive gley sandy muds occnr in three
cores from eroded seguences (V&2, sequence 6; U643,
sequence 7; U66l), forning 87o of toral core recovered. The
texture and strucure is gradational with homogeneous mud
and wittr suatified sections of mouled silts and muddy sand
facies. The laninations are subtJe, but clear in X-ray
radiographs, and are defined by discontinous concentra-
tions of silt and sand wirh inrervening mud (Fig. 5C, 68).
Pyrie-frlbd worm uJtes rray be common, but biouubation
has been insufficient to desuoy primary sedimentary
structurcs.
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Mofrled silts and muddy sands
The.se occur in six cores ru8m, U&2,U&3, U650, U652,
U69) fron various, eroded, Pliocene-Pleistocene sequences
in gradational contact with both homogeneous and laurinated
muds (Fig. 4). The texnre is very heterogeneous and mm-
prises pockets, lenses, and irregular layers of muddy san4 silt,
and mud, commonly producing a cmde horizontal strati-
fication (Fig. 5A{, 6C). In 11 samples analysed, sand
fractions range l42vo, silt l9-387o, and clay 10-58%.
Carbonate content is low (c. 57o). The high glauconite content
of sandy horizons produces a greyish olive green or dark
greenish grey colou.
Carbonate sandy mud and muddy sand
Carbonate sediments characterise one core (u647) from
4ll m water depth upslope from the srrongly eroded seafloor
north of Mernoo Saddle Grg. 2, 4). The core is from an
irregular seabed morpbology close to an area of exposed rod<s
which are thougbt to be volcanic (Barnes 1992). Tbe high
carbonate content of 4O-59Vo results from an abundance of
dispersed shelf and slope shell fragments, qpically 1-5 nrm
long, including ttre gastropods Bathypoma parengonius,
Cominella alenae, Scaphan"der otagoensis, and Uberella
vitrea, the bivalve Sacella belluln, the scaphopod Dentalium
zelandicum, and fragments of echinodersr plares. The greyish
olive sediment is relatively coarse grained (37439o sand) and
faintly stratified, although fine-scale lamination is absent.
Cemented horizons
Cemented horizons up to 70 mm thiclc occur within two cores
ru652, U653) at sequenc€ boundaries (FiC. 4, 5D. In borh
cores, the cemented horizons are gradationd witb rmderlying,
compacted or well-consolidated Pliocene mud and muddy
sand. They repesent late Quatemary erosion surfaces now
buried by soft, bomogeneous mud of the topmost sequence.
The horizons are interpreted to reprcs€nt in-situ submarine
cemencation and hardground formation on a curent-swept
seafloor.
SEDIMENTARY PROCESSES
The sedimenrary processes of the region are discussed by
Bames (1992), who integrared both rhe sediment lithologies
and their high-resolution seismic characteristics. Homo-
geneous mud cbaracterises cores of seismic sequene I as well
as large intervals of other Pliocene-Pleistocene cmes fron
eroded sequenc€s firther upslope (Fig, 2, a).
The cores ftom older, Pliocene*leistocene sequences
from upslope of the drifts contain homogeneous muds in
association witb otber less corrmon deposia. These seguences
exhibit Oe characteristics of tremipelagic deposition including
bioturbatioo, mixed tenigenous and biogenic compositions,
fine grainsize, and infened slow dimentatioNr (e.9, Doyle et
al. 1979). They are inferred to have accumulated during
periods of diminished and localised current activity. The
presence and absence of lzminatiorn in the muds is lrgely a
function of the degree of bioturbation. Tbe gl,auconitic sandy
buizons in Oe mouled silts and muddy sands ae infen€d to
have been redeposited in mass flows frwt the uper slopes of
Mernoo Bank where carbonate and authigenic aprons exist
(McDougall 1982), atthougb rexturcs of these deposits are not
typical of Lubidites (Walker & Muui 1973). Reworking of he
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u 650 u 65:t u 649 u 653
Fig. 5 Exanrples of lirhofacies in cores. Positions of illustrated sections are sbown on core logs in Fig. 4 by dottod lines. HM, lmogeneou
mud; Mz & m5, motrled silt and muddy sand; IsM. laminated sandy mud; CsM & nS. carbonate sandy mud and muddy sand; CH. cemented
horizons.
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Fig.7 Sunrmary of late Neogene
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by onlap; C, conformable. Corqs
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sequences, heuce, tbe ages of
sequence boundaries are not well
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deposits by weak bouorn curents, incapable of seismically
erpressed seabed scour and drift sedimenhdon, is evideut by
theassociaion of sandy mottles, discontinous lanination, and
honogeneous exnre (e.g., Gontbier et al. 1984). Reworking
and dissolution of calcareous microfaunaand volcanic glass in
these deposits is described below.
The homogeneous cores from the crests of sediment drifts
may be cmparable to the muddy contourite facies described
from Northem Hemiqphere deepwater sediment drifu (e.g.,
Stow & Holbrook 1984; Gontbier er d. 1984).
BIOSTRATIGRAPIIY
The biostratigraphic ages of cores are compatible with the
younging demonsrmred by seismic strar.igraphy (Fig. 7).
Sequences are discussed below in order of decreasing age.
Reflector LM (5871)
Core S87l from the axis of Pukaki Canyon (Fig. 2) was
positioned very close to reflector LM, tlre base of the srongly
reflective sequence 13 on airgun profiles (Frg. 3). Tbe sample
contains Bolivinita qwdrilatera and B. pohann (fust occur-
rence (FO) at the base of, and in, tbe early Tongaporutuan
Stage, respectively; Rlwards 1987; Homibrook etal. 1989). It
also contains Globoquadriru dehiscens 0"qt occurrence (LO)
at9.2Ma; Wright et al. 1985) and Globorotalia miotumida(sinisral), which also indicate an eady Tongaporutuan (late
Miocene) age of 10.5-9.2 Ma.
Sequerrce I3 (U653, U652, U654)
Tbree cores recovered samples from sradgraphic positions
close to the top of sequence 13. Each core contains
Globorotalia puncticulata s.s., G. crassaformis, and G.
crassaconica, taxa which fust appear in the early Opoitian
Suge (early Pliocene, 5.G3.6 Ma; Hornibrook 1982;Edwards
1987; Edwards et al. 1988), together with earty Pliocene,
OpoitiarrWaipipian Suge G. subconamiozea (Scon et al.
190). Core U654 also conrains more advanced Globorotalia
infiata morphotypes and G. puncticuloides'!, and may be a
slightly younger sample than U653 and U652. However, it,
also contains Cibicides finlayi so it is not younger than
Opoitian (Hornibrook er aL 1989). Thus, sequence 13 is
infened to extend (Fig. 7) from early Tongaporutuan (10.5-
9.2 Ma) up to the larc Opoitian 
- 
early Waipipian (c, 4.0-
3.5 Ma lae Miocene- late eerly Pliocene).
Although the selsmic sratigraphy of the eastemmost core
site (J661) is nor esrablished, the sample conrains Globor-
onlia crassaconica, G. subcotnmioua, sinisual forms of G.
crassafonnis and advanced G. pmaiculaa, atong with G.
inflata.It is infened to be late OsnitiarWaipipian in age.
Sequences l2-11
No cores were recover€d from sequences 12 and ll, so the
precise ages of tbe sequences and their boundaries K and J are
uncertain. The sequences fall within the period between early
Waipipian urd Iate Nukumaruan (c. 3.G1.4 Ma).
Sequerce I0(U64)
Core U640 is infened to be mid-late Nukumaruan (late
Pliocene 
- 
eady Pleisrocene, 2.4-1.2 Ma) age (Fig. 7). Ir
contains well-developed specimens of Globorotalia
crassacarina and G. puncticaloides, atypiel specimens of G.
crassula, and sfrecimens of the nannofossils Gephyrocapsa
sinuosa (FO in mid Nukumaruan; Rlwards 1987) and
Gephyrocapsa oceanica grovp. Globoronlia crassaformis
(thought to temdnare in the Nukumanran; Scon et al. 1990)
does not occrn in the sanple. Rewmked late Eocene-Miocene
runnofossils de present in small numbers.
SeEtence 9 (U646)
Core U64'6, positioned to sanple sequence 9, contains
Gbborotalia cras sula, G. puncticuh id,es, G. cras sacarira,
and G. trurcatulitnides tosaensrs (well developed in the mid-
hte Nukumaruan; Scou er al. 1990), along with specimens of
Gephyrocapsa oceanica group, G. sinuosa, and Pseudp-
emiliania lacunosa. Irs age is inferred to be mid-late
Nukumaruan Stage. Snlall numbers of reworked lateEocene-
Miocene narmofossils occur.
Sequence 8 (U641, ?U649)
Specimens of botl Globorotalia truncatulinoides and G.
crusacarina occur in U641, which was positioned !o sample
sequence 8, indicating a late Castlecliffian age for the
s€quence. Approximately 907o of G. truncatulinoifus m core
U649 have a keel developed on Oe last chamber, which
suggests that the sample lies close to the transition to G.
truncatulinoides truncatulinoides, thougbt to occur in the
Castlecliffran Stage (1.2-O.4 Ma) in the New Zealand region
(Scou et al. 1990). The samples do not conrain Pseudoe-
miliania lacunosa (LO at 0.46 Ma, Iate Castlecliffian;
Blwards 1987) or Gephyrocapsa carribeanica, although the
absence of tbe latter may b€ due to postdepositional dis-
solution of the species rather than deposition occuning after its
extinction at 0.2 Ma (Edwards 1987). Thus, sequence 8 is
inferred !o be Iate Casdecliffian orearliest Haweran (mid-late
Pleistocene) age. Very minor rewodcing of Miocene rumnG
fossils is recorded.
Sequerce 7 (U650, U643)
Over 807o of qpecimens of Globorotalia truncuulinoidcs are
keeled in cse U650, and Pseudoemiliania lacuwn is absenr
These indicators, ogether with the seismic strati$aphic
position of the sequence and the possible presence of Mt CurI
Tepbra in core U650 (see below), suggest a Haweran Qate
Pleistocene, <0.4 Ma) age for sequence 7 (Fig. 7). Ir is infened
that fte ovalying unconformity F is close o c. 0.3 Ma" If so,
Gephyrocapsa canibeanica is unexpecedly absent from
U650, but this is infened to be due ro the subsrantial degree of
corrosion resulting in reduced nannofossil content and low
diversity in the sample. Minm amounts of rewcke4 nninly
Oligocene nannofossils occrn.
Sequence 6 (U642)
The presence of Globorotalia truncuulinordes (neady aI
keeled), and tbe absence of Pseudoemiliania hautosa, G.
crassacarhw, and the late Quaternry entrant Gbborotalia
hirsulo, together with tbe seismic stratigraphic position of the
sequence and Entative onelatisr wih a 0.27 Ma deep-sea
tephr4 layer E (see below), suggests an early-aid Haweran
age for core U642. The absence of Gephyrocapsa
carribeanica may not be reliable dw o sample corrosiou.
Sequences 5-2
No cores were re@vered fiour sequences 5-2; however, tbey
are constrained by enveloping sequences to a late Haweran
(late Pleistocene) age.
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Globorotalia hirsuta (FO 0.27 Ma and 0.23 Ma, respectively;
Edwrds 1987), and the absence of Pseudoemiliania laaswsa
arrd Geplryrocapsa caribeanica- This sequence is inferred to
be largely post-tast glacial in age, based on an interpretation
tbat it repasenB a rccent pbase of reduced curcnt activity.
Reworked Oligocene nannofossils include excellently
preserved qpecimens of. ChiasrnlilIus altus, suggesting a
nearby source
VOLCANICGLASS
Concenbetlon and mineralogr
Megascopic tephra layers were not recognised in any core,
but dispersed, clear, volcanic glass shards represent a
dominant qxnponent of the sand fraction in many samples
(Frg. 4). ln some nrffaceous horizons, we also found sparse,
euhedral, ferromagnesian crystals, some of which have
adtrcring glass indicating a volcanogenic origin. Hlpersthene
and green hornblende are identified, consistent with the
rhyolitic composition for the glasses from electron microprobe
uulysis.
Considerable amounls of glass occu in eigbt cores of late
Opoitian to mid-lae Haweran (late early Pliocene 
- 
late
Pleistocene) age (Fig. 4). We have analysed tbose huizons in
14
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E
ctosl
<12
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73 75 Tt 79
SiO2 wi%
Flg. t Compositional range displayed by 230 glass shard; from
Chatham Rise cores.
Sequence I (U651, U645, U653)
One of three cores from sequence I was examined for
microfossil contenl A clear late QuaEmary age for core U65l
is indicated by Oe presence of Emiliania huxleyi and
Table I Electron microprobe analyses ofglass sbards in cores from tbe Cbatham Rise. Analyses are recalculated to 1007o on a volatile free
basis and presented as a mean and standard deviation (in parentheses). Water by difference. n = number of shards analysed.
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Sample names = U ore numberldeptb from top in centimetres.
Analyses withlarge standard deviations (e.9., FeO>0.15 wt%. TiO2 and MgO>0.04 wt%)represent the means of two or morecompositional
populations witbin tbe sample (e.g., Fig. 9).
Sanrple 64281 has been separated into two gla.ss populations (A and B).
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which glrss shards are most abundant. These horizons arc not
evident on X-ray radiographs of core slices, which only reveal
textural and structural features of tbe sediments (e.9., cf. Fig.
4,6).
Glass chemistry
Over 230 shards were analysed by elecron microprobe fuom
26 uffaceous borizons. All sbards bave calc-alkaline rhyolitic
ocmlnsitiurs, with SiO2 content in the mnge73.5J9.3 wVo,
and trtul alkalis in tbe range 7.2-8.5 wtTo Clable l). Mosthave
Na/I( > 1. orr Ha*er vaiation diagrams (Rg. 8), he shar&
form a unimodal grouping, indicating a single or closely
rcliated source provenance with similar perogenetic origins.
Tbeir calc-alkaline composition and stratigraphic age indicate
two possible source regions within New Zealand: Taupo
Volcanic Zme srr'Z) (Cole 1979; Froggan 1983; Wilson a
al. 1984; Shane & Froggatt 1991) and the now-exdnct
Coomandel Volcanic Zx'lle (CUZ) (Skinner 1986; Briggs &
Fulon lDO). No evidence is seen for enrptive products ftom
contemporary, inraplate basaltjc volcanic centrcs such as at
Timaru (Duggan & Reay 1986) and Oe Chathasr lslands
(Grindley et al. 1977). We cannot differentiare a TVZ source
frorn a CVZ source on the ba^sis of glass comlnsition.
1.50 2.00
FeO wt"/o
Only seven of the tuffaceous horizons examined bave
homogeneous chemical populations of sbards indicative of
single eruptive events. Tbe rest are heteroSen@us with rwo s
more populations of glass mixed togetber (FrS. 9). The glass
shards in lhe tuffaceous hmizons can be grouped into fou
broad classes (Sbane 1991): (l) single, homogeneous glnsg
populations representing single enrptive events (Fig. 9A); (2) a
majo glass populatim with a few anomalous shards, probably
rewqked (Fig. 9B); (3) two discrete populations of glass
shds infered to repres€nt seprate eruptive events (Eg. 9C);
and (4) multiple and indistingttishable glass populations tbat
irdicate mixing of trro or mue eruptive events (Eg. 9D). Tbe
disribution of the.se classes in cores is shown on Fig. 4, and
implications of mixed glass populations are dinnsed in tbe
section on Pliocene-Pleistocene tephra deposition on a
curent-sw€et sealloor (below).
Because of the degree of mixing of different eruptive
poducrs in tbe cores, it is mcertain bow many emptive events
are recorded. For Pleistocene-aged sediments, we have
recognised five, chernically distinct horizons or zones, based
on a dominant glass population within tbe sanples. Three
cbemically distinct horizons occur in corcU&Z at (1) 0.31 m
depth: (2) 1.31 m deptl; and (3) 1.81 m depth. A fourth
3.0IE1.0
Fig. 9 Characteristics of tuffaceous horizons in Chatharn Rise cores as shown by individual sbard analyses. A, Tbree borizons, each
consisting of a single, discrete, compositional population. B, Horizon consisting of a large population and mntaining a chemically
anomalous sbard. C, Horizon consisting of two compositional populations. D, Multiple populatioos or a near-continunm within a
tuffaceous horizon.
rr 661/076
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cbemically distinct hmizon occurs at deprhs of 0.91 m and
1.1I m in core U646, and a fifth borizon occ'urs at 0.91 m in
core U650. Because each borizon is chemically and srad-
gr4hically different, five majm eruptive events are recsrded
In additiorU a number of smaller enrptive events are recorded
as anomalous shards within and between these horizons.
C-omelations
Several autbors have auempred to cmrelate Pleisocene ephra
exposed in onsbore seguenc€s in New Z,ealarf, with deepsea
cores up to about 1000 km away in the Southwesr Pacific,
using magnetostrati graphy, biostratigraphy, fi ssion- track
ages, and more recently by chemical fingerprinting of glass
shards (Watkins & Huang 1977; Froggac 1983; Froggatr et al.
1986; Nelson et al. 1986; Shane & Roggatt 1991). Using rhe
sequence stratigraphy established for the North Chatham
Slope (Fig. 7), and comparing rhe glass chemisrry of
ruffaceous horizons in our cores with tepbra in otber deqsea
cores and in onshore sequences in New Zealan4 we can make
two tentative correlations. These are (l) the late Pleistocene
core U650, 0.91 m depth, can be correlated witb rhe wide-
spread Mt Curl Tephra Geferrci o as Rangitawa Tephra by
Kohn et al. in press), variously dared ar 0.23-O.38 Ma
(Froggatt et d. 1985) bur wbich is probably close to 0.35 Ma
old (Kohn et al. in press); and (2) rhe Iate Pleistocene ccre
U&2, 1.80 m depth, wirb the c.0.27 Ma laya E tephra of
Ninkovich (1968) and Warkins & Huang (t977).
We compare glass compositions for conelation purposes
using similarity coefficients (SC) (Borchardt er al. 1971),
based on all oxides excepr Cl, which is ofren invariant" High
values of SC (>0.92) are obtained for correlative samples. The
compositions of tephras frorn elsewhere that were used for
correlation purposes are shown in Table 2. An SC of 0.96 was
obtained for the rratcb between glass ar 0.91 m in core U650
and the Mt Curl Tephra at its rype section in the Manawatu-
Wanganui aea (fable 2). This rephra has a distincrive high
K2O content and Na/K < 1 compared to other lare Pleisrocene
tephras (Froggatt et al. 1986). The Haweran biostrarigrapbic
age of core U650 suppcnts rhis chemical correlation. Mt Curl
Tephra, the co-eruptive airfall equivalent of the Wbakamanr
Ignimbrite, has been recognised in Tasuran Sea DSDP core
Table 2 Composition of tepbras used in correlations to samples
from Cbatban Rise cores. Analyses presented as in Table l. Grid
references from the meric MMS 260 map series.
Matahina
layer El lgnimtirite2 layer d
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591 and Southwest Pacific cores (V/arkins & Huang 1977;
Froggan 1983; Froggan eral. 1986; Nelson et al. 1986). In the
southwestern Pacific, the correlative of the Mt Crnl Tepbra is
loown as layerD. We obtain an SC of 0.94 for comparison of
layerD in core RC 12-215.
C-l:r.eU&2 is inferred to be sradgrapbically yotmger tban
U650 (Fig.7). Glass sbads in cseU&2atadepth of 1.81 m
rcpre.sent a chemically distinct, single population, similr to
Layer E in several deep-sea cores in the westem Pacific,
including RCl2-215 (Table 2; SC = 0.95). An age of
c. 0.27 lvlztcr Layer E (Ninkovich 1968) is consistent with the
stratigraphic position of core U642. Froggau (1983) suggested
the corrclation of Iayer E to the Manhina Ignimbrite in the
Bay of Plenty region of North Island. We obtained an SC of
0.93 for the omparison between glass ar 1.81 m in core U642
and this ignimbrite.
DISCUSSION
A late Neogeng high-resolutiono deepsea sequence
stratigraphy
Tbe fortuitous exposure of many Pliocene-Pleistocene
seisuric sequences by severe late Quatemary current erosion
enabled various seguences to be sampled using conventional
piston+oring equipmenr. In other pans of he world, such
higb-resolution, deep-sea sequence analyses bave been
undenaken only by conelating seismic sequences to long drill
cores (e.g., Feeley et al. 190).
The stratigrapically upwards increase in seismic impe-
dance defining the base of sequence 13 is inferred to ref,resent
an increase in terrigenous sedimentation. A sinilar incrc*se in
terrigenous rdimentation associaed witb changes in seismic
impedance or sequence architecture have been recorded on the
soutbern flank of the Cha&am Rise at DSDP sire 594 0-ewis
et al. 1986: Nelson 1986) and on rhe South Island continenral
margin in the late Miocene (Wood er al. 1989). Tbe late
Miocene (c. 9-10 Ma) age of refleoorLM coincides with ttre
onset of significant tectonic shortening within the New
Zealand plate-boundary zone and regional uplift (Walcon
1978).
Above reflectm LM on the North Chathan Slop, the
Pliocene-Pleistocene sequences are inferred to reflect
paleoceanographic fluctuations resulting from global climate
cycles, interacting witb slow tectonic subsidence of the
Mernoo Saddle. A glacio-eustatic conuol on Oe North
Cbatham Slope currenrs is inferred from: (l) a present
postglacial phase of reduced current erosion, tlrought to be
largely post-last glacial; (2) an infened inrensificarjon of rhe
currents during glaciations as a consequence of a number of
factors, including increased mnsricdon of flow tbrough the
Memoo Saddle during low sealevel; and (3) a broad cor-
relation betweer the periodicity of late Pleistocene sequenc€s
and established marine oxygen-isotope stages.
Limitations on sbatigraphic resolution
The resolution of the stratigraphy is presently limited by
sevenal fetors. Six of the 13 seismic sequences recognised
were not sampled (Fig. 7). In addition, the 1-3 m long cores
represent only small sections of the c. 10-40 m thick
s€quences. Therefore, alttrougtr the cores can be used to place
the seguences into a broad biosrrarigraphic framewodq they
do not constrain the absolute lengths of time refesennd by
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78.1r (.33) 77.38 (.45)
12.45 (.24) 17.54 (.27)
0.13 (.03) 0.12 (.02)
r.l3 (.12) 1.07 (.07)
0.11 (.03) 0.ll (.02)
0.88 (.07) 0.88 (.05)
3.76 (.r7) 3.el (.15)
3.37 (.18) 3.83 (.1?)
- 0.18 (.02)
4.35 (.69) 5.04 (1.95)2t l0
77.93 (.28) 78.09 (.30)
12.26 (.17) 12.33 (.Zt)
0.12 (.03) 0.14 (.03)
0.87 (.ll) 1.01 (.08)
o.r2 (.02) 0.12 (.02)
0.78 (.05) 0.7e (.04)
3.53 (.r4) 3.30 (.16)
4.38 (.18) 4.33 (.15)
4,38 (r.03) 4.55 (.13)18 t32
lCore RC12-215, weslem Pacific lat. 35"28',long. 167053.5,
- 
(Froggan unpubl. data).
uState Higbway 38, Murupara. Vl?R05993.
rCore RCl2-215 (Froggan et al. 1986).4Mt Curl Road. Manawatu, 5221195345 (Froggan et aI. 1986).
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individual sequences and their intervening unconforrnities,
nor do they constrain Oe shon-temr sedimentation raEs.
Furthemrore, there is some uncertainity for certain cores as to
the acnnl sequence penetnate{ due O faulting near the core
site (Fig.2).
Tbe maximum long-tenn sedimentation rates from lower
slope areas of sediment. drift accumulation are c. 70-110 mn/
ka (270-430 m since c. 3.8 Ma). Considering (l) rbe tate
Quatenrary rates of hemipelagic deposition on tbe eastern
North Island lower continental slope (c. 100 mmrla; kwis
1980), (2) the Pliocere-Pteistocene rares ar DSDp site 5%,
300 km soutb of rhe investigared area (25-150 mm/ka;
Kennefi & von der Borch et al. 1986), and (3) tbe pleistocene
rates of abysal pelagic sedimentation up ro 1000 km east of
North Island (<2 mm/k4 Warkins & Huang 1977), we susflect
tlnt hemipelagic sediments accumulating upslope of sediment
drifu on the Norrh Cha{ham Slope were deposited at short-
term ratqs in the order of c. 50-150 mm/ka_ This rate implies
thar individual cores (1.1-3.2 m long) represelt beween c. 7
and 64 ka of continuous sedimentation.
Apart from tbe two, tentative, late Pleistocene tephra
correlations, he ages of the cores bave been assigned exclu-
sively on the basis of their calcareous nannofossil and
foramjniferan biosratigraphy. Thus, they are tied to the New
Ztalmd late Neogene microfosil zonations, which have been
developed largely from onsbore sequences and from the
Tasrnan Sea DSDP core 2&4 (Beu er al. 1987; Edwards 1987).
We cannot discounr the pssibility of local anomalies in
hrst and last appearances of significant uxa that might be due
to unfavourable paleoenvironmenlal conditions in 0re region
of subtropical convergence because, at the western end of the
Chatham Rise, the modem surfacc-water circuladon patterns,
and interactions between cool subtropical and subanurctic
water, rre complex and variable, and the Subtropical Con-
vergenc€ Zone is nor well defined (Heath 1976, 1985). For
example, south of the Subtropical Convagence Zone at DSDp
site 5%, the planktic fonminifer Globorotalia inflata apgnars
at the Gaussfir,Iatuyama boundary in the adopted magne-
tostratigraphy, c. 1 Ma earlier than it does ar DSDP site 593(Hornibrook pers. comm. 192). Also, G. crassula makes its
fust appearance at that site in tbe lete Nukumaruan, whereas,
elsewhere in the New T,r*lutd region, it is recognised as a
datum close to the base of the Nukumaruan Sule (2.4O-
2.15 Ma; Edwards 1987).
The effect of botom curents, even in areas of modified
hemipelagic sedimentation upslopre of major sealloor scour
and sediment drift accumulation, has been o produce low-
diversity, conoded nannofloras with loss of solution-prone
species. Bouom cunents arc also inferred to be responsible fm
reworking the small quantities of Oligocene and Miocene
nannoflora into the Pliocene-Pleistocene sediments from
nearby sources, probably on he upper tlanks of Memoo Bank(Hrzer& Wood 1988).
PliaenePteistocene rhyolitic tephra deposition on a
currcnt-swept seafloor
Tbe rhyolitic tephra defnsir€d on ttre Norrh Chabarn Slope is
infemd to be the airfall product of eruptions from two, closely
related source provences within the late Neogene, North
Island, calc-alkaline arc. The upper, late Opoitian (c. 4.G-
3.6Ma) part of sequene 13 (cores U65a U653, and U654)
and the lae Opirian-Waipipian core U66l (Frg.4) probably
predate the onset of volcanism wirhin the TVZc.2.3-2.0Ma
ago (Lowe et al, 1988; Grindley et aI. 1988) and, hence, rhe
shards are inferred to be products of now+xtinct rtyolitic
cenms (Fig. l) on the Coromandel Feninsula (Nelson et al.
1986; Skinner 1986). The number of discrere eruprions
recorded in the early Pliocene cores is uncertain because
mixing of separate eruprive producs is common (Fig. 9) and
because the detailed stratigraphic relationships benpeen the
cores is not known (they nay or may not be chmostnati-
graphically syncbronou s).
In contrast to the eady Pliocene cores, tbe late Pliocene 
-
Iate Pleistocene (c. 1.6-0.25 Ma) cues frmr sequences 10-6(Fig. 7) conrain rhe distal airfall products of ar least five
emptions from the TVZ. These include possible co.eruptive
correlatives of the late Pleistocene Whakamaru and Marahina
Ignimbrites. Rare to very minor amounts of glass occur
throughout the posrhst-glacial age sequence I cores U645,
U651, and U653 (Frg.4, 7). Someof ilris glass in sequence 1 is
reworked from older sequences, and some may be airfall
sprinklings from TVZ eruptions.
Distances of 460-600 lqn behveen the volcanic source
areas and the core sites imply that very explosive uuptions
have occurred since tle early Pliocene. As the present
prevailing winds in the region are westerlies, the presence of
glass sharG at these distances to the soulh of the sources
suggest the ejection of unrerial high into rhe atrnosphere (e.g.,
Nelson et al. 1986). Large, explosive, silicic eruptions are
often associated witb caldera formation. Such calderas are
lnown from theTVZ (Wilson et d. 1984) and have recently
been found in tbe CVZ (Briggs & Fulton 1990). Rock
compositions from these arcas arc broadly similar to glasses
found in tbe Cbatbam Rise cores. Thu$ we cmsider the laner
to be distal products of these large enrptions.
An imfnrtant feature of volcanic gleRs occur:rcnce on the
North Chatham Slope is the absence of megascopic tephra in
all cores. This is unusual for deepsea cores from east of New
Teelelrd spanning the intervd from late early Ptiocene to late
Quaternary. For example, of rhe 17 tephras identified by
Watkins & Huang (1977) in Sourh hcifrc cues, 8 are mega-
scopic and include ttre 5 tephras recognised by Ninkovicb
(11}68). Elsewhere, in DSDP leg 90 cores from the Southwest
Prcific and Tasnan Sea tS late Cenozoic, silicic, megascopic
tephras bave been recorded (Nelson et al. 1980.
One explanation for the absence of megascopic tephra in
cores from the North Chatham Slope is that the combined
physical oceanographic and sedimentary Focesses made this
region unfavourable for developing thick concenuations of
ash on tbe seafloor, irraqpective of tbe rates of airfall tmnsport
of glass to the area. The sedimenrs are inferred to have
accumulated at low rates, and bioturbation is extensive,
producing predominantly bomogerrous and motrled ircdi-
mentary textures. In addition, signihcant bottom-current
activity is clear from tbe multiple, regional-scale erosion
surfaces and sediment drifs evident in seismic profiles (Frg.
3), from the sedimenary Extures in cores, and from tbe
presence of corroded and reworked microflora- These
combined processes bave the effect of disseurinating and
rewo'rking the glass shtrds into rhe terrigenous and biogenic
components of the sedimetrts, enabling multiple tephra
deposia to be mixed. Furthennore, tbe northwest Cbathan
Rise slope Iies due south of the infered volcanic sour@s,
which is probably not favourable for maximum fallout,
considering the prevailing westerly winds. Some of the
eruptions recorded may not have been of sufficientmagninde
!o produce visible ash at the site, althougb this clearly does not
ac@unt for the microscopic occurence of Mt C\nt Tepbra
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which is 100 run thick at DSDP site 594 to the south (Frg. l)
(Froggar et al. 1980.
CONCLUSIONS
Tbe fmaniniferan ard nannofossil biosradgraphy of lqte
Miocene 
- 
late Qratenury pistm co,rps from the nsthwest
Cbatham Slope provides a &amewo* for int€rpretation of
higb-resolution seismic sratigraphy.
A regional increase in the sr,ength of seismic reflectors
occurs at tbe base of sequence 13 (9-10 Ma). This reflecs
an increase in terigenous sedimenution accompanying
the onset of shortening across tbe Pacific and Ausralian
plate boundary in tbe New Zealandregion.
3. Pliocene-Pleistocene cores from 7 out of 13 uncon-
fonnity-bound sequences consist predominantly of bio
hnbate{ henipelagic mudstone with minu but variable
amounts of volcanic glass, and resedimented glauconitic
sand. Tbey exhibit tbe texural chararreristics of sedimens
deposited at slow rates under tbe influence of variable
bottom curents. The structures of cores, and inferred
sedimentary processes, are consistent with seismic
su-atigraphic interpretations.
4. No megascopic tephra occr-nln any ctre$ but tbe relative
down-core concentrations of glass indicate prominent
fluctuations in the rate of tephra accumulation during the
Pliocene-Pleistocene. Individual tuffaceous horizons may
contain the airfall deposis of one or two eru;rtions, or of
multiple eruptions mixed logether. The physical ocean-
ograpby, slow sedirnentadon, and extensive bioturbation
in the region produced unfavourable conditions for
praserving megascopic, Pliocene-Pleistocene tepbra-
5. Early Pliocene (late Opoitian) glass shards miginatal from
the now-extinct Coromandel Volcanic Zone, whereas
Pleistocene ash, including probable co-eruptive cor-
relatives of the Whakamaru Ignimbrit€ (Mt Curl Teplna
c. 0.35 Ma) and Matahina Ignimbrite (Iryer E; c. 0.27 Ma)
originated from the Taupo VolcanicTnne.
6. High-resolution, deep-sea sequence stratigraphic analysis
is possible using conventional piston cores and bigh-
frequency seismic profiles in favourable settings hat
preserve repeated episodes of current erosion and
deposition.
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